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In th~ prn~nt 'ludy lto no:\linru bO'lnd.ry ',ollur problrm for l!lip w.~·rs
i. obt;"jn~d by tr.n:lforming, through a Ta)'!or's scries c),;lansion, the frC'C
surfltoceconditionC"(therxact shipw&\'(' prcblf'm from bc:ingntisfiedon
t!le.ctu&1frC'Csurf&cetob.:ingntisfiedontheundilturbrdlluidfrC'Csur·
(...ce, An iterltotive 1M' hod bued on the direct bounduy integral theory
and line.r dement t<!1:hniqun il developed to IIOhe the transformed nonlin·
earbounda.ryva.)ueprohle:l\. AnumericiJtowingt~kildeYelopedulinR
the it.,rltotive method, A YiluiJintion and ~im&tion syltem is &Iso im·
plemented ill the numrricoll towing tank to produce the visult.! limul&tion
effcct,
In order to compare the pl'l!lICnt method w!tb the existing ones &Dd
to study the lineu modeb found in. literature, a new lin.eui:cd ship wave
problem, U lto specia.! cast of the prtllent nonlinear ship w.ve problem, is
also derived and solved it! this invcstig&tion, Algorithms hued on both the
direct and the indirect bounda.ry integral theoriel arc de"eloped to loh'('
the praent lillurizcd ship wave problem.
The theoretical cevclopmellts ill ''',~ prtllCllt study are mainly: the
tranlfonnatioll of the free surf&Ce condition, the derivation of a. new lin·
earized ship WlLve problem, and the development of It.II iura.tive scheme
for solving noll.lineu bounduy value problems. Beside these theoretical
a.chievcW!nu, the devdupmellt i:l numerical tcdlniques and softwa..re de·
sign is a1.so an importa.nt put of the prtllClIt study, which includes the
development of the algorithm for applying the direct bounduy integral
theory, the devtlopm~llt of the liDeu element tccl.niques, and the imple.
mentltotion of. visua.lintion a.nd a.nima.tion Iyltem.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The investigation of free sunace wa.ves generated by a moving object, floating
or submerged, and the corresponding wave resistance to the object, i.e. the ship
wave problem, is a classical problem in Buid mechanics and ship hydrodynam-
ics. The subject has caught the interesh of hydrodynamists, naval architects
and mathematicians for a long time. Although the wave pattern with its distinct
structure seems to be well suited to a. mathematical treatment, a. mathematical
solution of the problem is &!mOSl impossible to find without introducing simpli-
fications to the problem.
One of the main simplified m&thCl1&tieal models of the ship WOLVC problem is
the s~calledNeumann·Kelvin problem which is a linear boundary value problem.
Except for the fundamental usumption of potential Buid Bow I an important as·
sumption of the Neuma.nn-Kelvin ship wave problem is that tbe ship has to be
"thin". Although the Neumann-Kelvin problem is a linear boundary value prob-
lem, analytical solutions to the problem are still difficult to find for a real ship
which usually involves a complicated curved wetted surface. Further simplifi-
cations are, there£ore. also introduced with respect to the geometry of the ship
surface so that a mathematica1lOlution could he obtained, such as: the thin ,hip
theory which substitutes the real ship surface by a single vertical plane located
at the center of the ship, the flat ship theory which simplifies the ship surface
into a horiz.ontal plane. A similar idea. is also used in the slender ship theory.
For the submerged body cases of spheres and ellipsoids an.a1ytical solutiow l»u1d
be obtained by directly satisfying the body surface condition on the real body
surface.
BecaulC of the introduction of the above mentioned .implifications the ilppli.
cation. of theorcticalsolutioos arc extremely limited. Theoretical calculation. of
the wave-making resi.tance of .hip. cannot yet be done with sufficient accuracy
to replace model testing. So far, ship designers have to rely on experiment, and
the theoretical .olutions are valuable to belp enginccrs to an&1yse i1I'1d understand
the experimental results (Manen i1I'1d Oouanen, 1988).
With the general availability of computers, the treatment of ship wave prob·
lems has bee:tl shifting towards methods with large numerical contents that permit
lesICf simplifiC&tiol1J in forming the mathematical model in comparison with the
theoretical aa&1yscs. Two major mathcmatie&1 models have been widdy used
in the numerical modelling of the ship wave problem. They arc the Ncum&nn'
Kelvin and Da"son', lineari%ed ship wave models. Both of these t",o models arc
in the form of linear boundary ~ue problems. The nw:nerie&l techniques used
(or solvina these two boundary value probkms uc m&inly the boundary clement
method, the finite diB"crcncc method and the finite clement method, of ",hich the
boundary clement method alto referred to as the boundary intcg:r&1 method or
p&I1c1 method IC'Cma to be the most popular and the most successful one (Ravea
1988, 1992).
In the numencaJ treatment of the NCWDI.Dn·Kelvin problem, the imperme-
ability condition 00 the ship "cued .urface is applied cxactly on the ship surface
loution without any simplification. The fluid free surface condition is the same as
the one wed in the thin ship theory ",hich requira the ship to be thin. Therefore
the ~ppli~tiolls of numerical modelling of ship .....~"c problems b.ued on soj,,·
ing tbe N"euna.nn-Kelvin problem are still limited to thin ships. It is not dar
how much the result. cu be improved in compuison with the thin ship theory
by using the exa.ct ship SUrfKC condition &nd keeping the thin ship free surl&Ce
colldition.
A main numeric&1 procedure developed to solve the Neumann-Kelvin line~r
ship wave problem is the so-al.Ied Kelvin source method which could be dusi·
fied a.s an indirect boundary integra.! method (Brebbia 1984, Wardle 1981). Beins
one of the early numerical modelling methods in ship wave pattern a.nalysis and
wave-ma.lc.ing resistance computation, tbe numerical appro~ches based 011 solv-
ing the Neumann-Kelvin problem ha.ve becu investigated, developed and applied
by many resea.rche:rs. This resulted. in an extensive liter&ture on the subject.
These results have provided a huse amount of information contributing to a bet-
ter understanding of the wave pattern and the wave-muins resistance of .hip•.
However prob1eml are &Iso found in the &ppliation of this method. One problem
is the lack of agreement amona the results produced by different formulations of
the G~'I function wed. in this method. La.tge differences were We found in the
computations when UJ~ the same G~'. function to solve the Bme Neumann·
Kelvin problem (see, B&&r 1986). The other problem is that the -thin- ,hip
requirement makes the method UJually not applicable to praetic&1 'hip fonm.
In order to overcome the thin .hip restriction resulting from the Suid free .ur-
face condition in the Neumann-Kelvin problem, D..wson (1977) developed .. lin-
ea.med free .urfa.c:e condition hued on the double-body Sow. Thi. idea had been
developed and taed in Buid mechanica, and &Iso applied to solve the ship 1t'ave
problem by Gadd (1975). By introducing the double· body streamlines, Dawson
simplified a three dimensional free surface condition into a two dimensioDa.l one
wbich provided opportunities and advantages for the development of numerical
a.pproaches to solve the problem. A one·sided four-point finite differeDce formula
was also applied by Dawson to impose the wave radiation condition. These two
aspects are considered to be the most important contributions by Dawson.
Since Dawson's free surlace condition is more complicated than the one found
in the Neumann·Kelvin problem, it is difficult to find a Green's function to sat-
isfy this free surface condition if the Kelvin source method is used to solve the
boundary nlue problem. The Rankine source method, which is also considered
at an indirect boundary integral approach, was used by Dawson and many others
to .olve Daw.on's linear ship wave problem.
When the double-body aow perturbation is applied to linearize the free surlace
condition, two steps are usually involved. Firstly, the free surface condition sat-
isfied on the actual wavy fluid free .urface has to be transformed to a condition
satisfied Oil the undisturbed fluid free surface. And secondly, the transformed
nonlinear free surface condition sati.fied on the undisturbed fluid free surface
mu.t be linearized by a perturbation based Oil the double·body velocity poten-
tial. In Dawson'. linearization procedure, the auid free surface condition satisfied
on the actual wavy free .urface is applied directly on the undisturbed auid free
surface without any treiiltment before the linearization. This is equinlent, as
hat been shown by N&ko. (1990) and will also be .hown in the present study,
to keepiIl8 only the first term, namely the zero order term in '1, in a Ta.y10r'.
series expansion of the free surface condition about the undisturbed auid surface
and then performing the lineariution. Because of this approximation in Da.w.
SOQ'S Iineu free surface condition, the applic.ation of Da.....$On·s linear ship .....ave
problem is still limited to solutions for rel...tivdy thin ships. Discussion on Da'K-
son's linearized free surfa.cc condition have been presented by Nakas (1990) and
Pawlowski (19921.). Comparisons of Dawson's lincarited ship .....a...e problem .....ith
the lil1ea.ri.zed ship .....ave problem devdoped in the present work and experimental
data .....ill be presented in this thesis.
To inaeue the accuracy of the linearization and fully ta.\r.e advantage of the
double-body perturbation, Na.\r.os and Sclavounos (1991) developed a linearized.
free surface condition by transforming the 6uid free surface condition satisfied on
the actual6uid free surface to the undisturbed 6uid frcc surface condition throuAh
a Taylor's series expansion. Computations have been carried out by Naltos &ftd
Sclavounos (1991) and good results bave been reported for a modified Wigley
hull.
Attempts have been made in the literature to solve the nonlinear ship wave
problem by an iteration scheme, such as by 0Aiwara (1985), Ni (1987), Jensen,
Mi and Soding (1986), Kim (1989), Kim and Luc.as (1990), and most recently
by Raven (1m). The full theoretical foundation of this app~ch is not dc&t
and has never been discuued in these studies. The convcrgence of the iteration
has been reported to be a major problem in applications of this method. A so-
e&\led relaxation !actor had to be used in most of these computatIons to force the
convergence of the iterations.
A new theory for solvinA the nonlinear ship wave problem by using a one-
to-one ftuid domain transformation technique bas been developed by Pawlowslri
(199b). The transformed nonlinear bounduy value prohlem is solved hy a non·
linear perturhation method developed by Pawlowski (1992b). In this theory not
only the nonlinearity of the waves has been con.idered but also the .Iope of the
ship hull, which provides a better modelling of the physical problem. The de:-
velopment of the theory and some of the application. ha.ve been reported by
Pawlow,ki (19921., 1992b). Some applications of this theory au also presented in
Chapter 6 of the present thesis.
1.2 The Present Investigation
In the present study, the Buid ftee .urface condition of the exact ship wave
problem is tra.nsformed from being satisfied at the actual wavy Buid free surface
to beiDI satisfied at the undisturbed fluid free surface z = 0 by means of a.
Taylor's series expa.nsion. The transformed nonlinear boundary value prohlem
i. then solved by an iterative method devel()ped iD. the present study. All the
cases computed in the present study are converlent and, as will he shown in the
foUowiDl chapters, the computed results an in lood itgreeme:nt "fith c:xpcrimenW
data.
In order to compue the pn:sc:nt method. "fith the existing methods and to
.tudy the linear models found iD. the literitturc, a linea.r ship ..ave problem ob-
tained by linca.rizi.n& the present transformed nonlinear problem is also derived
aad 101ved in theprcsent study. Since the present linearized free surface condition
i. b&scd on the transformed free .urface condition which keep. hisher order (in
" ) terms in the Taylor's seria expansion, the present linear model gives better
raults in compuison "fith DaW1On', and other linear models.
To accurately model thc ship lO;a\'e pattem and compute the .....a\'<'.making reo
sistance, O:le needs not only a good mathematica.l model, but al50 an efficient. rO'
bust and accurate numerical approach to 5Oh-e the mathematical problem. In the
present study two :lumerical approaches are developed. One is bued on the diret"t
boundary integral formulation and the other is bued on the indirect bound;Lry
integral formulation. 10 both of these approaches the linear element techniques
are u~. The lineu element techniques distribute unknowns (50uree.densities in
the indirect formulation; velocity potentials and their normal derivatives in the
direct formulation) at the nodes and linearly vary the unknowns over each panel
on the surface mesh. Trian!Ulu panels a.re used in both of these ilpproaches,
which give an euy and accurilte paneliution of surfaces and allow the linear
variation of unknowns over e&eh panel.
BeaUle the unknowns &re defined at the lIodes of the triangulilf mesh in-
stcild of at the CCIltroids of p&neb, both the ftuid free surface condition and the
impenneahility body surface condition are wislied on the design I~ waterline
of the coosidered ship. In the pre:se:nt study these two conditions ilfe satisfied
simult&neously at the exact ioe&tion of the waterline. This h"" not been studied
a.nd applied in the literature.
The idea of linear elements has been discussed in boundary integral theories
dealing with the subject of boundary value problems, (see Wardle 1981, for in-
stance). However, the technique has not been applied in the numerical algorithm
to solve surface ship wave boundary value problems. aaddour (1989) developed a
system. of algorithms using three-node triangular linur elements to solve paten'
tial problems. Theoriet and techniques for three-node triangular linear elements
were developed in that work, such u the conectivity system for t~ree-node triom·
gular dements and analytical integrations of linear unknown distributions. The
pre:tent study is bued on Baddour's three-node tria.ngular linear dement "Igo-
ritbm. The complexity of the linear dement algorithm is much higher th"n that
of the constant element algoritbm found in the literature. However, the draw-
backs inherent in the cowtant clement algorithm, such as the collocatioo poiots
beins: away from the actual boundary, the variables between panels being discon-
tinuous, and the panelization being in&CCl.:.ute, a.re overcome. Therefore, more
&ccurate computational results can be obtained by applying the lineu dement
techniques.
The direct hc:oundary integal method relates the velocity potential and it.
nomW derivative on the boundary of the domain under consideration. Since the
velocity potential a.nd its normal deriva.tive ue the values directly related to the
solution of the problem, the method is called. tbe direct method or dire<:t formu-
Ia.tion to distin&ui.h it from the iadirect formulation which seeks the solution to
the problem throu&b an intermediate source density distributed on the boundary.
Even though the direct boundary intesral formulation haa significant adVJJl.tages
for solving the free surla.c:e .hip wave problem, the method haa nevet' been used. in
the literatUTe. In the ptexnt study a numerical towing tank is developed based
on the direct bounduy intq:ral formulation. In a sense it simulates the process
of .hip model tatina in a towinS tank. In particular the wave pattern and the
wave-making resistance are computed by including the effects of the existence of
the side ",alls &Dd the bottom of the tw. Tberd'ore the numerical ~ults are
directly comparable with l&boratory meatUf"e:IneJ1tJ.
In order to enhance the interp·etati~n of the results obtained from the com·
putation, techniques of visualization and animation of ship fNltion and related
physical parameters, such as pressure distribution on the surface of ship hull and
velocity field in the auid, are also developed in the pr<~senl study based on a
software package called Advaneed Visual System fAYS). Through the visualiza·
tion and animation numerically simulated towing tanks give the same or even a
better representation of physical effect in comparison with a. real towing tank in
a laboratory.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. Following this introduction, in
Chapter 2, a review is presenteQ on the topics of the linearized ship wave boundary
value problems, namely the Neumann-Kelvin problem, Dawson's linear problem
and the linear ship wave problem developed by N&kos and Sclavounos (1991). The
correspondiJlg numeric&! methods for solving these linear problems (the Kelvin
source and the Rankine source mcthodJ) ue also presented. A review of the one-
to-one domain transformation and nonlinear perturbation theories developed by
P..wlowski (1992&, 1992b) is detailed in this chaptet. The iterative panel method
hued on the Rankine source theory developed by several authors is also reviewed
in this ch..pter.
In Ch..ptet 3, the formulations of the problems solved in the present study ue
presented. These include: the transfonnation of the free surface condition from
being Mtimed at the actual auid free surface to being satisfied at the undisturbed
8nid surface by means of a Taylor'. leria expansion, the derivation of a new
Iineui%ed free suri..ce condition bued on tbe present tr..nsformed. nonlineu free
surl..ce conditioo, and the formul..tion of ~ iter..tive scheme for solving the
transformed Don!ineu ship w..ve problem.
A genen! discussion of the direct ~d inditec~ boundary integu..l formulations
and a compuison between these two formul..tions ue presented in Cb..pter 4 of
this thesis.
In Chapter 5, the development of the Presellt indirect ~d direct boundary
integra! a.lgorithnu for solving the lineuized ship wave problem developed in
Chapter 3 ..re presented. Applications.uld comparisons are also presented in this
chapter.
In Chapter 6, an iterative scheme (or solving the nonlinear ship wave problem
(a nonlinear numerical. towing lank) is developed. Comparisons with the linear
results obtained in the Presellt study, the nonlinear results found in the Iiter..ture,
and experimenl&1 data Are also presented.
10 Cbpter 7, the computer vlsuWution &Ild animation of the computed
raults are presented.
Fina.lly, in Chapter 8, conclusions &lid recommerldations are presented &S the
results of the present inveltigation.
Four appendices are also provided in this thesis to detail some of the conteuts
involved in the development of the present algorithms.
A list of references is att&ehed, which is orsani:ed in alphahetical order.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The Exact Ship Wave Problem
Although the generation of ship waves and the corresponding wave resistance
depend on both the presence of the gravitati",nal force field and the viscosity of the
fluid, investigations of tbis problem so far are mainly base<! on potential theory,
i.e. the fluid under consideration is regarded as homogeneous, incompreuible
and inviscid. In other words, it is supposed that the effects of viscosity on the
formation of ship waves are negligible and the wave resistance is a function of
the Frourle Dumber alone. Irrotational flow is also assumed in formulating the
problem. The usefulness of the investigation of this simplified problem may be
seen as follows. For most ships ad~ncing at il sufficiently low vdocity the viscous
resistance cannot be significantly reduced by changing the hull form and this
laves the ship designers more or less free to choose a suitable huU form (from
a resistance point of view). Optimal ship forms are those .....hich generate the
smallest waves and it is therefore highly desirable to develop a theoretical tool to
analyse the relationship between wave resistance and the geometry of the ship's
hull, (see Baar, 1986). The wave generation problem is also an important part of
more advanced problems of ship motions in "aves. Therefore it is releVAnt to a
broad range of seakeeping and structural responIC problems.
It is convenient to desaibe the ste&d.y ship motion by fixing the system of
coordinates (%,y,;I) 'llrith the ship which has a velocity of advance U in space. The
coordinate system i5 located IUch that axis % is in the ship velocity direction and
axil; .z: directs upwucil from the design load waterline. The exact or a!mo.t exact,
11
(sec Wehausen 1973, Baa.r 1986), boundary value problem of steady ship waves
established by the potential theory is tben destribed by the following equations.
The governing field equ"tion is
(2.1)
where ~ =\!I(:t,y,z) is the velocity potential within the fluid domain.
The impermeability body surface condition is given as:
ii· V\!I =0, (2.2)
on the wetted body surface, and 1\ represents the unit normal vector directed out
of the fluid domain.
The boundary conditions to be satisfied on the free surface of the water z =: 'I,
are of the form (Newman 19n, Pawlowski, 1992&):
g~ + ~V'. 17(17.· V.) = 0,
9'1 + ~((lV.I)' - U'} = o.
(2.3)
(2.4)
where U represent. the velocity of the ship.
The velocity potential ~ must also satisfy the condition at infinity. This
condition req,uires that
IV~l - -U when z:S: 0, ,/z2 +y2 + .::2 _ 00. (2.5)
Finally, to ensure a unique solution, we must also impose the physically ac·
ceptable (radiation) condition that no waves are propagated upstream from the
body.
12
To summarize the a.bove equ3tions the exact ship W3VC problcm is written as:
in the fluid domain;
ii·V~=O, on the body Jurf l11;e;
The radiation condition.
From (2.4) the wave deva.tion " is given by
(2.6)
(2.7)
System of equations (2.6) defines a nonlinear boundary wue problem 'fII'ith an
unknown boundary (free surface) location. It is not easy to find 3D 3D&lytie&l s0-
lution to the problem without introducing simplifications. Those methods which
have been applied to solve the problem usually entail some kind of simplifying as-
sumptions, such as thin ship and low speed. auumptions. Many mathematicians
and naval architects have expended considerable efforts in developing an ade-
quate solution to the problem by applying different methods and simplificationa,
such as theories developed by Michell, Kelvin, Havelock, Hogner, Peters, Ursell,
Kochin, Bessho, Fa.re1l, Guttmann, and Guilloton to mention but a few. AU thcir
contributions, and many otbers, form i1D extensive literature: on the an&lytie&l
treatment of the problem, which has been reviewed I;omprehenlivdy by Wigley
(1949), Lunde (1951), Inui (1962), Sabuncu (1962), Weinblum (1963), Guilloton
(1964), Kostyukov (1968), Gadd (1968), Wehauaen (1973), Newnw::I. (1976), and
B"" (1'86).
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It is thc objective of thc present rcvicw to present I. gCllcr,,) $urvcy of thc
formull.tioll$ of thc linur ml.thCtM.ticaJ modd$ of thc ship WI.VC problcm I.nd
of corrcspocding J:lumcricaJ trc.atmcnt$. u wdl u thc theories "nd llumencaJ
mcthod5 for solving nonlineu ship wavc problems.
2.2 Neumann·Kelvin Linearized Problem
The procedure for linearization of thc exact ship wavc problem to obtain thc
Neumann·Kdvin liDurized problem GaD be explaiced u follows:
1. Expanding thc combiDed free surfa.ce condition (2.3) iD a Taylor's series
expansion about thc undisturbed ftuid free surface and keepiDg oDly the
zero order tcrms in '1. l"C have
on z = O. (2.8)
2. Assuming the velocity potentw • to be composed of a uniform ftow (-U)
and a perturbatioD fl. that is • = -U: + f'. and substitutin& for. iDto
equatioD (2.8) pves
iV(-u. +"). V{V(-U. +n·V(-U.+ "»)
+f-!;(-U%+.'l = 0, onz=0~2.9)
3. DroppiDg the nODlincar tennl in fl. equatioD (2.9) becomes:
on z =0. (2.10)
The exact problem is then reprete:nted by a linear boundary value problem
which is called the Neumann·Krlvin problem. (lee Brard 1971, 1914&,b, Baar
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and Price 1988). Expressici the \'Uiables in the coordinate s)'stcm fixed "'ith
the movici ship, the Neumann-Kelvin linear problem is then described in terms
Of9'U:
v'~=O,
ii·V;-""Un",
U'g:+9~ =0,
1".'1-0,
in the fluid domoin;
on the body JUT feu;
on z =0;
::50ond~-oOCl;
(2.11)
The r4diotion condition.
In boundary value problem (2.11), '"'" represents the % component of ii.
The w~ve dention is given by
17 = !UV;',
9
z = O. (2.12)
The body surface condition in boundary V&1ue problem (2.11) is of Newn&Dn
type. The linear free su.rUo: condition in this problem wu lint investigated by
Lord Kelvin in the context of the thin ship theory, (see Thomson 1887). The
radiation condition of the end: ship wa>n: problem should also be imposed to
ensure a Wlique solution for this linear boundary V&1ue prohlem.
2.3 Dawson's Linearized Problem
Dawson'.1ineariud free surface condition i. obtained by directly applying the
kinematic and dynamic free surface conditions on the undisturbed free .urface
z = 0 before the linea.riz&tion. The combined free .urface condition satiafied on
z = 0 is obtained by eliminating 1'/ from the kinematic iLtId dynamic free surface
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conditions. And then the combined free surface: condition satisfied on ~ =0 0 is
line&riud bued 00 the double-body Bow. Although the elimination procedure
used by Dawson is :nappropriate mathematically (see Newman 1977), the result
is correct for the accuracy of zero order in '1. This is because of M18~ =0 0 on
Z =0 0 io this particular case. In this section, the simple steps given by Dawson
(1977) to obtain his linurized free surface condition an repeated without a.oy
cha.oge. The derivation of Dawson's linurized free surface condition through a
mathematic.ally consistent approach will be shown in Chapter 3, where a new
linearized free surface: condition i. derived.
We follow the procedure described by Dawson (1977). For a three-dimensional
problem, the free surface conditiolllII are linearized in terms of the double-body
velocity potential i, that is, ; = i +;' and nonlinear terms in ;' are dropped.
Also the free surface condition.s are applied at z ,., 0, not at the free surface:.
When '1 is eliminalcd, the kinematic and dynamic free turface: conditions reduce:
i{~~[(~)'+(~)'+(~)'I+~~[(~)'+(~)'+(~)~)+g~=o
(2.13)
Now for any function F
aiaF aiaF aiaF
a;a; + arB; = TiFt·
where l lepreleo1s the double-body Itre&m1ioe on z = O.
Thus the free lutf,.ce condition becomes
16
(2.14)
0, (2.15)
but
so that
MaJ~af'
8i8if8i (2.16)
(~)'~+~I(~)'~I+g~=o (217)
Now replace ~' with ~ -. to get
(2.18)
Rewriting equation (2.18) and combining the r~t of the equations in the exact
ship wave boundary value problem, Dawson's linearized ship wave problem is then
obtained u:
in the fluid dom4in;
ji-V¢=o, on the body JUTf 4Cl!j
{Jll z=O; (2.19)
I""I--U, ::$0, and ~-oc;
The radiation eonditionj
AD
17
(2.20)
aiiPi (2.21)BD 2ai aF;
CD = 2(~)2~. (2.22)
In the above equations l represents the coordinate along the streamline of the
corresponding double-body Bow on .I: = 0; and +is the double-body potential
which is obtained by solving the double-body problem, (see Fig. 5.1 for the
geometry of the double-body model). The double-body Bow problem iJ defined
by
in the fluid dom4ini
n.Vt=O,
~=o,
IV+I- -U,
on the body 3UTfacei
on .I: = 0;
4.S~ ..... oo,z:50.
(2.23)
Dawson's linearized problem is oripnally written in terms of total velocity
potential ;, (see boundary Vlllue problem (2.19)). However it can also be writ-
ten in terms of the pertutb&tion potential ;' in the same way as expressed in
the Neumann·Kdvin linear problem (2.11), (see Opwara 1983). In terms of ;'
problem (2.19) becomes:
"'''=0,
n'V;' =Un",
Ao~ +Bo," +g~ =Co,
in the fluid domain;
on the body .JUTfaa;
on .I: = 0; (2.24)
IV.'j-O, .1::50, ~_oo;
The Tadiation conditUm;
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where the total velocity potential ~ is defined a..s:
(2.25)
and
Co = -(~)'~
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
The radiation condition in Dawson's linearized problem is the same as that for
the exact ship wave problem.
As has been ducussed above, Dawson', linea.ri2ed free surface condition i.
equivalent, as shown by Nakas (1990) lUl.d as will be shown in Chapter 3 of this
thesis, to the result of keeping only the fiut term (uro order term in '1) in the
Taylor's series expansion of the free .urface condition about .l = 0 and then
performing the linearization.
The error in the results of IOlviog Dawson'. linearized .hip wave problem,
induced by keeping only one term ill the Taylor's series exp&ntion, depencb on
the block ratio of the .hip hull and the curvature of the bow &nd stern. For
thin ships the errors are relatively small. However, for ships with i&rgcr bloclc
ratios or rounded surfac:es at the bow and stern the error could be .ipificantly
large. For instance, in the ease of a movinS floating sphere with its c;:cntcr pla.ne
OIl the undisturbed fluid free surface, it is known, from the theoreticallOlutioD,
that thefl.uid velocity M/at at the stagnation points oithe double-body solution
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are :loero. Therefore it can be seen that the three coefficients AD, BD, ami CD
in Dawson's free surface condition given by equations (2.20), (2.21), and (2.22)
are all equal to zero. Hence, at tbe st..gnation points the solution of Dawson's
linearized boundary value problem (2.19) can easily be found to be
",d
8./8' =0,
8./8, = o.
(2.29)
(2.30)
The above equation implies that the verliw fluid velocity at the front edge of
the sphere is zero. This is obviously wrong. The first order approximation of the
Vl:rlical Buid velocity at the stagnation points of the sphere can be obtained in
termI of the velocity potential; from the linear ship wave problem developed in
the present study, (see Chapter 3 for the present linearized free surface condition),
which. is
~ =~ = ~ffr· (231)
As wiU be shown in Chapter 3, the reason why Dawson's linear prohlem, as
given by (2.19) or (2.24), gives wrona prt'dietions at the stagnation points is that
the terms producecl by the IeCOnd term (first order term in 11) in the Taylor's
series expansion are import&nt for rounded surfaces at the stagnation points or
larse block ratio bodies. These terms an: relatively small when lii'/Uj is small,
where it is the perturbAtion component of the fluid velocity due to the double-
body, and U is the forward speed, i.e. fJi/ih = U+ ii'. The effect of these
terms will increase when the q,J,ue of lii'/UI inanses. For the sphere cue at the
It&gnation points lu'/UI =I, which is the IIWcimum value of Iii'/Uj, and these
terms haw the maximum dl'ect, resulting in the obviously wrong solution.
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As reported by Raven (1992) the \'ertical component of fluid vdocity, obtained
by solving Dawson's lincuized ship wa\'e problem, at the bow of a Series 60 hull.
C. = 0.60, could have 35% error &.rid at the stCl'n could reach up to 65%. The
reason that the eff'Or ilt the stem is I.a.fler than the error at the bow is that the
waterline entrance angle at the stem of Series 60. C. =0.60, is larr;er than at the
bow, (sce Fig. 5.10).
2.4 Nakos and Sclavounos Linearized Problem
A Dawson-like linearized free surface condition ha.s been derived and used
by Nakas and Sclavounos (Nakos 1990, Naltos and $c1avounos 1991). In this
linearized free ,urface condition terms up to the first order in 11 in the TAylor's
series expansion arc kept. The origiuallinearized free surface condition published
by Nakos and Sclavounes is in the form of & vector expreuion, liven by
vi.VIVi.v,,')+ ~V(Vi.Vi).V",+9~ - ~(Vi. V"'J
-iV{Vi. Vi). vi - ~(U2 - vi· v+)Et. onz = 0, (2.32)
where" is the double-body potential; # is the potential perturbation for the free
surfac:e problem.
RewritinS equation (2.32) in terms of the double·body streamline, we have
(2.33)
where
(2.34)
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(2.35)
Comparing the linearized free surface condition given by equation (2.33), to-
gether with equations (2.34), (2.35) and (2.36), with D&w~n's lineuized free sur·
face condition given in boundary value problem (2.24), together with equations
(2.26), (2.21) and (2.28), it can be seen that there are two differences. Firstly BD
in equation (2.27) has a coefficient 0£2 and B N in equation (2.35) has a. coefficient
of 3 iutead of 2. Secondly, on the right-hand side of equation (2.33) there is one
extra. term, in comparison with Dawson's linearized free surface condition, which
appears in the coefficient ON, given by equation (2.36).
It should be mentioned that an assumption that t('v+. vi -lJ2) is of the
order of magnitude of 4J' wu used. in obtaiDing equation (2.32) or (2.33), (Nakoa
1990). Tlm resulted in some terms in the Ta.ylor's series CXJla.tlllion of the free
surface condition not appearing in (2.32).
Tb.e above linearized free ,mace condition and tb.e rest of tb.e equatiol1t de-
scribed in the exact ship w&vc problem form a linearized problem which was
fOlved by Nakas (1990), Nakol and SciavoUD.OI (1991) for a modified Wigley hull.
2.5 Pawlowski's Nonlinear Theory
Pawlowski (1992&, 1992b) introduced & new approach of one-to-one domain
traDSforma.tion AI .. basi, of cocsiatent formulations of nonlinear boundary value
problema. Tb.e theory transfo~llU the real Suid domain with aD unkno'trn actual
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r.-ee surface into a computational domain with a flat fret: surface in the sense
of an approximation series. The transformed boundar)' value prvblem in the
computational domain is then solved by a nonlinear perturbation approach. The
theory considers both the steady case of a ship moving in still water and the
unsteady (time dependant) case o[ a ship moving in waves.
The development of the domain transformation theory has been detailed by
Pawlowski (1992a). A perturbation approach [or solving the transformed ship
wave problem ~., introduced in that paper and further extended by Pawlowski
(1992h). Some assumptions about hypothesised order of magnitude used in the
first paper for the perturbation purposes have been re1a..xed in the second paper,
and this resulted in the :lonlinear perturbation formulation.
The transformation is gi~n as:
(2.37)
where V denotes the gradient operator and dot indiutes the sular multiplication,
and i1 represents the vedor field of domain transformation which is a function of
=, y, .: and t.
The transformation (2.37) is applicable to &11 conditions in the ship wave
problem (Pawlowski 1992&), such as Laplace's equation, the free surface condition,
the ship impermeability surfac:e condition, the pressure and velocity fields in the
fluid domain. Under this transformation, the fluid domain with a. wa.vy free
surfa.ce is transformed into a computational domain with a. flat surface, "here
the co:nputations are performed.
The governitlg equation in the computational dorna.in is obta.:ned by applying
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transformation (2.37) to Laplace's equ'l.tion wl:ich is given a.s:
ezp(ij . V)V'. =0 I (2.38)
where. represent, the velocity potential.
Similarly, the free surface conditions in the computational domain (i.e.
z =0), are given u:
""d
e:rp(ij 'V)(~ + ~IV.I~ + g;::) =0, (2.39)
ezp(ij' 'V)I~+g~ +2'Q't· ~('Vt)+ ~'V•. 'Q'('Q't· 'Q'+)} = O. (2.40)
The impermeahility condition on the surface of the body becomes
where j denotes the unit tenlor, and @ signifies the tensor multiplication; n
represents the normal vector to the body surface.
Also, the radiation conditiolLS are obtained by trans£ormiDg appropriate re-
striction conditiolLS on a whole houndary depending on the fluid domain under
colUideration.
The above described transformed boundary Value problem is a nonlinear one,
but the location of the free surface is known as z = O. In order to solve this
nonlinear boundary value problem, the total velocity potential .. is: decomposed
into a perturbation lCries of order n, where n denotes the order of the perturbation
under consideration. It gives
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where <fIL") represents the nth order steady part (>f the perturbation \'docity
potential, whereas it..) represents the nth order unsteady (time dependent) part
of the perturbation velocity potential.
For the stea.dy ship wave problem equation (2.42) can be rewritten as:
(2.43)
where 411") denotes the nth order steady 8.uid velocity potential.
As has been mentioned above, the one-to-one domain transformation theory
considers not only the nonlinearity of the free surface condition but also of the
impermeability condition on the ship hull. Therefore not only the free surface
condition is trausformed but also the impermeability condition on the hull surface,
see equation (2.41). However, if the theory is applied to a ship witb a sufficiently
smal.l curv11ture on the wetted surface, es~ally I.t the designed waterline, the
impermeability condition (2.41) reduces to the same form as the condition used
in the enet ship wave problem (2.6), (Pawlowski 1992il.).
Depending on the order3 of magnitude assigned to the spatial and temporal
deriV<ltive' of the velocity potentiw in (2.42), or spatial derivatives in (2.43),
the perturbatiof! formulations may lead to a series of linear or nonlinear bound-
ary value problenos which sequentially determine the vdocity potentiw. In
(Pawlowski 1992b) the concept of a nonlinear perturbation procedure "as in-
troduced as the name for a perturbation solution in which nonlineu bounduy
value problems must be solved.
In the nonlinear perturbation procedure, the free surface condition of the zero
order ship wave problem, for the wall-sided ship, is given as (Pa"lowlki 1992b):
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on: = o. (2.44)
where 4>(0) represents the fluid velocity potenti&1 of the zero order nonlinear ship
wave problem; 1 represents the streamline coordinate on the fiat surfiilCe : =0 of
the computational domain.
From equation (2.38) the governing equation in the computational domain for
the zero order problem is obtained u:
(2.45)
The zero order nonlinear ship wave problem is then written u:
in the fluid domain;
ii· V+(O) =0, on the body surfaa;
on : =0;
(2.46)
IV."'I - -U, %$;O and~ ..... oo;
The radiation condition.
It is important to note that the above zero order ship wave problem is a
nonlinear boundary value problem. An exact solution of this nonlinear boundary
value problem wu obtained by using an iterative procedure.
To produce a more accurate solution, a. tint order perturbation is considered.
The governing equation {or thc fint order problem is also obtained from equation
(2.38). It is given u:
(2.47)
Using equations (2.40) and (2.43), the nonlinear free surface condition of the
first order nonlinear ship wave problem is given as:
[~(tIOI + tll)W;<tCOI + 41(1»)
+-3;(t{O) + .(ll){g + 2~<t(0) + .(I\':;Z<tIO) + 4>(1»)
_-3;(.(0) + .(IJ)~(t(OJ + tIl»)}
+lJ(I){_g~(t(O) +.(I})
+2~<.CO)+ t(1»)1(8~z(+CO) + 4>CI}))1
+(~(4>10) + ~IIJW
_~<+(O) + +(1})~(+(0) + til»)!
+a:a~(+(O) + 4>(1»)[(~(+(0} + .(ll))1
-(~(+'" ++"'))'J) 0,
on ~ = O. (2.48)
In equation (2.48), +(1) i3 the first order perturbation bued on the zero order
solution toIO). The wave elevation ,,(I) is given as:
(I) _ l&!(+{O) + .11})J1 + [p(+(O) ++(l»))' - CP
'1 - - 2{g +£<+(O} + +(I»)B5;(+(oJ + +(1») -1lr<+(O) ++ll»)f,<+CO} + +(l»}'
(2.49)
The first order nonlinear .hip wave problem i. accordingly written u:
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in the fluid domain;
on the body ,Jur!a.cei
(2.50)
on z=O;
The rC1diation condition.
5yateal of cq\U.tion. (2.50) dcaaibCl a nonlinear bound&ry value problem.
The I&me iterative procedure u the one used to solve the zero order nonlinear
problem wu applied to solve thia nonlinear problem.
The total velocity potential up to the 6nt order perturbation is then written
(2.51)
Through the above desaibed perturbation procedure (Pawlowski, 1992a, 1992b)
not only a perturbed nonlinear solution of the ahip wave problem C&n be obtained
but abo the convergence of the perturbation C&n be determined, which will be
further diacuued in Chapter 6 of thi. theais where the nonlinear perturbation
theory is used to analyse the convergence of the iterative method prae:nted in
thi. thesis.
2.
2.6 Kelvin Source Method
The Kelvin source method, which is considered as an indirect boundary inte-
gral method, was recommended by Brard (1971, 1974a, b). In this method the
disturbance potential ;' is obtained by solving the Neumann-Kelvin linearized
problem (2.11). In solving the problem the Kelvin wave source potentials are
wu&11y applied. The potentiAls are defined by a Green's function which is con-
structed to satisfy the Neumann-Kelvin linear free surface condition and the
radiation condition.
Noblesse (1981) demo:utrated tha.t the Kelvin wave source potential can be
expressed in the form:
..O({,i;F;) = I{-:.li] +{N(X) +W(Xn/F;, (2.52)
where If- il represents the distance between the field and the source points and
the dimensionless vector quantity X(f. i; F!) is defined by
The vector F!X joins the field point f with the free surface mirror image of
the source point i (notice that X < 0 upltre.a.m. from the source and X > 0
dOWIllltre&m. from the source). F.. is the Froude number which is defined by
F.. = U/../iL and L is the length of the object.
Equation (2.52) implies that the Kelvin wave source potential is decomposed
into three characteristic components:
1. the potential -i;lf- iJ of a fundamental R.s.nkine source in infinite fluid
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(in the absence of thc free surface);
2. the potential N(X)/(471"F~) of a localized nonoscillatory nearfield distur-
bance, .ymmetric upstream and dowrutream from the source; and
3. the potential W(.i)/(471"F~) of a wave like disturbance which accounts for
the waves produced by the source.
Physically the Kelvin wave source potential G(t~:t; F~) given by equation
(2.52) represents the linearized velocity potential at the field point t1t.71,( s: 0)
of the Bow produced by a unit source at the source point i{z,y,z) in steady
rectilinear motion with unit speed at depth -z below the free surface of an
otherwise unbounded ftuid. In the limiting cue when z = 0 the source is evidently
no longer fully submerged and it may be shown that the unit outftow produced
at (:z:,y,z =0) now stems from a ftux across the free surface, (see Urse1l1960,
Noblesse 1981, and Euvrard 1983).
Since the Kelvin wave sotm:e potential satisfies only some of the conditions
of the boundary value problem, the expression is not unique. It can take many
difrerent fof'Im. Saar and Price(1989) classified these expressions found in tbe
literature into the following five alternative representations:
1. an expression implicitly contained in Michell's (1898) paper, rediscovered
by Eggers et al.(1967) &ltd modified by Noblesse (1981);
2. an expreuion originally due to Havelock (1932) and IUbJequently modified
by among others Lunde (1951), Kostyukov (1968), Standing (1975) and
Sh= ..d Fuell (1971);
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3. an expres,ion due to Peters (1949) &nd modified by Noblesse (197i), see
also Eggen et al (1967) a.nd Andersson (1975);
4. an expres,ion obt&ined by Res.ho (1964), re-derived by UrseU (1984) and
modified by Simmgen (1986); and
5. a.n expres.ion proposed by Dema.nche (1981) a.nd re-derived by But (1984).
All these expres.ion. of the Kelvin wave .ource potential wete chosen 10 that
the Neumann-Kelvin linearized free .urface condition in boundary value prob-
lem (2.11) i, sati.fied. The .outce densities distributed on the wetted .urface of
the object are calculated by forcing the Kelvin wave lOurce potential, to .ati.fy
the body impermeability condition given in boundary value problem (2.11). Un-
fortuna.tely, wge differences were found between the results alculated by these
expressions, (see But (1986) for a compuiJon). The ruson for the differences is
not clear. It i, also not clear if the solutions b&.sed on these different exptcSlion.
an: the same.
A full comparison and discuuion of theK exprasion. i. beyond the scope of
the present te"tiew. But as diJcuued by But and Price (1988) the second ex-
pression due to HaYdock (1932), which is also quoted in Webau.ten and Laitone
(1960), has been the most popular. 10 recent yean, however, the third expra-
lion due to Peten(I949) has: been recopized at the most convenleot one from
botb physical, mathematical and numerical point. of views, see lor example No-
blesse (1981), Euvrard (1983) and Newman (1987). This expression hu aUo bee:n
adopted by Bur and Price (1988).
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2.7 Rankine Source Method
Since the free surface conditions of Dawson's and Dawson-!ike linea.nted prob-
lems are more complicated than the one in Neumann-Kelvin problem, it is diffi-
cult to find Green's function solutions to satisfy these free surface conditions. The
method for solving Dawson'. linear problem devdoped by Dawson and modified
by many others is b.ued on the Rankine source theory, which is also considered
as an indirect bounda.ry integral method. The solution to the problem in terms
of a Rankine source density (7 is assumed in the form.
• = -U, +I., ,~,,),(,)dS(') +f-, ,(:,,)"(,)<15(,), (2.54)
where. is the velocity potential of the fluid; BS represents the solid boundary
of the body and FS represents the fluid free surface; (7(q) is the Rankine source
density at .ource point q with q E BS or q E FS; r(p,q) is the distance between
the field point p and the source point q, which is given by
'(P,,) = J[,(P) - ,(,»)' +1>(.) -.(,11' + ['(P) - '(,)1'· (2.55)
Equation (2.54) aatisfiea the governing equation and the condition at infinity
in Dawson'. linC&t prob1eJ:n (2.19). By forcing equation (2,54) to satisfy the
boundary conditions on the fluid free surface, the body surface condition, and
the radiation condition in problem (2.19), the source density q(q) in equation
(2.54) can be obtained. Hence the velocity poterltial of the problem i. found.
The radiation condition is imposed by applying a down-.tream finite diil'erence
formula. in the free surface condition.
Dawson'. free surface condition and the Rankine source .cheme have been
applied by many .Il.uthon .uch &1: Van Beek, Pien and Slooff (1985), Ogiwara
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and Masuko (1986J, Aa.n«la.nd (1986), Xi a.nd La.mon (1986), Odhommeau and
Maisonneuve (1986), Raven (1988,1991), Kim, Kim and Luca.s (1989) and many
other•. The numerial procedures in these studies may h..ve JOme differences,
but the fund&mental stratqy is the "me, namely .applyina the R&nkine source
method to solve D.awson's lineariud ship wave problem. All of these studiet
were bued on the constant element tee.'niques, in which the JOurce density is
constantly distributed over each qu.adriiatcuJ element on the surface mesh.
In the ~kine source method, normally, the source densities and the collo-
cation points are OD the s.a.me mesh. However, it is .alJO possible to distribute the
source dcnsilies OD Ascpuate mesh .aWAy from the colloc.atton mesh which is on
the surfa.ce of the computational dOnWD, This method i. called the desiDaular·
ized method (Cao, 1991), The adV&.llt.aa:e of this method is to avoid the difficult
special treatmeDh needed for the cases when the source density and collocatioD
points &Ie &t the same: location, The dis&dV&.llt"Ae of this mdbod i. that the
source mesh has to be desiped carefully with no phy.ical supp:.rt, or otherwise
&A ill coDdittoDed m&trix system could be aener.ated. This method hu been
studied by Cao (1991) &Zld also applied by Raven (1992),
To solve DawsoD" IiDe.arlzed problem, the radiation condition is usually im-
plemented throU&h numerical .chemeI, A one-tided linite difference method "u
introduced by Dawaoa (1977) aDd used by many other studict to enforce: the radi·
ation condition. A bi.quadratic spline scheme .-ith a proper upstream radiation
coDditton".as introduced by SdaVOO.1DOS and Nakoe (1988), NakoJ and SclaYOUDe-
(1990,1992), which cnjoyt di.tinct numerical advant&&aI relative to the one-sided
&ni\e difermce .cheme, however for practical te.UOU it wu DOt impkmented iD
the prae:al work.
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2.8 Iterative Panel Method
An. iter.tive panel method has been developed. to solve the non·line.r .ship
w.ve problem,.see OBiw.ra (1985), Ni (1987), Jensen et al (1986, 1989), Kim and
Luc.u (1990), and most reeently Raven (1992). In these studies the fundamental
R&.nkine souree method deseribed in Seetion (2.7) was applied at eaeh iterative
step. The iter.tioll schemes used in these studies a.re basieaJly the same. The
iteration starts with solvinB DaWlOIl's linurized ship wave problem and the free
surface conditioll is re-linearized. on the free surface calculated in the previow
.tep. In each step Da~on's linearized ship wave problem is solved. Convergence
is the major problem of this method. III most of these studies so-aUed relaxation
factors were used. to foree the converBenee of the solution. These re1&x&tion facton
were ehosen differently in different studies.
One major problem of this iterative method occun in the first iteration i·
which Dawsoo's linearized ship wave problem is solved. The solution gives large
errors .hen solvinB CUCI conside:recl to be fund&ment.ally nonlineu. The erron
Benerated in the first iteration are likely to be carried into the next iteration sinee
the second iteration is bued on the incorTeCt £rcc surface den-tion produced in
the tint iteratioD. There is no proof that the erT'OrI produeed in the first iteratieD
can be corrected in future iterations.
III the most recent study by Raven, a CODvers,eoce of solution was claimed
without usm,; the relaxation factors, even thouCh the same scheme as described
above was applied.. The desinCu1a.rized apprO&Ch (see Cae (1991) (or discussions
of the desm,;u1&rized method) was employed at each step of the iteration.
3 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
3.1 A Nonlinear Ship Wave Problem
A. bu &!ready been eli.culled in the introduction of this thesis, the procedure
of lUing numerical methods to simulate ship WAve pa.tterns and to compute the
corresponding wave·making resistances requires, firstly, a mathematical model
to represent the physical problem, and secondly, & numerical solver to solve the
mathematic,,), problem. The mathematical models which have been developed
and used in the ship wave simula.tion have been reviewed a.nd discussed in the
pro~g chapter. In this chapter a nonlinear ship wave boundary V&1ue prob.
lem i. obtained by transforming the free surface condition of the exact ship wave
problem from being satilfied at the actual fluid free surface to being satisfied
at the undisturbed 6.uid surfACe, by means of a. Taylor's series expansion. The
mathematical formulation of an iterative scheme fot solving the tran.formed non·
linear .hip wave problem developed in the present study is also presented in this
chapter. In order to compare the present method with the existing ones and to
discu" the drawbacks fOUlld in the Neumann-Kdvin and Da....son's linear ship
wave models, ,. new linearized. ship wave boundary value problem based on the
transformed nonlinear ship wave problem developed in the present study i~ .1.0
obtained in this chapter.
The exact ship wave problem hu been discussed. in the previous clJapte:r. In
order to simplify the free surface condition in the exact .hip wave boundAry value
problem (2.6), a name of strearcline on the actual free surface i. introduced. The
.treamline on the act.u.l free surface is defined as a spatial curve which lies on
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the actua.l free surface with the velocity of fluid particles on the curve being
t-.ngenti&! to this curve. If l is u,ed to represents the the projection of the free
surface streamline onto the pl-.ne Z =0, we write
onZ=T], (3.1)
where l represent, a unit vector in the tangential direction to l and k represents
a unit vector in the vertic&! direction z.
Using equation (3.1), the exact combined and dynamic free surface conditions
~'Ul then be written respectively as:
~d
9'1+ ~[(~)'+(~)'-U'] =0,
on Z=7/, (3.2)
(3.3)
Now expandiog the combined free surface condition (3.2) in a Taylor's series
exp&mIion about Z= 0 and keeping the terms up to the first order in 7/ gives
[1+T];;][(~)2~+2~~:::Z+(~)2~+9~J 0, onz=O.
(3.4)
In the same way, expuding the dynamic free surf&ce condition (3.3) to the
lint order in 7/ in the Taylor'. series expansion, the wave eleva-tiol). can he obtained
_ -1 [(8,), (8,), 11']
•- 2« +~£f. - ~f.I) at + a. - ,
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,=0. (3.5)
Substituting II from cqulotion (3.5) into cqulotion (3.4) and working out the
indiated derintives gives
Equil.tion (3.6) is the fne surfil.Ce condition satisficd at the undisturbed fluid
free surlloCe == 0 with an accuracy of order II in the Taylor's series expansion
sense. It is noted that the relation ~ =-~ w.. used in obtaining equation
(3.6).
For the hull forms with a sloped shape il.t the design waterline, the imper.
meability condition on the surlil.Ce of the ship hull has to be transformed, ICC
Pawlowski (1992a.) for I. complete derivation and discusaion of the donWn tril.t15-
formation which includes the gOVC'Uing equation and dl bounduy conditions in
the ship 'nve bounduy value problem. In the present study w...u·sided hull forms
iI.t the design wderline are dilC:USlf:Ci.
The exact ship wil.ve bounduy VlLi.ue problem for wdl·sided bull surfil.CC is
then represented by the following approximate nonlincar boundary value problem
with the free surfiI.CC condition being sil.tisfied il.t the undisturbed 8uid free surface
:=0.
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'i7'~ =0.
n· 'i7~ =:: 0,
{{~)'b +2~~ftt­(l!),U+9l!)
{g +~~ - ~fJ}­~({~)'~ + 2~(a)'­2~~~+2~(~)'­
ll")'v,; - .~I}{(~)' + (l!)' - U'} =0,
I"OI--U,
The TGdiation condition..
irt. the fluid domain;
on the fJody J"Tf cce;
on : =0;
(3.7)
III the nonlineu boundary value problem (3.1), the free surl£Ce conditioD is
more complicated tb.&Jl. the one found in tbe ex&et ship wave bounda.ry value
problem (2.6). Ho-ver. the Ioutiofl of the bounda.ry is 1cn0Wll, which mAkes it
eaaia- to 101ft the problem.. An ilef'atiw: approach bued on the direct bOWlduy
iaWp'al mclbod aad lme&r deme:at techniques is developed in the present study
to 101ft thi. DOGliDe&r boundary value problc:m. The mathematic:&! formulatioD
oi t.br ilef'ati~ method will be Ciscuued in the em sectioD &Jl.d the numuial
cIctaiJ. oi tbe itentiw: approach will be ptaellted in Chaplef' 6.
bl obt&ininc the truJomxd !uid free tutfaa: cocditioD (3.6), terms up to
tbe- 6m crier in 11 a« laept in the Ta,Jor's teries: exp&DSion, which is shQ1lr%l. to
,,~ pod ac.aaKY wbeD applied Jo predict. ship w..ves. There is no theott:tie&1
Ii:mitaUoD in Rcpiq IUcbet order \ami in the Taylor's Ieries expansion of tbe free
~ CDOditioD.~ the complexity wiD incre.ue dramatically by keepins
-.e tenDI. A~ of the COIIftfIU'ce of thia Taylor's teries ap&Uion
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Chapter 6, where an iterative scheme to solve boundary value problem (3.7) is
developed and implemented..
3.2 Formulation of an Iterative Method
System of equations (3.7) defines a nonlinear boundary value ?foblem. which
can not be solved o:lirectly by a boundary integral method. An iterative scheme is,
therc!o~, developed in the present study to solve thi, nonlinear boundary value
problem "exactly". So that only one approximation is involved in the formulation
of the present method, which is the transformation of the free surf&Ce condition
from z =1/ to z =0, for wall-sided hull forms.
The basic idea of the present iterative ,cheme it to seek the solution of a
nonlinear boundUj' value problem by solving itcrativdy a series of linear boued-
My Vltlue problems. In each iteration the boundary condition is linearized bued
on the solution of the previous step plus an incremental part. If the iteration
is convergent the increment will become smaller ....ith the iteration ,tep., and
the iterative solutions of the linearized boundary VlI.lue problems ....ill converge to
the solution of the nonlinear boundary nlue problem. To start the iteration, an
initial value of the .olution i. needed ....hich ea.n be chosen arbitrarily.
In this section the linearized boundary value problem solved ia each iteration
i. derived. The details of tbe iterative scheme will be presented in Chapter 6.
Applying the iterative procedure to solve nonlinear .hip wave problem (3.7),
only the free .urface condition i. needed to be linearized .ince the boundary con-
dition on the surface of the ship is linear. To linearize the free surface condition,
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the total velocity potentia.l of the fluid flow ¢J is written 1.5:
(3.8)
where 4> represents the sum of the velocity potentia.ls ohta.ined from the previous
.teps, # represents a.n increment&! potential, and ~ is the total velocity potential
for the present iteration.
Sub.tituting equation (3.8) into '_'quation (3.6) and dropping the high order
terms in #, a linearized free surface condition can be obtained as:
A;"(+ + .'J +eft'+ + .'J +Cf,(+ + .'J
+Da~,'++.'J+Ea:a,(++")+Fft;,++.,) = n, =,=0,3.9)
The coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F, and H are coefficients which are fWlctions of
•. They arc given u;
A - 39[(~)' - (~)'I- gU' +2'~)':::,
_8(~)2~~;_6~(~)2:~+4~~;U2i (3.10)
It
(9rt) ·leflt(~)~z;+tnt{;::)~z+tn1":~et(*)-
t(;;M~)t-lr:~e.(i%)z+
en:~~~z - ~;~c(i%)~Zi-
:~,(iN~t+ .n':~e ,(~)+
,(~)i%,(~)g - ,(;;)i%,(~)t+
~':;,(~)t+~i%,(~)t+ ':~e.(~)._
£%c{i%,6t- ;::i%i%69+ ~~c(~)6£JZ = H
(,rt) :[Cn-E(*)+C(~)J~~z= d
(,n) ,[,n+,(i%)I,(i%)-[,n-,(~)J,(~)-= "
(£rt) ~[cn;::~z+::;c(i%)Z-~l(*)~£-
:::;*t{~)z+i%~6l:+~t(i%)lZ= a
(c:n:) ~ltn,(:::=) + In:::~e ~ - t{;:)l(~)£-
:::~et(~)z+ :::;~*¥e9-
~l(~)~£+~~6C-
Now the boundary value problem to be solved at each iteration is written u:
9 1;'=0,
ji.'ilf/==-n.Vt,
in. the fluid domain;
on the body Jur fru:c;
At1r(t + /I) +B;$J+ +.')+
ef-(. +;') +Dm-(+ +4()+
+E.f.;<+ +.')Fif,(t +.') =H, on %=0;
(3.17)
IV(.+;')I--U, %:::;0 cnJ ~-OQ;
Thc r4diation condition.
It is asy to prove that i{ the iteration is convergent then the converged f :=
++f' is the aolution to the nonlinear boundary value problem (3.7). When the
iteration convera:ea, the inae:mental potenti&i. # bceomea zero, i.e. we have += ~
(see Chapter 6 for detaib of the iteration scheme). Rep1acina:+ by; in equations
(3.10) to (3.16) And ,ub,titutina: these coefficients into equation (3.9) it an be
found that equation (3.9) becomel the original nonlinear free surface condition
(3.6), which means that equation (3.6) is satidied by;, or in other words ;
obtained throua:h the iteration satidies the nonlinear free surface condition (3.6).
SillCle ; alto u.tisfies the rema.inm, equatiolls in problem (3.7), ; is therefore the
-olution of nooJiDe&Z' boundary problem (3.7).
When line.ariud boun.d&ry value problem. (3.17) is used to {arm the iteration,
the hiKh order derintives of the totAl vUx:ity potential ; == • + ;', namely
;5;(++;,), ~(.+;'), a.nd :$(.+;'), have to be computed. In the boundary
intep'al method these hip order derivatives In expreued by finite difference
formulu, and are difficult to handle in the computation. However, it can he
proved that by droPPlol the inacment&l parts of these hiJh order derivatives,
namely as;(f'), .ci;(4(), and '(/f), and keeping only the major puts, namely
Ij;(.), k(.), and ~(.) in the line.a.Ned free surface condition, the iten.tion
still converges to the solution of nonlinear boundary \'a!ue problem (3.7). By
dropping tbe terms in ~(<;6'), ":,,.{<;6'), and ;;'(<;6'), the free surface condition
in problem (3.17) becomes:
A;"(~ +") + Bf,(~ + .'1 +Cf,(~ +")
+D a~.(~)+Ea:a.(~) + F;"(~)
Equation (3.18) un also be written in terms of <;6 as;
H, on, :0. (3.18)
on z = 0, (3.19)
where coefficients A, B, C are given by equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) re-
spectively; R is given as;
The boundary nlue problem to be solved at ea.cb iteratioD is tben written as;
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in th.~ fluid domllin;
ii· V9 =0,
on z =0; (3.21)
IVlfil--U, z:$;O and ~-OOi
Th.e ,.etdil1tion condition.
WbeD tbe liDearized boundary value problem given by (3.21) is used to form
the iteration (see Chapter 6 for details of the iteration scb~me), once the iteration
converges, the incremental potential becomes zero, i.e. we have to = 9. Replacing
to by ~ in equations (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.20) and substituting these coefficients
into equation (3.19) it an be found that equation (3.19) be«lmes the nonlinear
free surface condition (3.6). Thus; obtained through the iteration based on
(3.21) is abo the solution to oonlioear boundary VlIlue problem. (3.1).
Both linearized bOUl:lciary VIlue probm. (3.11) and (3.21) an be used to form
the iteration to IOlve oo:ili.near bound.uy value problem (3.1). Theoretically, the
conw:rzence speed of using (3.17) is faster than the convergence speed of usina:
(3.21). However, the al&oritbm. for using (3.21) is ~implcr. Therefore it will
be usecI. in Chapter 6 of this thesis to form the iterative a1&oritbm. to solve the
Dontine&!' ship wave problem (3.7).
3.3 A Linearized Ship Wave Problem
In order to compare the present computation with the numerical results found
in the titerature aDd to disc the drawbaclu found in the Neumann-Kelvin and
DaWlOD.'1 linc&rized.hip wave models, a new lineari.Kd ship wave problem b&sed
..
on the transformed nonlinea.r ship W""-e problem obtained in Section (3.l) is 1.1.0
derived "nd solved in the present study a.s " special cue of the p~t iter...ti\~
approa.ch.
M ha.s been mentiooed in Section (3.2), an initiAl vAlue for" is needf'd in the
first step of the iteration, which an be cholC:D. arbitrarily. However, if this initiAl
value" is chosen to be the double-body soluLion, i.e. if we set" = i, the result
of the first iteration becomes a perturbation solution bued on the double-body
potential, =to + ~. In other words, the first iteration gives a !inea.r solution ~o
the nonlinea.r boundary value pmblem (3.7).
Vsin! ~ = 0, t(~) = 0, I;(~) = 0 for double.body flow in equation.
(3.10) to (3.16) and dividin! these equations by 2g, I. linearized free surface
condition of the .hip wave problem. in terms of the double-body potential. is
obtained u:
A~+B~+C~+D:~z+E;:z =H, on z =0. (3.22)
The coefIicients A, B, C, D, E, and H become
A = Mt)' -iU';
c = -~(~)'12(~)'-U'J -'-~~[(~)·-U'].gg8P 8t +2g818P8t '
.5
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
E . --'-II~)' - U'I(~)" 13.27)29 at at '
H . 31~)'~ (3.28)
Equation (3.22) is a tillar free surface condition which is sa.tisfied at the
undisturbed fluid free surface l = O. The projection of free surface streamline 1
in this case becomes the double-body streamline. The exact ship wave boundary
value problem is, tberefore, approximated by the following linearized boundary
value problem b.ued on the double-body Bow.
in the fluid domain;
n·V~=O, an the body sur feu;
A~+B~+C~+D~+E~=H. on :=0; (3.29)
IV.I--U, Z:S04nd~-0CI;
The rWCltion condition.
Dawson's free surface condition (2.17) can beeuily obtained, ifonly the terms
of zero order in 1/ are kept in the Taylor', series expansion (3.4). Two steps can
be explained u follows:
1. KcepillS only the zero terms in 'I. equation (3.4) becomes
(~?~+2~~:::z+(~)S~+g~=O, onz=o. (3.3D)
2. SubatitutinS ~ = • +?' into equation (3.30) and dropping all
non-linear terIDI in f' givea
(~)'~: +2~;~+g~.-(~)'~' ""~O (331)
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Equation (3.31) is exactly Dawson's lir.earized free surf...ce condition given by
equation (2.17). It can also be written in terms of the total velocity potential <P,
a.s it was originally given by Dawson, in the form'
Equation (3.32) is Dawson's linearized [ree surface condition given by equation
(2.18) which is in tenns of the total velocity potential ¢.
Comparing the present linearized free surface condition (3.22) with Dawson's
linearized free surface condition (2.18) or (3.32), (see Table 3.1), it can be seen
that in Dawson's linearized free surface condition some zero and first order terms
in ¢' are misting, because of the neglecting of the terms of nrder" in the Taylor's
series expansion.
When the thin ship condition is satisfied, the present linearized free surface
C&:l be reduced to the Neumann-Kelvin linearized free surface condition (while
Dawson's linearized free surface condition can not). For a thin ship case, the
velocity potential is expressed by a unifonn flow plus a perturbation, i.e. we write
¢ = -U: + ¢'. Replacing" by -U: and l by % in equations (3.23) to (3.28)
and writing equation (3.22) in terms of perturbation potential ¢', the Neumann-
Kelvin linearized free surface condition (2.10) can be obtained. A comparison
between the present linearized free surface and the Neumann-Kelvin free surface
is also shown in T4hle 3.1.
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Present Dawson Neumann·Kelvin
A i(~)2- !U2 (~)2 U'
B 3~ftt, 2~~
C 9 _ ~(~)212(~)2 _ U2j
+i;~~1(~)2 - U2j
D ~(~)]~
E -itl(st)2 - U2j(~)2
H 3(~)'~ 2(~)2~
Table 3.1. CompanIOn of lineanzed free surface conditions
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4 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD
4.1 Indirect Formulation
The discussioc.. on the boundary inte8ral formulations in thi$ teet.ioo are
focused on & potential boundary- qiue problem in which L.l.pl~'s equation is
satisfied in the considered domain n md .. bounduy condition is satisfied on ill
boundary S. The problem under consideration can be exprened as:
{
V'~(z, y, ,) = 0,
f[O(z,y,,),~.(z,y,')1 =0,
in 0;
= S.
(4.!)
The boundary condition in boundary nlue problem (4.1) is of a mixed type,
and is a function of the potential fund~n ~ and ill nannel dcrintive"'. When
the boundary condition in (4.1) is & function of ; only the caDdition is allcd of
Dirichlet type, while of ... oo1y it is ea11ed of the Neumann type.
In principle, the solution to L&place'. equ&tion aD be represented by a com-
hillatioD of siogle-l&yu and double-layer source potentWs (Wardle, 1981)
where p represents .. field point; II represent. the aource poiel; ~p) denotes the
velocity potential at the fidd poict p; I7{q) ~nd ,.,.(q) are the sinsle-1&yer and
double-layer lOurce densities relpedively; and ,p(p,q) is ~ function of p and q
which will be explained l~ter in this section. Here ~ is used. to denote the
normal derivative with respect to the normal to S.
The tint intqn.l in equation (4.2) is c.al1ed .insle-layer potc:ntial which is
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formed. by distributing simple sour= with density O'(q) over the surfa.ce S. The
second integral in equation (4.2) if; a1lecI double-layer potential which can be
generated by two single.layer sources. Considering two surfa.ccs sc~ted. by a
small distance (, assume each surface has a distribution of attraction of equal
mapitude but of opposite sip for neighbouring points and take the magnitude
of the attraction to be inversely proportion.a.l to (. The potential associated with
the point q(z,y,z) and the point q{z + J.:,y + dy, z + dz) i. given by the limit
(4.3)
which can be scen to be the deriva.tive of the function ,p(p,q) in the direction
norma.! to the surface S. Integrating over surface 5 gives the second integral in
equation (4.2) which is the double-layer potential.
For equation (4.2) to be the solutioll of bound&t)' value problem (4.1), "<7,q)
hu to satisfy Laplace'. equation in O. This fuuetion "<7,q) is called the funda-
mental solution of LapIa..ce's equation. It is euily verified. by direct substitution
that the functiotlJ
1
.(p,,)'
I..I~,,)J,
in three dimen.Jicm.J,
in two dimm.sionJ,
(...)
('.5)
satisfy the respective Lap1&ce'. equation iu. n for r{p,q) f::. 0 and arc ealled the
fundamental solutiou.s of the corresponding Laplace's equatioQII, where r(p,q) is
the scalar distance between point. p and q.
Since there if; only ou.e bound&t)' condition and there arc two functions (.,
and 8,p/Bn) in equation (4.2), there is a "dqree of freedom- in using it to solve
potential boundary value problems. Thit leads to the fACt that only one of the
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source potentials is needed in solving a given problem. Por examplr, to soh'e a
boundary value problem with Dirichlet type boundary condition (~prcscribed on
S), the unknown function ,p(p) with p(:c,Y,:) E (0 + 5) may be expressed solely
as a double-layer potential of unknown density ~(q)
(4.6)
(4.7)
To solve a. boundary value problem with Neumann type boundary condition
(,p.. prescribed on 5), which is the type of boundary value problem solved in
Buid Bow pusing an object (a double·body problem for instance), the unknown
function ,p(p) can be expressed solely as a single.layer potential with unknown
density O'(q)
.(p) = /, .(,).(p, ,)dS(,),
for point p(:c,y, z) E (0 + S).
To solve a Neumann boundary v,J,ue problem by using cqua.tion (4.1), the
normal derivative of,p at p is substituted into the boundary condition so tha.t the
source density O'(q) an be computed. The norma! derivative of,p at p CAn be
obta.ined by directly differentiating equation (4.7), which gives
(4.8)
where n is the unit norm&! to 5.
Usually in the Iitera.ture equation (4.8) is written, for three dimensional cases,
by using the limiting behaviour of the integr&1 of equation (4.8) when point p is
located at the same point q, in the following form:
:.~~ = -2..(.)+ J,.(,)a.:;.)I,(:,,)JdS(,). (4.9)
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It is import&I1t to note that, fint!y, equation (4.9) is true only for the cue
wbeD 5 is a smooth surface, &I1d secondly, the integral in the equation docs not
include the point p. It should also b,,: notc<i that for the linear clement boundary
integral algorithm in which the collocation points are on the nodes of the mesh
instad of on its panels, equation (4.9) an not be used, although the unpanded
surface could be a smooth one, because the limit of a~/i7n for p approathing q
is not 2~l1(p) in tliis cue. To accuratdy define the normal derivative ~.. , a new
expression is introducc<i as
where 8 is the solid anele at point 'P subtended hy the surface 5 - p. The
calculation of 8 will be further discwscd in Chapter 5, where the algorithm of
the present study is presented. The nev,. notatioa introduced here~is defined as
the surfa.ce integration over 5 with point 'P excluded.
It should be mentioned that the two integral equations (4.6) and (4.7) ue not
the only possible ones that an be fo.mulated usiag the single-layer and double-
layer potentials. For example, instad of using the double-Ia}-cr p"tcutial for d:<;
Dirichlet boundary conditions one could usc a single.la}-et" potc:ntial.
For mixed bOWldary value problems, for cn.mpte the ship wave problem,
either the single-layer or the doubJe.la}"Cr can be used to solve the problem. In
this cue a relation betWCl!:n 6 &!l.d its normal derivati\'e 9.. is pro\;ded by the
boundary condition. So far almost without exception, authors of researr.h papers
on solving the ship wave problem have only used the single-layer source potential
in fonnulatint; their algoritbms.
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4.2 Direct Formulation
A conceptual disadvantage of single-layer and double-layer potentials is the
introduction of formal source densities which usually bear no physical relation to
tbe solutiton of the problem. Tbis can be overcome by using the direct formulation
of the boundary integral method, where values of the potential function 4J and
its ll.ormaJ. derivative ~.. over S play the role of the source densities in generating
the solution 4J in n. This formulation can he deduced through Green's third
identity, Betti's or similar theorenu or principles such as virtual we:~ (Brebbia
1984). According to Green'. theorem, if tP a.nd '" are two continuous function.
with continuous first order derivatives, the following identity exi.t.
The normal direction to S is taken outward. from n.
If ~ i. taken to be the unknown harmonic function (sati.fies 'V2~ =0) and Vi
u the fundamental solution to La,Jace's equation, which satisfies the COll.dition
of Green. 's theorem, the integra.! on the left hand side of equation (4.11) becomes
~, through a limit procedure (Wardle 1981). Equation (4.11) un then be
written as:
(4.12)
[.qua.tion (<:.12) is an important formulation of the direct boundary intesr&!
rn.;thocl. for potential problems. It represent... con.traint equa-tion between the
solution of the problem ~ and its normal derivative ~ on the boundaries. For
Dirichlet boundary condition the left hand side of (4.12) is mown and ~.. it
to be found. For the Neumann boundary conditiolll the ript hInd .ide of the
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equation is known. For a mixed bc.undary condition, a relation between tP and
tP" is provided by the bounduy condition, which allows equation (4.12) to be
uranged to compute either tP or tA..
For three dimensional domains, by substituting the fundament&! solution to
Laplace's equation into equation (4.12), we have
By isolating the ~ingul&l.i'Y uising when p approaches q in the integrals, equa-
tion (0:.i3) can aho be written as follows
where fJ is the solid angle at point p subtended by S - Pi and the notation <h is
defined to be the integration through S with point p excluded.
4.3 Direct VS Indirect Formulation
As the unknowns in the integral equation are physical boundary quantities
(either tP or ~~ ), equation (4.14) is called the direct boundary integral equation
to distinguish it from integral equations that involve an intermediate source den-
sity, for example equations (4.6) and (4.7). FonnulatiollS based on the source
distribution approach are called indirect because the solution can only be .Jh-
tained through an intermedia.te source dellsity. It is difficult to explicitly displa.y
the rela.tion between the direct and the indirect formulations since both of them
are in integral equatioll forms. However these two a.pproaches have the same
t~eoretica.l foundation and behaviour.
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By isolating the singul&rity 1t p = q [rom the integr&1 over 5, a.nd using
the notation~, equation (4.2), .e rewritten as:
For three dimensional domain., replacing ,,(q,p) by Ifr('fi, q) &1low. equation
(4.15) to be rewritten as:
Comp&rine equation (4.16) and the direct integr&1 equation (4.14) it can be
seen that if both single- and double-layert are distributed to solve a potential
boundary value problem. then thesouru densities of single-layer and double-layer
have to be rdated. sinte the number of unknowns are more than the tonstraint.
The rdation between these sources can be established, as explained before, by
the G~'s third identity. In other words, the direct formulation distributes
both single-layer and double-la.yer sources with the double-Layer source to be
the velocity potential ~ and the single-layer source the normal derivatives of the
potential ~...
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5 NUMERICAL PROCEDURES FOR
SOLVING THE LINEAR PROBLEM
5.1 Indirect Boundary Integral Algorithm
5.1.1 The structure of the algorithm
A numerical &Is:orithm hued OD the indirect. boundary integral tbeory is de-
veloped in this section to solve the linearized ship W&ve prnblem derived in Section
(3.3) of this thesis. The linearized ship wave bounduy Vlllue problem given by
.ystem of cquatioOll (3.29) is written here again (or convenience:
in the fluid. domc1in;
on the body SU"rf 0«;
A~+BI+c~+DEf.+E~""H, on %=Oi (5.1)
z~OlJnd~_oo;
The codIicientl in the 8.uid free surface COIIdition ate liven a.s:
(5.2)
(5.3)
c
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(5.4)
D = ~(~)J~. (5.5)9 al 0£2'
E = _.!..[(~)'-U'J(~)'. (5.6)2g al al 1
H = 3(~)'~ (5.7)
The present numerical ",lgorithm for solving the above linearized boundary
value problem is developed by applying the lineu element technique. The linear
clement technique distributes tbe unknowns on the nodes of the surfa.ce mesh and
linearly varies the unknowns over each element (or panel). To accurately panelize
the body surfa.ce, triangular peels are used on the surface mesh.
In the algorithm, applying the indirect boundary integral theory, the wave
elevation &I1d the wave resistaDcc ue computed through the following step.:
1. Solving tbe double-body problem for tj
2. Generating the streamlines on .l: =0 by using the potential t;
3. Computing the coefficients A, B, C, D, E and H;
4. Solving boundary value problem (5.1) for ;;
5. Calculating the wave resistance by using ;j
6. Evaluating the free surface wave elevation by using ;.
Six computer program modules have been developed to perform the tasks of
the above mentioned Ii::. ItepS. The program modules are cotltrolled by a. control
module. Input is read in by the control module. The output is sent to output
files for post processing.
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5.1.2 Solution of double-body problem
The algorithm begins with solving the double-body problem. The geometry of
the double.body problem is shown in Fig. 5.1. The purpose of using the double·
body shape is to generate a constant flow around the real body with zero velocity
in z direction on :: =0 by using the Rankine source method. In other words, the
flow generated by the double-body moving steadily in a fluid of infinite extent, is
equivalent to the flow generated by a single body moving in a semi·infinite fluid
when the free surface disturbance is neglected or ~ = 0 on :: =O.
The double-body problem in the coordinate system fixed with the double-body
is written here again as:
in the fluid domain;
n·vi =0,
~=o,
1'17+1_ -U,
on the body ~urfacc;
on :=0;
l1.I~-co,z:50.
(5.8)
In boundary value problem (5.8), U is the velocity of the double-body.
The double-body velocity potential i at any point in the fluid domain (in<
cluding the boundaries) is then expressed in terms of sources distributed linearly
over each triallgular element of the mesh generated on the body surfACe. This
potcniial is written as:
+(p) = -U%(p) + f: { [-(1 ) +_(1 _)1.(,)<15(,), (5.9)
,:l}sl,lrp,q rp,q
where p is any point in the fluid field including the body surfACe, which is called
the field point; q refers to the element label; ne is the tot&\ number of elements
on the body surface (the object body only); Seq) represents the &lea. of element
qi and rep, q) is the distance from p to the integration point (::(q), y(q), :(q)1 on
element q, which is defined. as:
and r(p,q) is the distance from field point p to the image point [::(q),y{q),:(q)1
of point (::(q),y(q), :(q)] with respect to the plane l :=: 0, which is given by
Eql1ation (5.9) expresses the velocity potential as a resultant of the source
density distribution O'(q) over all elements. In this equation O'(q) is the linear
function based on O'I(q), 0'2(q), 0'3(q), where O'I(q), O'~(q), 0'3(q) are the source
dewity magnitudes at the three vertices which define panel q. These locally
numbered source density values can also be convened to the globally numbered
source density values IT(i), i=1,2,3, ..., nn, through a. connectivity miltrix, where
nn is the total number of nodes on the body surfa.ce mesh.
In order to expl&i~ how the linear system of equations is formed to solve for
the nn unknowns IT(i) i :=: 1,2,3, ..., ftft, the velocity potential is written in terms
of these unknowns l1(i). By introducing a tent function T(j) the double-body
velocity potential is written as:
+(;) =-u.(;) + f:.U) ([_('l + _(1_)!T(;ldS('l, ('.12)
i=1 JS(i) r t,q r t,q
where i(i) represents the velocity potential at a field point numbered. i; IT(j)
represents the source deuaity at node point jj T(j) is 6 tent function centered at
node j, such that T(j) = 1 at node i and T(j) = 0 at the nodes surrounding
i j S(j) represents the area of the continuous compact IUPPort of T(j), i.e. the
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surface area of the elements having it. common vertex at node j, (see Fig. A.I in
Appendix A)i r(i,q) il.nd r(i,q) are given as:
c(i,,) = J[:(i) - :(,)!' + [,(i) - ,(,)!' + [,(ij - ,(,)1', (5.13)
c(i,,) =J[:(i) - :(;)1' + [,(i) -,(,)!' + [,(i) - ,(;)!'. (5.14)
By letting equation (5.12) ntisfy at each node (i = l,2,3, ... ,nn) the imper-
meability condition in boundary value problem (5.8), a linear system of nn lieear
equations ca.n be obtil.ined for the nn unknowns u(i), i = 1,2,3, __ , nn. The linear
sy.tt:m could be written as:
[A]{ul =U{n.l,
where
'(1,1) .(1,2)
.(2,1) .(2,2)
(A! =
a(nn,l) 11(nn,2)
l1(l,nr.) 1
a(2,nn)
.(nn,J·
(5.15)
[A] i. called the influence coefficients matrix. The entry a(i,n of this matrix
reprcae:cts the influencc at node oj produced by a unit sourcc density at node
j. The unit source density at point j is linearly distributed on aU the elements
surrounding po;nt j, i.e. the source density at node j is equal to one and is equal
to zero at c:a.ch of the surrounding nodel. The matrix is generated by wing the
following equation:
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D.(i,j) fs,,){a~i)[,(.',q) + 'li,)ln,I')
+~i)(r(il,q)+ r(il,q)ln~(i)
+a~i)(r(i~q) + r(i~q)ln.(i)}T(j)dS(q), (5.<6)
where n,,(ij, nl/(i), and n.(i) are the unit normal components of the paneled body
surface at node i in the directions of %, Y, % respectively.
The partial derivatives with respect to %, y, and z in the integrand of equillion
(5.16) arc given here as follows:
a~i)lr(i~q) + r(i1,Q)1 = -l%(~{~,:~q) + %(:~(~,~~q)lj (5.17)
8y~i)lr(i~q) + r(i\)l = -[y(~~(~,:~q) + y(~~(~,:~q\ (5.18)
8~i){r(i~q) + r(i~q)1 = -l%(~(~,:~q) + <:(2(~,~~q)l. (5.19)
The integration in equation (5.16) is performed by one of two methods de-
pending whether the field point i is on the source point j or not. When the field
point i is not on the source point j, i.e. i i- ;, a numerical integration routine
is used to calculate the inte~al in equation (5.16), (see Appendix A for details
of the numerical integration procedure). When the field point i is on the source
point j, i.e. i =;, the Y1Uue of the integral in equation (5.16) is equal to the
solid angle at j subtended by the paneled surface, (see also Appendix A for the
procedure for computing the solid angle).
The linear system is solved by using the Gaussian elimination method. A
standard linear system solver is adopted in the software.
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5.1.3 Generation of streamlines
In the present linearized problem, boundary value problem (3.29) or (5.1), the
free surface condition is written in terms of the streamlines loeated on the plane
: =O. Therefore these streamline. must be generated and a surface mesh based
on these streamJines must he produced. In the present study the streamlines of
the double-body Bow, on: = 0, are generated by solving the ordinary differential
equation that describes a streamline on : = 0, that is
(5.20)
where %, yare the coordinates of a point on the streamline; u and ii are velocity
components of the double-body Bow in :I: and y directions respectively. These
velocity component. can be expressed in terms of the source densities u(i), i =
1,2,3, ...,nn, obtained from solving the double-body problem.
In equation (5.20) U is specified by the element size of the surface mesh which,
in turn, is determined according to the Froude nurr.ber. See Appendix C for
details of the relation between the surface mesh size, element size and the Froude
number. Therefore dy could be computed by solving the ordinary differential
equation (5.20). In the present study & modified Euler-Heun'. technique is used.
Applying this procedure to equation (5.20) gives
::(i + 1) %(i) +uti), (5.21)
y(i + 1) y(i) + ~1*1 + ~~:~I""(i), (5.22)
where uti), ii(i) lU"C the Buid velocity components of the double-body Bow at point
i, and u(e), ii(c) are the corresponding velocity components of the double-body
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B.ow at point c. The coordinates of point c, namely 1:«('), y{c) are determined by
r(c) 1:(i) +dz(i),
y(e) ~d%(i).
(5.:!3)
(5.24)
The velocity componenh ii(i), ii(i), li(c), a.nd v(c) Me computed by usinS lh~
double-body velocity potential through the followins formulations:
uti) = -U + E2C7(j) r (z(i) z{q)JT(j) dS( ).
;_, JS(J) ([z(i) Z(.,)l2 + [y(i) _ y(.,)IZ+ [l(i) :(q)Jz)1n ."
(S.2S)
veil
i(,)
f,.· I -1,(,) - ,(,)!T(J) <IS .
;_1 U) JS(;) {[z(i) - z(.,)IZ+ [:;o{i) _ y(.,)JZ + [z(i) _ z(tWP/Z (.,),
(5.26)
-u +f,.(J) I -[z(,) - z(,)!T(J) <IS( ).
;_1 JS(j) ([z(c) - ze,;p + [y(c) - y(q)JZ + (l(C) _ z(,WlJ/Z ., ,
(5.27)
f"(J) I -be,) - J<,)!T(J) <IS(,).
;a1 JSU) ((z(c) - z(q)P + !J(e) - J<,)]2 + [*) - z(q)JZPI' ,
(S.28)
...here nn is the number of nodes on the ru1 body s',rface mesh.
It is noted that the intqration is performed only on the rea.! body surface,
since the symmetric condition is wed. A factor of 2 is used in equations (5.25)
to (5.28) to account fo:" the effect of the image body. In the submerged cue
the collocation point i could never be located on the intesration element j, in
calculating the integrals in equations (5.25) to (5.28), since i is on the free Jurfa.ce
mesh &Ild q is oD. the body surface mesh. Therefore only the numerica.l integ16tion
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is used to compute the values of the integrals. See Appendix A for the details of
the numerical integration.
The first node on eath streamline and the increments d%(i) in the % direction
are predefined by the size of the free surface mesh a.nd the size of the elements,
whith are Froude Numher dependent. See Appendix C for the details. The
loca.tion of the second node I%(i = 2),y(i = 2)J is ca.lculated hy using equatiotls
(5.21) and (5.22) knowing the location of the first node [%(i = 1),y(i = 1)1.
Repeatedly using equations (5.21) a.nd (5.22) for i = 1,2,3, ..., ni, a. streamline
can be obtained, where nl is the number of nodes on each streamline. The
coordina.tes of the nodes of the surface mesh are obtained by repeating the same
procedure for all streamlines needed to generate the free surface mesh.
5.1.4 Computation of coefficients
In order to compute the coefficients A, E, C, D, E and H in the free surface
conditiotl in boundary value problem (5.1) directly from the source densities, the
partial derivatives with respect to t, in the expressions of these coefficients have to
be converted into partial derivatives with respect to % and y. From the definition
of t we can write:
~.
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(5.29)
~ at point i is then expressed as:
~(i) = Ju 2(i) + ii 2(i), (5.30)
where u(i) and ii(i) are the velocity components of the double-body flow in:& and
y directions respectively, which have been already given by equations (5.25) and
(5.26).
The second order derivatives of 4> with respect to l are obtained by applying il.
five-point centered finite difference operator on the first order derivatives a~/al,
whidl is expressed as:
~(i) F5D1(i)~(im2)
+F5D2{i)~(iml)
+F5D3(i)~(i)
+F5D4(i)~(iPl)
+F5D5(i)~(iP2), (5.31)
where F5D1(i), F5D2(i), F5D3(i), F5D4(i), F5D5(i) are the five coefficients
of the five-point centered finite difference operator, (see Appendix 0 for details).
im2, im1, ip1, ip2 are the point numbers, which are given as:
im2 i - 2n&i (5.32)
im1 i- nb; (5.33)
ipl i+nlr, (5.34)
ip2 i +2nb. (5.35)
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The va.riable nil represents the number of streamlines on the fluid free surface
mesh.
The coefficients in the free surface condition of the pre$e'nt lin-:ar ship wave
problem given by equations (5.2) to (5.7) are finally obtained as:
A(i) = ilUt(iW - iU2 ; ('.36)
B(i) . 3U,(i)~(i); (5.37)
C(i) 9 - ;1~(ill'{2[U,(i)I' - U'}
+~([Ut(iW_ U2}U,(i)~~t(i); (•.38)
D(i) ;[U'(i)JJ~(i); (5.39)
E(i)
- f.lIU,(i)I' - U'HU,(ill'; ('.40)
H(il 3[U,(i)]'~(i); (5.41)
G(i) = U,(i)/u(i); (5.42)
where Ut(i) ~present.s the auid velocity along 1 on : == 0 at node point i, which
is defined u:
(5.43)
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The .C'wnd ordC'f dC'fivati\'e of U,(I), n",md)' '~~'ll), in "tual\,~n (5 1S) i. abo
computC'd by thc fivc-point centered finite different formula.
Cod'nclCmt G(I) is a nt"'o';' one which will bC' usC'd in soh'ing the frl'C' sllrf",ce
Inip W&\'e prc,blem in tne next .uble'Ction.
S.1.S Solution of .urC.cc problC!m
H&ving lol\'ed the double· body problem, gmen,ted the st~r:a.mline·boundt"d
free .urf&ce mesn, and computed tne cocfficiC'nt. A, B, C, D, E, If, and G, the
total \"C!io-':ity potential'" could now be obt.ained by solving the line.uizcd bound·
ary v&1uc problem de\"C!loped in thc prest:nt .tudy which wu obt.a.ined in Section
(3.3). By Ulitlg tbe coefficient G the pr~ent litleuizcd fr~ Iurface condition un
De written in temu of Auid \"C!locity component, 11. and \1>, with u = a~/a% and
W :: iJo/iJ::. The lineul%ed ship W&Ye problem given by bc.ur.duy vAluc problem
(5.1) un thm be :'C'Written u
,lO:: 0,
A~(Cu) - BGu· Cw· O£18 _ £$18 If, an· 0; (5,45)
,.: --t.:, 4.J~-')Q,:~o;
81 MtI'!1Ul1 the Im;»nmeabulty coacLho:1 1:1 tbe.t»on: boundArY vallaC ProO-
~ a: &1l thr~ oe t::c body sur'.&OC ::wsh, M. ll;1.Irr.be:' "':! lIoa:eq~
un be obtaifled ilS:
~(i) = 0, i = 1,2, ...,nn, (5.46)
Variable nn is the total number of nodes on the surfa~e mesh of the movini/;
object.
III order to use the Auid free surface condition in br,ulldary \..lue problem
(5.45) to obtain the remaining (nnt - nn) number of linear equiltions to form a.
system of linear equa.tions, the second order derivatives of w along l in the free
surface condition in (5.45) are expressed as:
(5.41)
and the lirst order derivative of W aloDg t which is represented by WI = Btu/at is
given ;11:
Wt(i) F5Dl(i)w(im2)
+FSD2(i)w(iml)
+FSD3{i)w(i)
+FSD4(i)w(ipl)
+F5DS(i)w(ip2), (5.48)
when: F5DI(i), F5D2(i), F5D3(i), F5D4(i), F5D5(i} are the five coefficients of
the five-point centered finite diffc:rcnce operator; im2, :ml, ipl, and ip2 are the
nock l&bda which are calculated by usiU3 equatiol1l (5.32) to (5.35).
Rrpl&cing tbe parti&l derivatives Ii. in tbe fil,lid free sutface cotlditioD io bouod·
ary value problc::a (5.45) by a four-point down-stn:&m finite differmce ope!'ator,
the bid £:ee sur£ace co:ditioD in the praent linearized ahip .a~ problem pn:c
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by boundary value problem (5.45) can be .... ritten 01$:
A(i)[F4Dl(i)G(i)u(i)
+F4D2(i)G(iml)u(iml)
+F4 D3( i)G( im2}u( im2)
+F4D4(i)G(im3)u(im3)]
+B(i)G(i)u(i) +C(i)UI(i)
+D(i)IF4Dl(i)w(i)
+F4D2{i)w(iml)
+F4D3(i)w(im2)
+F4D4(i)w(im3)]
+E{i)[F4Dl(i)w(i)
\-F4D2(i)w,(iml)
+F4D3(i)w,(im2)
+F4D4(i)w,(im3)]
i::::: (nn +3n6 + l),(nn +3nb+ 2), ...,nnt.
HI'),
15.49)
In equation (5.49) F4Dl(i), F4D2(i), F4D3(i) a.nd F4D4(i) are the four coeffi-
cient. in the four-point down-stream finite difference operator, (see Appendix D
for detailJ)j nnt i. the total number of nodes on the body surface and the fluid
free .urlace meshesj im3, im2, and iml are the labelJ of the nodes on the !~
scrfao: mesh, which are given aa:
im3 i-3nb;
im2 i -2nbj
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(5.50)
(5.51)
imI = i-nb. (5.52)
The variable n6 represents the number of stre~line'5 on the fret: surfate mesh.
It is noted thc:.t the above distretized fluid free surface condition is satisfied at
all of the nodes on the free surface mesh except the fint 3nb nodes on the upstream
.!de of the mesh because of the application of the finite difference formulation.
TLe free surface condition which is satisfied on the fint 3n6 number of nodes on
the upstream side of the mesh is a special case of equation (5.49), with &uj8l =0
and fJwj8l =0, which is given as;
B(i)G(i)u(i) + C(i)w(i) = H(i), i = (nn + l),(nn + 2), ... ,(1111 +3nb). (5.53)
In order to express, by the Rankine sources distributed on the body surface
and the fluid free surface, and also to satisfy the condition at infinity in boundary
value problem (5.45), the total velocity potenti&l rP is written as a constant veloc-
ity U which is the velocity of the body plus a potential ;' which ca.n be gcnerated
directly by the source density (7, We have
.(i) = -U,(i) + .'(i). (5.54)
The particle velocity components of the ftuid can, accordingly, be written as:
u(i) =-U+u'(i),
w(i)=w'(i).
(5.55)
(5.56)
The variables .;, (i), u'(i), and wei) can be expressed in terms of al.l the sources
d4tributcd on the body surface md OIl the fluid free: .ur£&ce m~hcs. They &fe
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.'(i)
u'(i)
•• ( I I~C7U) )s(J,lr(i,q) + r(i,q)IT(j)dS(q)
+ ~ a(j) /, 1_(')IT(j)dS(,); (5.57)
J."..... I stJ1T1,q
_ Ea(j) (1*) ~ ,I,) + ,(i) ~ '."")T(ildS(,)
j.l JS/jl ~(l,q) ,-3(I,q)
- ~ a(il (1*) ~ z(q)IT(j)dS(,); (5.58)
J......+l JStJl ,-3(1,9)
w'(i) _ Ea(j) ( 1*) ~ 'I,) + '(i( ~ :(;)IT(ildS(,)
j_\ lslj) ,-J(t,q) r (l,q)
_ ~ a(j) /, I'(i) ~ '(')JT(j)dS(,). (5.59)
J",,,,,.I S{j) r1(I,q)
Eq,lUtions (5.46), (5.49)..ad (5.53) arc rewritten, by moving the known terms
to their conapondina; rilht h&nd sides, u;
~(i)=Un.(il, i = l,2, ...• nn;
B(i)G(i)u'(i) + C(iju.'(i): H(i) + B(i)G(i)U,
(5.60)
i = (71n + 1),(nn + 2)•...,(nn + 3nb)i (5.6l)
A(illF4Dl(i)G(i)u'(i)
+F4D2(i)G(iml)u'{iml)
+F4D3(i)G(irn2)u'(im.2)
+F4D4(i)G(imJ)u'(imJ)1
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+B(i)G(i)u'(i) + C(i)w'(i)
+D(i)lF'Dl(i).i(i)
+F4D2(i)w'(iml)
+F4D3(i)w'(im2)
+F'D'(i)w'(im3)]
+E(i)[F'Dl(i)w;(i)
+F4D2(i)Wi(iml)
+F4D3{i)Wi(im2)
+F4D4(i)w~( im3)] H(i)
+A(i)uIF'Dl(i)G(i)
+F4D2(i)G(iml)
+F4D3(i)C(im2)
+F'D'(i)G(im3)]
+B(i)UG(i),
i =(nn + 3nb+ l),(rm+ 3nb+2), ...• nnt. (5.62)
Finally by puttinX cquatiOill (5.60), (5.61) ud (5.62) together And writing
the result in matrix format a linear system an be obtained as;
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(5.63)
where
0'(1)
0'(2)
a(3)
lal =
O'(nnt)
Un.(I)
Un.(2)
Un.(3)
[RBI =
Un,,(nn)
TJ(nn+l)
TJ(nn+2)
TJ(nn+3)
[RSI=
T,,(nnt)
and rJ(i) is defined by the right hand side of equation! (5.61) and (5,62), which
TJ(i) H(i) + B(i)G(i)U,
i=(nn+I),(nn+2), .. ,(nn+3nb); (5.64)
rJ(i) H(i) + B(i)G(i)U
+UA(i)[F4DI(i)G(i) + F4D2(i)G(iml)
+F4D3(i)G(im2) + F4D4(i)G(imJ'
i=(nn+3nb+l),(nn+3nb+2), .. nnt. (5.65)
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The upper part of the influence coefficients matrix [AB] in system of equations
(5.63) represents the influence coefficients on the surface of the body produced
by the sources distributed on the body surface and the free surface meshes. It is
given as:
[ABJ =
ab(l,l) ab{I,2)
ab(2, I) ab(2,2)
ab(nn, l) ab(nn,2)
ab(l,nnt)
ab{2,nnt)
ab(nn,nnt)
(5.66)
The entries to this part of the matrix arc computed by the following equation,
which is obtained from the body surface impermeability condition (5.60):
ab(i,j) =a,.(i,j)n,,(i) + l1,,(i,j)17{i) +a..,(i,j)nz(i), (5.67)
where n,,(i), 17(i), and nz(i) are the components of ii(i) in :t, y, a.nd z direc-
tion respectively; o...(i,j), a,,(i,j), a.nd 4",(i,j) are the elements of the velocity
coefficient matrices, which Me defined as:
..(i,j) = _ ( [*) ~ .(,) +.(i) ~ ~(q)JT(j)dS(,),
JS(j) r3(t,q) r3(1,q)
ferrj: 1,2, ...,nn; (5.68)
..(i,j) - fsut(~(~,:~')JT(j)dS('),
farj: (nn + l),(nn +2), ...,nnt; (5.69)
..(i,j) - fsul~(~,:\') + Y(~~,~~i)JT(j)dS('),
farj:1,2, ... ,nn; (5.70)
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..(;,j) - /'o,l"~(~,:\')IT(j)dS(,),
fO'rj::: (nn+ l),(nn + 2}, ...,nnC: (5.il)
..(;, i) - JS(i(~(~,;\') + '(~(~,~\;)IT(j)dS('),
for j = 1,2, .." nnj (5.72)
..(;,;) - - /'(i(:~(~,;\')IT(j)dS(,),
for j = (nn + l),(nn + 2), .",nnC. (5.73)
See Appendix A for the computation of the integrals involved in the velocity
coefficients a,.(i,j), a.,(i,j), and ~(i.j).
The lower ~rt of the influence coefficients matrix in Iinea.r system (5.63)
represents the infl.uence coefficients at the aodes OD. the free surf&.cc mesh produced
by the sources on the body surface and on the free lunUle mahes. It is in the
form:
(ASI=
cu:(nn+l,l) 4.S(nn+l,2)
G.J(nn+2,1) 4s(nn+2,2)
Gs(nnt,l) as(nnt,2)
G.I(nn + l,nnt)
u(nn +2,nnt)
cu:(nnt,nnt)
(5.74)
The entries to this put of the natrlx are computed by using the free surface
boundary condition equations (5.61) and (5.62), such that:
a.s(i,j)::: B(i)G{i)40.(i,j)+C(i)a.",(i,j), i =(1\1\+ I) "nn+2), ..,3n&; (5.75)
...(;,j) = A(;)IF4Dl(;)G(;)..(;,iJ
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+F4D2{i)C{iml)c..(iml,j)
+F4D3(i)C{im2)c..(im2,j)
+F4D4(i)C(im3)c,,{im3,j»)
+B{i)C(i}c..(i,j) +C(i)c",(i,j)
+D(i)[F4D1(i)c.(i,j)
+F4D2(i)a",{iml,j)
+F4D3(i)c,.(im2,jl
tF4D4(i)a..(im3,j)]
+E(;)IF4Dl(;)..,(;,j)
+F4D2(i)a",t(iml,j)
+F4D3{i)Cloo(im2,j)
+F4D4(i)4.,.,:{imJ,j)],
i:: (nn + 3nb+ 1),(nn +3nb +2), ._,nnt. (5.;6)
In cqutioll (5.76) o..&:i,j) is alculated by applying the five-point centered finite
difference operator on c,.(i,j).
The routine for solving the linar system of the double·body problem is Usc
used here to solve the system of linear equations (5.63).
5.1.6 fue surface wave evaluation
The free surf&ce elevation can be evalu&ted by using the velocity components
u{i), veil, w(i) Oil the pl.ne :l: :: O. The free surface deVil-tion lot ea.ch node of the
"
free surfa.ce mesh l1(i), i = (nn + 1), (nn + 2), ... , nnt, is gh'en as:
. U2 [uW) + w2(i)1 .
11(1)= 2[g+Ut(i)!jI(i}-w(i)~(i)1' 1=(nn+1),(nn+2), .. ,nnt. (5.77)
where i refers to a node on the free surface mesh; ul(i) = lu2(i) + 112(i»)1/2 rep·
resents the fluid velocity along the streamline l; The velocity components uti),
v(i), w(i) eould be calculated directly from the source densities obta.ined by solv·
ing the linear system (5.63) and the velocity coefficient rna-trice! a..(i,j), a.,,(i,j),
a",(i,j).
u(i) -u + I;a.(i,ila(il; (5.78)
.;=\
u(il I;a,,(i,ila(i); (5.79)
,"I
w{il I;a.(i,ila(i). (5.80)
.;=\
The velocity coefficient matrices a,,(i,j), a.,,(i,j), and a",(i,j) have already been
defined by equa.tions (5.68) to (5.73), respectively.
5.1.1 Wave resistance calculation
The wa.ve resista.nce can be calculated by integrating the pressure over the
wetted area of the solid body surface. It is expressed a..s:
R. = - f: j, P(,lN.(,l'S(,l,
t=\ Set)
(5.81)
wber: N~{q) represents the unit normal component io :t direction to element q;
P{q) is the pressure distribution on element q, it is the linear function of the
pressure interpolated by the values P(qd, P(q2) and P(9J;) of P at the three
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vertices of clement q. These locally numbered pressure values P(qd, P(Q2) and
P(q]) can be converted into the globally numbered pressure values P{i) in the
same way as are the source densities a. The pressure at each node is calculated
by
P(ij = ~p{U2 _[u2 (i) + v2(i) + w2(i)J}; i = 1,2,3, ... ,I'll'l, (5.82)
where u(i), v{i), and wei) are calculated by using equations (5.78), (5.79), and
(5.80), while herei = 1,2,3, ... ,1111.
The wave resistance coefficien~ Cw is computed by
(5.83)
wherc 5 is the total surface area of the body and p is the fluid density. For a
prolate spheroid,S is given by
(5.84)
where ( = D{L , 6" = 1 - c2, D and L are the minor and major ax...s of the
ellipsoid, respectively.
5.2 Direct Boundary Integral Algorithm
5.2.1 Direct integral method and numerical towing tank
As ba.s alrea.dy been discussed in Section (4.2), the fundamental integral equa-
tion of the direct boundary integral method, in the three dimensional cue, is given
(5.85)
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where q i. a point on Si S i. the boundar)' or boundariel of the consideral. "uid
doml-in; Q(q) represent. the \"t'locity potential at point q; p is a field point; and
rep, q) is the dillance between p and q, ."hid:. i. defined as:
-(p,,) = J{%(p) - %(,){' + I,(p) - ,(,){' + l'lp) - '(,l!'. (5.86)
Equation (5.85) reprelentl a con.traint relation between the Dirichlet bound·
ary conditions (f defined) and the Neumann boundary conditions (0;/1.. defined,
f .. used here denotes the normal derivative of f, that is f .. = aftiJn,with n the
normal to S directed out of the fluid). For Neumll.nn boundary conditions the
right ha.o.d side of equation (5.85) is known, giving a Fredholm equation of the
second kind for the unknown boundat'}· V&1ues of function f(q). For the Dirichlet
problem equation (5.85) becomes a Fredholm equation of the first kind for the
unknown boundary values~. For the mixed boundary condition, which i. the
ease of the fluid free surface condition of the ship wave problem, both f and
f .. are un..k:now>u but a rell,tion bet ....e-fl f and f .. is provided by the bounduJ
condition which allow. that an arnngement an be made to solve for either f or
.,..
Except for "err simple geometries, anaJytiul solutions to the boundary inte-
gral equations are unavailable and numerical methods mu.t be used. By a.ssuming
that the boundary i. divided into surface elements over which the data hILS a pre-
.cribed polynomial variatioll we can reduce the problem to ~::,Iving a linear system
of equll.tions for some unknown coefficients.
In solving the ship wave problem, boundariel have to be defined before the
numerical procedure is started. Theoretially, the fluid domain considered in the
ship wave problem is of i.llfinite extent. However in the cue of model testing in a
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to'King tank, the boundariC$ of the tank ~nd the surface of the ship plus the Auic
free surface form a closed surface covering the Auid domain, which just satisfies
the condition of integral equation (5.85). B)' panding the boundaries of the
taDk, the surface of the ship and the Auid frcc surf~ee, numerica.! integration for
equation (5.85) un be obtained which allows to solve for either ¢ or ¢.. according
to the given collditions. This forms exactly a numeriul simUlation of a potential
Bow towing taDk experiment. Once a ship modd and the dimensions of a towing
tank are given, numerical results in terms of potential function ¢ can b~ obtained
by solving the integral equation (5.85) numerically. The wave profile and thc
wave.making resistance can thcn be computed from ~.
Unlike a towing tAnk model testing, in which the site of the modd is limi~cd
because of the site of the tank, a numerical towing tank can perform full scale
testing by simply using a prototype ship, instead of a ship model, and eol,uge
the tank proportionally. Further more, by extending the dimension c:r the tank
such that the side w&1.ls of the tank do not effect the wa\'eS, the case of a ship in
open sea can also be simulated.
In this section, the algorithm of a numericAl towing tank ba.sed on solvillS
the linea..oized ship wave problem derived in Section (3.3) , i.e. a linear numerical
towing tank, is developed. The &1gorithm developed in this section will abo be
wed in Chapter 6 in the iteration procedure developed to solve the nonlinear
problem. A. has been wed in the indirect boundary integral aljroritbm in the
previol:.s section, the linear element tc:dlnique is also used in the present numerical
towing tank a1goritbm.
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5.2.2 Panelization and boundary conditions
As for a real towing tank in a laboratory, a numerical towing tank is formed
by four impermeable walls and a bottom. One ....all is located on the upstream
side, and one ....all is on the downstream side of the tank. And two walls are on
the lateral sides of the tank.
In the numerica.l algorithm of the present numerical towing tank the symmet·
rical condition of the tank is used advantageously to save computer memory and
to reduce the amount of computations. Als(), in order to save more computer
memory an image tank is introduced to avoid the panelization 0::1. the bottom of
the tank, by paying the price of increasing a certain amount of computations.
Because of the implementation of the image tank the amount of computations is
increased by about 20%. In return, the size of memory is reduced by about 200%
in the present algorithm.
In order to identify the boundaries, a label is given to each of them. The
wall on the upstream (in Ut.!nt of the ship) is labelled 1; one half of the ship hull
surface (since the synunetrica1 condition is used) is labelled 2; the wall on the
downstream side of the tank (behind the ship) is labelled 3; the side wall of the
tank (only one side since the application of the symmetrical condition) is labelled
4. Finally, the free: surface of the Buid is labelled 5. All these boundaries are
paneled by triangular panels. Fig. 5.11 shows the piilDelization of the tank with
a Wigley hull intersecting the Buid free surface. Fig. 5.12 shows the panelizatioD.
of the tank and the ship hull of a Series 60, block C. =0.60.
It is noted that the panels on the fluid free surface, boundary 5, are hounded
by streamlines. These stre&mlines are genera~ed through the indirect boundary
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integn.1 method which hu been discussed in the previous section. Strr"mlincs
can also be generated by u,ing the direct boundiLry integn.l method which is
be1ng discussed. in the present .section. But it i. not u con\ocnient U iLpplying
the Rankine source method discu.sed in Section (5.1). It i, iLiso expe:lsi\oc to use
the direct bouud&ry integr&1 method to genen,te these strumlines.
To simuliLte &towing ta.nk, the bounduy condition. on the .ide wal\, of the
ta.n.k have to be,pecified to replace the boundary condition at infinity in boundary
value problem (3.29). Thi, defines a towing tank boundary va.1ue problem. If the
,ize of the ta.nk is big enough, the bounduy condition on the walls of the tank
will be equivalent to the condition at infinity. The bound&ry value problem in
thi, case then de£ncs & problem of a ship moving in open sea. The boundary
conditions on fixed wall, of a tank c.a.n easily be expressed by ~" = 0, bued
on the impermeability property of these boundI.ries. However. thi, .ill make
the hounduy value problem to be solved a Neumann problem (~" given Oil all
of the boundaries), since the boundary conditiolls on the .hip surface a.nd on
the Bui:J. free s:uia.ce are also specified through ~. A. it i, known that the
solution to a. NeutrlU.D boundary value problem i, not unique (there is a constant
difference between solutions). ThU amid lead to situations that involve very big
or very small values in the numeric.a.I solution of the problem. The accuracy of the
solution could, consequently, be d"ected. In order to avoid the above mentiolled
situations, the boundary condition on boundary 1 of the present numeric.a.I towing
tank is prescribed by specifying the velocity potential function ~ which is known
when the Froude number of the test is preassiped.
10 order to :.ae limited computer resources to produce the best simu1&tion
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results. only the section of the t~k which contl.ins the ship model is simul~ted
in the present study. Tbis c~ euily be achieved by specifying the conditions
on bouncluies # 1 ~d #3 hy ~ r~di~tion condilion ~d repl~cillg the length of
tbe t~k by the lellgth of the section to be simulated. The r~di~tion condit)oll
is defined here as the w~ves going through the boundary without rdledions. ~
has bccn discwsed, to avoid the bounduy qjue problem bctoming a Neumanll
type, the r~diation condition on boWlduy #1 is defieed by ~ and the radi~tion
condition 011 boundary #3 is given by;". Filially, by fixiog the coordinate 011
the ship, the ~ul:ldary value problem for a En.ear numerical towing tank is given
V~., =0, in. the fluid domain;
., = 0, on. boundcry # 1;
it:. V~ =0, on. bovnd4ry # 2;
ii· V~ ~ -U, on 1ound4ry II 3; (5.87)
n-V. = 0, on. hound4ry # 4;
A~+B~+C~+Dl/;+E~=H, on. ~ndary # 5;
The radictian amdition..
The coefficients A, B, C, D, E U1d H have been defined by equatious {5.2} to
(5.6), respectively. The Ca.rteri.an coordinate system is pl&Ced such that :fIZ is
ie the ce:nter plane of the ship with the origin 0 in the pll..tle of the designed
water1il:le. Axis % is ill the direction oi the ship velocity U I..tId axis Z is directed
w:rtica.lly upwards.
It has been di,cussed in Section (3.3) that eoef6.cienh A, B, C, D, E, I..tId H
in the Huid free ,urface condition of boundary value prohlem (5.87) are functions
of the double-body potential •. In the numerical towing tank case i can be
obta..ined. by simply imposing the Huid free surace condition to be ai/On = O.
The boundary value problem. to be solved for i ill then pven as:
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1Vl~;: 0 in the fluid domain;
t =0, I on boundary # 1;
~: ~: : ~U, ::: ::::~ : ~~ (5.88)
'Ii. 'i7t "" 0, on boundary # 4;
n' 'Vt =0, on boundary # s.
System of equations (5.88) defines .. lowing tank with the Ruid free surface
being restricled so that the vertical f1.uid velocity at the surface.: =0 is forced to
be zero. Since there is no image body considered here, oi> is called the zero order
solution for the: numerical lowing tank.
It is clear now that to obtain the solution (If the towing tank boundary value
problem (5.87), the: zero order tank problem (5.88) has first to be: solved 50 that
the coefficients A, H, C, V, E, H can be computed and then the free surface
towing tank problem can be solved following the same procedure with a more
complica.ted free surface condition.
5.2.3 Zero order numerical towing tank
System of equations (5.8B) defines a zero order numerical tank problem, in
which the fluid free surface is restricted to generate a fundamental fluid flow in
the tank to be used in thro perturbation procedure to solve the linear or first order
free surface towing tank problem.
To solve the boundary value problem (5.88), by applying tb.e direct boundary
integral method, the fundamental equation (5.85) is written in terms uf +in a
discretized form as:
~ I ilq)~[_I_ld5( )_~ I _1_8ilq)d5Iq) (589){;;i}S('1 &(q) r(p,q) q - {;j}SC'1 r(p,q) 8n(q) • .
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where S{q) represents tbe area of element q and net represents the total number
of demenu on tbe bounduy surfacc mesb.
The inteU&1s in equation (5.89) ue over uc.!:I. element on tbe surface mesb.
Since (,(q) and rH(q)/8n ue linear functions of tb~r n.i.'es at tbe three vertices
of dement q, equation (5.89) could be ",ritt~ll in terms of :lodes in tbe fonn:
E10(j) ( . ~a( .)[_(1 )]T(j)dS(,n = I:10.(i) { -(~)T(j)dS(,n,
;=1 JsUl vn 1 r 1',q j=l JSli) r 1',q
(5.90)
wbere l' represent. the field point; j repn:sents a node numberj q denotes the
location of the integration dement area dS(q); 4l(i) is the velocity potentia! at
!lode j; n(j) represents the unit normal to the paneled .urlace at point j directed
out of tbe Buid; nnt repre5cts the total number of nodes Oil. the surface mesh
of tbe tank. The variable r(p,j) represents the distance between point l' and the
integration element area dS(q), which it defuled as:
,(,p,,) = J[.(P) ·(,)1' + ~(P) - .(,)]' + (,(P) - ,(,)]'. (5.91)
By satisfyins equation (5.90) &t all tbe nodes of the surfa.ce mesh, & linear
system of equations C&lI. be obtained, and written in matrix form as:
(Aj{O) = ISIlO.), (5.92)
where A and B are nnt x nnt matrices which are called the matrices of influence
coefficients. They are defined by
0(1,1) 0(1,2)
0(2,1) 0(2,2)
[A] =
a(nnt,l) a(nnt, 2)
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Cl(l,nnt)
Cl(2,nnt)
a(nnt,nnt)
where
181 =
1(1,1) 1(1,2)
1(2,1) 1(2,2)
~nnt,l) l(nnt,2)
b(l,nnt)
b(2,nnt)
b{nnt,nnt)
o(i,j) = fsu, :(j)[~i,)IT(j)dS(,); (5.93)
I(i,j) = !,Ul ,(i',,)T(j)dS(,). (5.94)
To calculate the integrals in equations (5.93) &nd (5.94), two cases have to be
considered. They Me
1). The field poic.t i is not on the collocation point;;
2). The field point i is Oil. the conoation point j.
The integrations {or these two c.ues are detailed in Appendices A .a.nd B. lEI
the algorithm of thep~t nlUncric.al to..nna: tank, an im&&f' wave tank is used to
eliminate the pa.nelization on tnc bottom of the tank. Therefore the integrations
in equations (5.93) and (5.94) are not only goiD.! throuah the tank boundary
surface itself hut also going th.rouSh the image tank. The inftucnc:e coefficient
m&tric.es A and B &re, tberd'ot'e, further written ;u:
o(i,j) = fSU1 :(j)[~i~') + '(i~.)JT(j)dS(,); (5.95)
I(i,j) =!'U,l'(i~') + '(i~.)IT(j)dS('). (5.96)
By rea.rranling the inBucu:c cocBicient matrices A and B into sub-matrices
ace:ordiJJ.& to the five bound&riel of the t&nk, #1, #2, #3, #4., #5. the m&trix
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system given by eqUl.tiOll (5.92) becomes
[AU An Au A" Au W' ] [Bn Bn Bu B" B"W"']An 1~ n • 1 n Bn Bn B,. Bn +..:AuA:gA1)A)4,AlS i 3 = Bu Bn B" B.. B:ss i","'1 Au Ao .... Au i~ 8 41 Bu u B.. Bu i ..~
An Au Au A~ Au is Bu Bn Bn B.. Su i ..s
(537)
III system (5.97), At; and B,; represent tbe sub-illflue:lce coefficient matrices
of boulldary number j to boulldary llumber i. For example, An represent the
illfluencc of boundary #3 to bounda.ry #2.
According to the boundary conditions described in boundary value problem
(5.88), on boundary #1 the values of i are given &lid the values of i .. are to be
calcula.ted, on boundaries #2, #3, #4 and #5 values of 4o.. arc givell and values
of • need to be calculated. By movillg the ullknown variables to the left hl.lld
side and the kilo,"," va1ucs to the right hand side, I. linear system of equations
to be solved for nnt c.n.knowu i. obtained. On boundary #1, solve for i ... Oil
boundaries #2 to #5 JOlve for i. Matrix system (5.97) becomes
[B" An Au A" AU][~"'] [An Bn Bn B" Bn] [~' ]Bn An A,. An t 1 An Bn B" B,. Bn t..:Bu An Au ... AD i J = A.Jl Bn B" B.. S;ss too)B41 Au Au ... A..s i~ A..l B-u u B.. Bd t M
BS1 An An A.. Ass is Au Bs1 Bn B" Bss i",(5.98)
By solving the above matrix system the unknown. on all of the boundaries
are obtained.
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5.2.4 First order numerical towing tank
H...ving ~o!ve<l the zero order towing tank problem, value~ of oj, on the fluid free
surface % = 0 are obtained at all the nodes on the surface me~h. The coefficient~A,
B, 0, D, E and H in the free ~urface condition of boundary value problem (5.87)
Cion then be computed through i. The derivatives of i along l are calculated by
a three-point finite difference formulation, (see Appendix D for the details about
the finite difference formulations).
From the experience gained from the computations of the indirect formulation
it is found that the last two terms in the left hand side of the free surface condition
in the ship wave problem (3.29) or the towing tank problem (5.87) are small
relative to the other terms. They ate, therefore, neglected in the algorithm of
the present linear numerical towing tank. The third term in the expression of
coefficient 0, equation (3.25), is also dropped since it is also small. The bound&.t)·
value problem defining the linear or first order numerical towing tank is then
written in the form
where
V2~=O,
.=0,
n'V~=O,
n·V~=-U,
n'V;=O,
A~+B~+C~=H,
The radiation condition;
in the fluid dom4in;
on boundary # 1;
on boundary # 2;
on boundary # 3;
on boundary # 4;
on boundary # 5;
('.99)
a+a>+B = 3alap ;
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('.100)
('.101)
(5.102)
(5.103)
In the condition imposed on boundary #5, hoth ~ &;Jd ¢... are unknown.
However this condition dcfilles,), relation between ~ and ~. It is Doted that ~ince
the norm.a.l to boundary #5 is in the direction of z, we have ¢.. = 9•. ¢... a.:l
then be expressed in tenns of 9 on boundary #5 u:
where
(5.104)
C.
C.
-A/e;
-BIC;
HIC.
(5.105)
(5.106)
(5.101)
Expressi~ 8;/8l by a three-point centered finite difference, &l:lcl express-
iDS the second order derivative 8(8;/8l}/81 in equation (5.104) by ,), four.point
clowutrum finite difference in terms of 8;/81, equation (S.104) becomes
+C"'4(;')tKjm4)
+C",(j)O(jm3)
+C",(j)O(jm2)
+C",(j)O(jml)
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+CJ.fll(j).,>(j)
+Cp ,(j)6(jPl) , (5.108)
where
C.\U CA (j)F4Dl(})F3Dl(jm3); (5.109)
Co<, C,(j)(F4Dl(j)F3D2(jrnJ)
+F4D2(j)F3Dl(jm2)\ ; (5.110)
Co<, C,(j)[F4Dl(j)F3D3(jrnJ)
+F4D2(j)F3D2(jm2)
+F4D3(j)F3Dl(jmlli ; (5.111)
Co<, C,(j)[F4D2(j)F3D3(jm3)
+F4D3(ilF3D2(jml)
+F4D4(j)F3Dl(j)1
+CB(j)F3Dl(j); (5.112)
Co<, C,(j)[F4D3(j)F3D3(jml)
+F4D4(j)F3D2(il]
+C.(j)F3D2(j) ; (5.113;
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C,\ CAU)F4D4(j)FJDJ(j)
+Cs(ilF3D3(j) . (5.114)
And F4Dl(j), F4D2(j), F4DJ(j), F4D4(j) an: the four coefficients of tbe four-
poin~ -i::.wnstream finite difference formula. FJD1(j), FJD2(j), FJDJ(j) are
tbe t)..!f!'l!: coefficients in tbe tbree-point centered finite difference formula, (see
Appendix C for details). Also
jm4 j-4nb; (5.115)
j"" j -Jnb; (5.116}
jm2 j -2nb; (5.117)
jml j -no; (5.118)
jpl j+nb. (5.119)
A!a.in. no is the number of streamlines on boundary #5. j is tbe label of the
node:. on boundazy #5, which varies from ().Yl.t - nnS) to nnt, nnS is the total
number of nodes 011 the 8uid f:ce surlKe: mesh #5.
The only difference bc:t.ee:n the zero and first order numerical to-ing tw
proble.ns !iveu by (5.88) a.nd (5.99) is in the conditiens on boundary #5. In
the zero order numerical towing tank problc:m (5.88) the condition on boundary
#5 is prescribed by ; .. = 0 at all the nodes on the mesh. III the first order
numerical towing tank problem (5.99) the condition on boundary #5 is given by
a linear relation bet_:en the velocity potential; and its normal derivative ; ...
This relation is !;ivai. in a discretized form by equation (5.108). Therefore, the
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linear system for solving the lint order towing tank problem (5.99), similar to
linear system (5.98), is ghoen as:
Sy substituting I$,,(j} on boundary #5 expressed by (5.108) into matrix sys-
tern (50120) and working out the numbering relations, a linear system to be solved
for {I$,.} on boundary #1, and for {I$} on rx.undaries #2 to #5 is obtained as:
""f'bli,jl."(j)
j=l
+ ""f2 ll{i,j)I$(j}
j:.."du12
"~-+ 2: .(i,j).(j)
j." Ia.Q
"-....
+ 2: .(i,jl.(j)
j="......C4
+ f .(i,j);!(j)
j= ........<5
"1:'" C",.(jp4)b(i,jp4).(j)
j= .....~+l
"NE'" C",,(jpJ)b(i,jp3).(j)
j=~+""+t
oN-W
2: C",(jp2)b(i,jp2).(j)
j"'~+2""+1
"Nf'" C",(jpl)b(i,jpl).(j)
j~+3M+t
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"1::- CM,(;)6(:,j)o(j)
J ..-.,...~_I
E C"l(jml)6{'.:ml)6(j)
' .........,...+~1
--L 6(i,;)U
j=..... ....u.tl
........... +.016
+ L 6(i,j)ICH(i) - C.(i)UI
; .........+1
+ 'Y;- 6(i,j)CH(;)
j ......c0p4H...... l
wh~
+ 3: b{i,j)[CH(i) - CB(i)U]
j ......_ ...+l
i= 1,2, ... ,nnt (5.121)
nn.dcrtl 1; (5.122)
nn.ttllrC2 nnl+ 1; (5.123)
n7tJlt41't3 nnl +nn.2+ 1 ; (5.12<)
nJutClJ't4: nnl+nn2+nn3+1; (5.125)
nn.rtcrt5 nnl +nn2+nn3+nn4 + 1; (5.126)
nfUtQpl nnl; (5.127)
n7Utop2 11nl+nn2; (5.128)
nrutop3 nnl + nn2 +nn3 ; (5.129)
nn..!top-' nnl + 11112+ nn3 +nn4; (5.130)
nn.tt0p5 nnl +nn2 +nn3 +nn4 +nnS . (5.131)
The above liDe&r aynem of equations contains nn1 numbers of unmOWlLl.
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There &re nnl values of ~ and (nnt - nnl) values of "e1ocity potential~. The
line&!' system is solved by using a Gaussian elimination linear system solver, which
bu heen used in the indirect method of the present study.
The wave elevation is calculated from the ,-ertical velocity and the horizontal
velocity components alocS ~~e stream lice I on the fiuid f~ surffoClt mesh. It is
liven by
. lP -luHi) + w2(i)J
"(1) =219 + ul(i)~(i) _ w(i)ft(i)j' i :: (nn"tC1Tt5+1),(nn"tIlTt5+2), ... , nnt,
(5.132)
where u{(i) represents the horizontal fluid velocity component along I at node ij
w(i) represents the vertical component of fluid velocity at i.
The vertical. component of the Suid velocity wei) is ulcu1&ted by wins the
relation between ¢., lJ,/81, ud fJJt/lJe which is liven by equation (5.104). We
h.,..
w(i) =eN(i) +eA(i)~(i) +eB(i)~(i). (5.133)
The first order derivative of • along l is calculated by applying the five-point
centered. finite difference operator, &ivins:
"(i)=~(i) F5DI(i);(im2)
+F5D2(i)O(iml)
+F5D3(i)O(i)
+F5D4(i)f>(ipl)
+F5D5(i)O(ip2), (5.134)
where im2, iml, ipl, acd ip2 an: siw:n by equatiow (5.32) to (5.35).
..
The second order derivatives in equAtion (5.133) is generated by using u~
through the three-point centered finite difference open,tor, which is
~(i):: F3Dl(i}ut(iml) + F3D2(i)ut<i) + F3D3(i)u.t(ipl) , (5,135)
See AppeDdix D (or the coefficients; o( the fillite difference operators.
The wave-making resist&rlce is calculated by integrating the pressure over the
wetted area o( the bull surface, It is given &I:
(5.136)
where N.,(q) represents the unit normal component in % direaion to element
q; P(q) is the pressure on element q, expressed as the linear function o( the
pressures at uode P(i), (see Section (5.1.7». The pressure P(i) is calculated
from two orthogonal tangential velocity components at node i, since the normal
velocity components; on the hull are zero. P(i) is pven u:
(5.137)
where u,(i) and v,(i) denote two orlhogoual velocity components, Both u,(i) &rid
vl(i) are calculated by applying the three-point centem:l finite difference formula
for the poiuts o!" the ed,;e, aDd a t~point finite difference formu1& is used to
compute these two velocity components for the points on the ed,;e of the ship
surlac:emesh.
The wave resistance coefficient C. is calculated by using equatioD (5.83) which
has been used in the indirect algorithm of the present .tudy. The. surface area 5
in equation (5.83) i. calculated by addiq: up the areu o( all panels on the wetted
.hip hullsurf&oe.
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5.3 Applications and Comparisons
5.3.1 Submerged ellipsoid: lndir«t method
The method bued on the indirect. bounduy integral theory developed in the
foregoing sect.iol:lJ is presently applied to analyse the wave pattern and to compute
the lnve-malcing resistance for a submerged prolate ellipsoid advancing with a
constant speed in water. The reason for choosing an eUipsoid is that theoretical
and numerical results are available for comparison purposes. A steady flow pass-
ing an ellipsoid has been studied through theoreticill analyses by Havelock (1931a,
1931b), and Farell (1973). The same problem has also bee:! solved by Doctors SlId
Beck (1987) through a numerical procedure based on the Kelvin source method.
Both the theoretical analyscs, by Havelock and F&rell, and the numerial &IIalysis,
by Docton and BccIt (1987), are based on solving the Neumann-Kelvin problem.
Therefore, these results ea.n not be directly used for comparison with the present
computation, since the present computat)on solves a new linearized ship wave
problem in which the free surface condition is different from the one found in the
Neumann-Kelvin linear ship wave problem. In order to compare with the existinS
results, the present al&orithm. is also oapplied to solve the Neumann-Kelvin prob-
lem, siDce the Neumann-Kelvin linur ship wave problem i. a special cue of the
present linearized ship wave problem. When the thin ,hip condition ~ satisfied,
the double-body How ai/ai becomes the constant How on which the Neumann-
Kelvin linear free surface condition is based. By sub.tituting M/ai =-U into
the expressions of the coefficients in the present linearized free surface condition
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giVl:n by equations (5.2) to (5.7), we have
A = U~
B = 0,
C = 9,
D = 0,
E = 0,
H = O.
(5.138)
(5.139)
(5.140)
(5.141)
(5.142)
(5.143)
The present free: surfacc condition then reduces to the Neumann-Kelvin free:
surface condition. By simply using the above six lines, equations (5.138) to
(5.143), in the computer program of the present &lgorithm instead of computiIlg
them by using equations (5.2) to (5.7), the solution to the Neumann.Kdvin prob-
lem by using the present algorithm is obtained. If the results obtained by solving
the Neumann-Kelvin problem through the present method match the theoretical
solutioD and the numerical results by Havelock (19311., 1932b), Farell (1973), Doc-
tors and Beck (1987), the conclUllion can be drawn that the present algorithm and
the corresponding numerical techniques arc accurate and the computer program
i. robust. Furthermore, if the present method solving the present linearized prob-
lem gives different results from those obtained by solving the Neumann-Kelvin
problem, a conclusion can also be drawn that the extra terms in the present con-
dition (in companson with the Neumann-Kdvin free surface condition, see Table
3.1 ) do contribute to the solution of the problem. To prove that the present
free surface condition is more accurate in moddling the physical. problem than
the Neumann·Kdvin problem, comparisons with experimental data have to be
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mule. This will be shown in the next s«tion where the surface ship cues ue
discussed, since na.ny reliable experimental mcuure:mc:nts arc a\'ailable on wave
pattern a.tId .....a.ve-making resistance for surl&CC .hips.
In order to give a general idea of how much difference between the results given
by Dawson's linearized problem {rom the present linearized problem, Dawson's
linearized problem is also solved by using the present method. It is very easy to
convert the present computer program to solve: Dawson's linear problem, whieb
is simply to change the six lines for calculating the coefficients given by (5.2) to
(5.7) into
A = (~)" (5.144)
B = 2~~' (5.145)
C ~ go (5.146)
D ~ 0; (5.147)
E ~ 0, (5.148)
H = 2(~)'~:' (5.''')
where. is the double-body potential, ud l is the double-body stramline.
The numerical procedure of the present indirect method. hu been discu...ed
in Sedion (5.1). Applying the: meth,)d to solve the submersed prolate elliploid
advancing witb constant speed. follows c:xa.ctly the six steps explained in that
section. The dimensions of the prolate ellipsoid considered in this example are
a = 5.0rn, b= l.Orn, where a represents the semi-ma.jor axis and b reprc:sentl the
semi-minor axil of the ellipsoid. The streamline bounded triangular ~c1J on
the fiuid free surface mesh and the trianJUlar p&ncls on the body .urface mah
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are shown in Fig. 5.3. Since the application of the symmetrial condition is
considered, only I:.a.lf of the body and half of the free surface are paneled. Fig.
(5.3.a) shows the free surface mesh with the body underneath it, which gives
the dimensionaJ reiatioD between the ellipsoid a.nd the free surface mesh. The
size of the free surface mesh a.nd the size of the pane1.J are determined by the
Froude number, (sec Appendix C for details). Fia. {5.3.b} shows the free surface
mesh only, from which the streamlines UD be clearly SCCD. The total number
of panels on the free surface is 2880. The total node number, which represents
the number of unknowns distributed on the free surf&ce, is 1573. Fig. (5.3.c)
shows the pa.nelization on the surface of the ellipsoid. There are 228 'U1ds and
138 nodes on the. mesh of the. body surface. The. total number of panels on the.
body surface and the. free surface is 3108. The toul number of nodes, which is
the number of unknowns, is 171 L From these numbers it UD be seen that the
present aJs:orithm usi.D& tri&tlgulu pa.nelil&tiOD a.nd linear W1lcnown distribution
over elements (linear dement techniques) reduces the number of unknowns in
comparison with methods wins: quadrilateral paneliza.tion a.nd constant source
distribution (constant dement techniques), under the condition ofthe same si%e
of pmels.
The wave resistance coefficient C. for hip Froude number and 10'\11I' Froude
number cues compu\ed by the. present method solving the. present linear problem.,
Dawson's problem and the Neumu.n-Kelvin problem along with the theoretical
results by Farell (1973) and the numerical results by Doctors and Beck (1987) are
presented in Fia. 5.4 to Fig. 5.7. Two casao! suhmerged depth dlc = 0.3266 and
dIe =0.5 are involved in these. computations, where e =(4
'
_01)1/1. The raults
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are presented by different type of curves which atc explained in the figures, where
~Present" means the present method for solving the present linearized problem,
~Present-DS" means the present method for solving Dawson's linear problem,
and "Present-NK" meOln.S the present method for solving the Neumann-Kelvin
problem. From these figures it can be seen that the results of using the present
method for solving the NeumanJ:l-Kelvin problem match very well the numerical
results by Doctors and Beck (1987), which match the theoretical solution by
Farell (1973) for most cases except one case. Fig. 5.6 shows the case in which
the results by Doctors and Beck (1987) do not match the ones by FareJl (1973).
But the present computation and the computation by Doctors and Beck (1987)
are in good agreement.
The results produced by the present method (present algorithm solves the
present liJ:lea.rized free surface problem) are close to the solution of Neumann-
Kelvin problem for high Froude number cues, but they are different for the low
Froude number cues. These differences are believed to be due to the contributions
of the double-body streamline effect and the extra terms (in comparison with the
Neumann-Kelvin free surface condition, see Table 3.1) in the present free surfa.c:e
condition.
One example of a surface wave pattern generated by the motion of the ellipsoid
is presented in Fig. 5.8.
The results obtained by solving Dawson's linear problem arc dose to those
obtained by solving the present linearized problem. Th~ is because the termJ
missed in Dawson's free surface condition are relatively amall in these submerged
cues. DifI'erences will appear in the sud&ce ship C&lIeI.
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5.3.2 The numerical towing tank: DirKt method
A. Hull &tid t&tllr. data
The liDear Dumeriw towing tank developed in the present study by using the
direct bounda.ry intqral theory &:Id the linear element techniques is presently
used to analyse the Bow parameters for two ship hun., one mathematically defined
ship hull-the Wigley hull, and ODe realistic ship hull- Seri~ 60 ship hull with
block ratio C. =0.60.
Wigley's parabolic hull (orm has been the subject of extensive experimental,
theoretical and numerical studies, (see Cben and Noblesse (1983) &.lid McCarthy
(1985) for reviews). The offsets o( the Wigley hull are given by the equation
y =~Il- (¥)'Jll - (~)'I, (5.1SO)
....heft: b, Land d repracut the beam, the length, &.lid the draft respectively, which
Itt chosen, in the present computattons, as:
L = 4.Om;
OAm;
II = 0.25m.
The triangular panelizatioD of the Wigley hull is shown in Fig. 5.9, viewing
from top, side, and 3·D rcspectivdy. A rendered surtace of the Wigley bull is
shown in Fig. 7.l.
The Series 60 ship hull, C. = 0.6, has bee:a the most popular realistic ship
hull in wave resistance studies, (see Todd (1953) (or the details of the ship forms
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and offset tables). The modd dimension, used in the present computa.tion, UI:
given as:
L = 4.Om.;
b = O.5332m;
d = 0.2133m.
The pandiution of Series 60 hull i, shown in Fig. 5.10 with top, ,ide, and 3-D
views. In this figure only the hun ,urfa.c::e below the design 1O&d waterline (the .hip
wetted surface), which i, the part of the ,hip ,urface used in the computl.tion, i,
plotted. A rendered surface of the Series 60 .hip hull i. &Iso .hown in Fig. 7.2.
As has been discussed in Section (5.2.1), the .ize of a numerieaJ towing tank
is flexible. It C&%l. be chosen to model any .])«ilic ruJ towins tank found in
& labor&tory. Smce se.-eral experiments are used for comparison purposes, &tl
approximately averaged .ize of these real towinS tanb is selected to be the size
of the numerieaJ to'Rins tank in the present numerial experiment'. However,
because of the limitation of the computer memory only the section of the tank
close to the model i. simulated. The ieIlgth of the section w.u chosen 4 times the
length of the .hip to be tested, both for Wigley hull and Series 60 .hip hull.
The dimensions of the present numerical towing tank for the Wigley hull are
given as:
LNT 16.Om,
BNT 14.4m,
DNT 2.Om,
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DNT represent the width, and the depth of the ta.nk respectively. In the l:ompu·
tatioll only half of the tank is paneled and the width of the half ta.nk is !Bt/T.
The panelization of the present numerical towing tank along with the Wigley hull
are shl)wn in Fig. 5.11. The panel numbers on the tank and on the Wigley hull
are 2432 and 288 respectively, which make 2720 the total number of panels used.
The dimensions of the numerical towing tank for the Series 60 ship hull are
gi~nu:
LNT 16.Om,
BNT 12.8171,
DHT 3.2171.
The paneliution of the numerical towing tank alOllg with the Series 60 ship
hull ;ue ,hown in Fig. 5.12. The panel numbers on the tank and on the ship hull
are 2048 and 320 respectively, which rn&ke 2368 the total number of panels used.
B. Computations and compariJoll5 for Wigley hull
Experimental testing for the wave eleViltion and wave resistance for Wigley
hull hu a long history. Chen and Noblesse (1983) investigated the experimen.
tal datI. and conduded th.t considerable nria.tions generally existed among the
experiments. Recently new experiments ha.w been carried out .t the University
of Iowa (Ju 1983), the University of Tokyo (Kajitani,1983), Ship Research Insti·
tute (Tanaka., 1983), and Bulgarian Ship Hydrodynamics Center (Kostov 1983).
Good agreement has been obtained by these expaimcntal meaure:ments. These
expcrilnental data are used in the present comparisons.
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The models used in the above mentioned experiments are listed as:
SRl UT IOWA BSHe
L m 4.0 2.5 3.048 6.096
b m 0.4 0.25 0.3048 0.610
d (m) 0.25 0.156 0.1905 0.381
Table 5.1 Dimensions of the Wigley hull models used in the experiments
In Table 5.1, SRI represents Ship Research Institute(Japan), UT University
of Tokyo, IOWA University of Iowa and BSHC Bulgarian Ship Hydrodynamics
Center.
The dimensions of the tanks used ic the above mentioned experiments are
listed as:
SRI UT IOWA aSHC
LT m 91.44 200.0
8T (m 18.0 3.5 3.048 16.0
DT m) 10.0 2.35 3.14 6.5
Table 5.2 Dimensions of the tanks used for Wigley hull experiments
In Table 5.2 Lr, BT and DT are respectively the length, width and depth of
the tank. Some data were not specified in the source references. They are kept
empty ic the table.
Comparisons between. the measured and the computed wa.ve profiles for four
Froude numbeni, F" =0.250, F" =0.267, F" = 0.289, and F" =0.316, are ,hoWD
in Fig. 5.13 to Fig. 5.16, where %L is a llOlldimerisional coordinate along the
ship length with the bow at -1.0 and stern at +1.0, H i. a. nondimensiollal 'llfaYe
elevation "hich is ddiced as H = 2T'jgjU2 ,1J represents the waYe dention, and
U represents the model. speed. The Froude llumber is defu:led as F" = rP j.;gr,
asain L is the length of the ship. In these ligures, the solid line represents the
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present computa.tionaJ results, tbe dash-dotted line represents the experimental
results obtained at the University of Tokyo, the da.shed line represents the exper-
imental results of Ship Research 1nstitute{Japan).
From Fig. 5.13 to Fig. 5.16 it ea.n be seen thOll the wave elevations obtained
by the present numerical towing tank match the experimental results fairly well
and for all the Froude numben which have been tested. Some differences are
found at the bow, with the numerical waves lower tho. the ones obtained by the
experimental measurements. This is mainly due to the linear property of the
present algorithm a.s will be shown in the next chapter.
Fig. 5.17 gives a 3-0 view of the wave pattern generated by the Wigley hull
at Froude number F,. =0.267, in which the pattern of diverging and triU15verse
waves are shown cleiUly.
Fig. 5.18 shows the wave resiltance coefficient C... obtained by the present nu-
merical computation and the experimental results by UT(Kajitam, 1983) SRI(Kajita.ni,
1983), IOWA (Ju, 1983), and BSHC(KO$tov 1983). From this figure it can be see:n
that the experimental results ii1te in good agreement and the numerical results by
the present computation match them well too.
In order to compare Dawson's free surface condition with the present free
surface condition, DaW1on's free .urface condition is also implemented in the
present linear numerical towing tank. A. has hee:n discussed in Section (5.3.1)
the implementation of Dawson's free surface condition is very simple. It only
necessary to change the coe:fIicients in the computer program, which is jut a
matter of six lines. The results or solving Dawson's linear problem by the present
direct algorithm an: plotted in Fig. 5.19 alollg with the results of the present
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method ~nd the experimenta.l dat~. Comparisons show th_t D~wson's free surface
condition give almost the s_me results iLS the ones obt_ined by the preRnl method
and all of them ru.tcb the experimental d_til for the Willey hull case.
Many numeri~ comput~tioD.S can be found in lhc literature for c..lculating
the wavc-rmkiul resistance for Willey hull. These mainly filII into two lroui».
Oue group is bued ou solvial the Neumann·Kelvia linear problem to compute
the w~ve.ma.ltiug resistance, and the other is hued on solving Dawaon's linear
problem to compute the wave-making resistance. In order to compare these
two linear ship wave problems and also comp~re their results with the present
computa.tions, the Neumana-Kelvin free surface condition is also implemented in
the pr=t computa.tion. The wave resistancct obtained by solving the Neumana·
Kelvin problem are plotted in Fig. 5.20 along with the results of solving Dawaon's
linear problem, the results solving the prcsctlt linear problem, the experimental
results iLS well u the thin ship theory solution. The comparison shows that the
results solvinl the Neumann·Kelvin linar problem matches the results salvin!
D~.san's litle&r' problem, the results salmg the presctlt linar problem ;and the
results experiments u well. Fig. 5.20 also shows that the thin ship theory gives
a reasonable prediction of the wavc-makinl resistance for Willey hull.
It should be mentioned that the Neurn.a.nn-Kdvin free surf~ce condition used
in the present numerical towinl tank is satisfied alonl .he streamlines and is
expreued as:
(5.151)
In the oripnal Neuma.n.n·Kelvin free surf&« condition, the streamlines for the
maitl Bow are parallel to the x-axis, ~d ue penetrating the hull sudace, (see
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AanuW1d 1986). It is the simpk$t kind of flow &l1d euy to use in the Keh;n
sourcc method. But at the same time it is obviowly in conniet with the physics
of the Bow soiOJ around the ship hull. AlthouSb equation (5.151) hu lOme
small differences with the "ripaal Neumann-Kelvin free su.rface condition, the
difference should brin!: the reswu closer to the real physical problem.. Equatiol1
(~.15l) has been used. by Raven (1991).
FiS. 5.21 gives a comparison between the results obtained by solving DawsoD's
lineax problem using the present method with five computational results found in
the Iiten.ture which were published by Dawson (1979), Mori &I1d Murata (1983),
Ogiwara (1983), AADesla.nd (1986), and XiI. (1986) respei:tively. These four com·
putations all solved DawlOn'slinear problem and all applied the Rankine source
method. Good aveemenh axe found in the comparisons.
FiS. 5.22 shows a comparison bebr«:n C. obtained by solving the N=uma.nn-
Kelvin linar problem uJing the present method and the C. computed by solvin.';
the ume Neumann-Kelvin tinar problem by Chu.!: (1979), Hong (1979), Tsai
et al (1983), aDd But (1986) respectively. Good &~ts are also .<AUld in
these comparisollJ.
Finally, result, for C. by solvin.g the NeuDWI.n·Kelvin Iinar problem, by solv-
ing Dawson'slinar problem, and by solving the present linar ship wave problem
obtained in the presetlt computation and the eomputational resu.lh found in the
literature of solviq Da....oo's linear problem and the Neumann-Kelvin problem
are plotted in Fig. 5.23. This companson Ito ..... that fairly good agreements are
obtained by the corr,putatiollJ and they match the experimental resu.lh.
In the abo\'1': mentioned comparisons, all the data, computational or expcr-
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imental, are for model fixed, since in the present computation the sinkage and
trim of the ship are not considered.
One more remark should be mentioned. Some computations found in the lit-
erature, such as the ones by Tsutsumi (1979, solving the Neumann-Kelvin linear
problem), by Su:uki(1979, solving the Neumann-Kelvin linear problem), and by
Nwtake(see Baba 1979, solving Dawson's linear problem}, do not match any of
the other computations and do not match any experimental results. These com·
putations were not included in the present compa.rison. Baar (1986) investigated
these computa.tions and concluded that the discrepancy must be mainly ascribed
to the eno" occurring in these evaluations.
C. Computations and comparisons for Series 60 ship hull
Series 60, block 0.60, bull has been one of the most important hull form
for enluating computational methods and also the model testing procedures.
Many efforts have been made to produce reliable meuurements. In 1983, the
ITTC resistance Committee organiud a co-operative effort between its member
organizations to produce a comprehensive data base of hull ftow and resistance
components. Results have been collected in the report .. Collected Experimental
Resistance Component and Flow Data For Three: Surface Ship Model Hulls" by
the David W. Taylor Na'lll1 Ship Research and Development Center (McCarthy
1985). These results are believed to be the most recent ami rdiable experimenta.l
data. All (except only one by Huang 1972) the experimenta.l. data for Series
60 wed in the present study are mm this report. Since the sinbge and trim
of the ship are not modeled in the present study, the experimenta.l. data used
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for comparison are all those data obtained under the condition ef model fixed
(wi~bout sinkage and trim).
A list of the names of the institutions whose experiment&! data are used in
the present study is given as;
Bulgarian Ship H)'drodynamics Center (BSHC), (Kostov, 1983);
China Ship Scientific Rcscarch Center (CSSRC), (Zhang, 1983);
David Taylor Naval Ship Rese&rch and Devdopment Center (DTNSRDC),
(Kim, 1981);
Marine Design and Research Institute of China (MARIC), (Du, 1983);
Shanghai Chi:w Tong University (CTU), (Liu, 1983);
Ship Rese&rch Station (SRS, Korea), (Lee, 1983);
Shanghai Ship and Shipping Research Itutitute (SSSRI), (Chen, 1983).
The experiment&! equipment used in these experiments are summarized as
follows;
Moddsize;
BSHC
L-.(m 7.117
L m 7.000
"m) 0.933
Ii m. 0.373
CSSRC
'.1
'.0
O~
0.32
CTU MARIC DTNSRDC sas SSSRl
2.5 2.5 6.2 4.9585 1.83
6.1 4.8768 1.80
0.3333 0.3333 0.6502 0.24
0.1333 0.1333 0.2601 0.096
Table 5.3 Dim.ensions of the Series 60 hull modelJ ulCd in the experiment.
In Table 5.3, L-. represents the designed load waterline length, L,. represents
the length between p~dicu1an, brepresents the beam at midship of the modd,
and d is the draft of the ship modd.
Tank site:
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aSHC CSSRC CTU MARJC DTNSRDC SRS SSSRl
LT (U1) 200.0 474.0 110.0 70.0 200.0 so.o
BT m) 16.0 14.0 '.0 S.O 15.54 16.0 '.0
DT m) '.S 7.0 3.0 2.S '.7 7.0 2.0
Table 5.4 Dimensions of the ta!lks used for Serit'S 60 hull cxperimenu
Comparisons between the measured and eomputed wave profiles are shown
in FiS. 5.24 to Fig. 5.29. From these figures it can be seen that the measured
wave profiles &re quite close to each other, and the computed wave profiles match
the experimental measurements fairly well. Some small discrepancies are found
betWl:lC.D the comput&tional ud the experimental results at the bow waves. This
i, m&inly due to the nonlinearity of the bow wave. Improvement will be seen
in the next chapter where the nonlinear computation' of the present .tudy &re
presented. For hish Froude number cases, see FiS. 5.27 to 5.29, discrepancies are
&1so noticed at the stem wavC:II. Thi, can be explained as the effect on the waves
by the hull surface at the desisned load water line. In experiments the waves are
affect.ed by the ship hun at the designed load water line, because: the bull is not
vertically walled. In the algorithm of the present study the ,lope of the ship hull
below the designed l~ watel' line is t&ken are, but the slope effect. of the ship
hull at the water line is not taken into acc:ount. In othc:: words, the ,hip hull at
the designed load water line is considcxed to be vertic:.al.
A 3-D view of the surface waves senerated by the constant motioo of a Series
60 .hip hull is presented in FiS. 5.30. Two frames of rendered sw1aec waves
generated by Series 60 ship hull taken from the animation series are &1ao shown
in Fig. 7.13. There it 00 3-D measurement available for comparison, but the wave
patterns shown in these fisures appear very much like the Kelvin wave pattern.
no
A compuiton between the measured f,.Il.d computed wave resutance coeffi·
cients is sbown in Fia. 5.31. The solid line in tbis fiaure represents the present
computational wave resistance coefficient Cw , and the seven different marks repre-
se1lt the experimental results tne&Sured, respectively, by Chen (1983), Du (1983),
Kim (1981), Kostov (1983), Lee (1983), Liu (1983), and Zhang (1983). The com-
parison shows that the present linear model Jives acod prediction for the wave
resistance.
In order to compare Dawson's linear free surface condition witb the present
linear free surface conditioll, Dawson's linear ship wave problem i, also solved for
the Series 60 hull. The results are plotted in Fi•. 5.32. In this figure the 'olid
line represents the results of solving the present linear ship wave problem and
the dub-dotted line represents tbe resulta of solvin. Dawson', linear ship wave
problem by laina tbe present ~orithm.. Unlike the Willey bull case, Dawson',
linear problem Jives different predidioIlS from tbose results obWncd. by solvin.
the present liDU:" ship wave problem &.Dd the expe:riment.al measurements.
10 Fia:. 5.33 the wave resistanoe codfjcientl C. predicted by solvi.n& the
Neummn·Kelvin problem &long .nth the resulta of solvina: the present linear
problem &nd DalftOn's linear problem an: presented. The tbi!1 ship theory pre-
diction and the e:xpcrimeotal data an: also plotted in this fi~. From this fi&ure
it C&D be ReD that the Neumu.n·Kelvin linear ship wave model predict, much
hiaher resist&ncetban the experimental meuurement.l. The Neumann-Kelvin lin-
ear ship wave model does IIOt live &Ood predictiol1J in wave resistance, but it is
better tban the thin ship theory, because the ship surface condition of Neum&IUl.-
Kelvin linear .hip waw: model it improved ...bile the Buid free surface conditton
III
is the same u in the thin ship theory.
Fig. 5.34 pren:nu a compuiso:l. be:wttn the results of solving Oil.~Il'S line.r
ship w.ve problem by the prcsc:nt algorithm for. Series 60 hull .nd the results
found in the literdure for solving the sa.me problem.. T'III'o com~l.\t.tions of solv-
ing Da'lll'SOn's linear ship wue problem for Series 60 ship hull were found in the
liter.ture, by DawsoD (1979) &Jld by Xi. (1986). &th O.'III'son (1979) &Jld Xi.
(1986) solved the same Dawson's linea.r ship wave problem, and different solu-
tions were obtained. However, the present computational results and the results
published by Xia (1986) are in good a.greement.
In Fig. 5.35 the wave resistance coefficients of the present computation
by solving the Neumann-Kelvin problem and the results of solving the nme
Neuma.nn-Kelvin problem by Adee(1979), Chug (1979), and Tu.i et -.l (1983)
are plotted. A fairly good agreement is found in tbis comparison. All the resulu
of solving the Neumun·Kelvin problem, by the present method, by Adee (1979),
Cb&D.& (1979), and T.ai et -.l (1983) are out of the envelope of the experimental
~ This ea.n be seen in Fig. 5.36.
In this chapter two aJ&orithms {or solving: the line&rised .hip wave problem ob-
tained in Section (3.3) are developed. The &1&orithms are hued on the direct and
the indirect boundary intep--.l theories respectively. Linear dement t.ecb..niques
are used in both aJ&orithttLs. The indirect algorithm hu been applied to a IUb-
merged prolate ellipsoid. The direct algorithm hu heeD applied to the Wigley
hull and the Series 60, C. = 0.6, .hip hull. The direct -.lgorithm will &Iso be
used in the next chapter to (arm an iterative method for IOlving the trantlformed
non.liaear ship wave problem obtained in Section (3.1).
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Fig. 5.1 The geometry of double-body problem
Fig. 5.2 Tri&ngU1a.r paneh and linea:r source distribution
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5.3..& Free surface mesh with the ellipsoid uodlCtUeath it
5.3.b Streamline bounded free lurfaa: p&Odiulion
5.3.c Triangulu p&Oeliutioo 00 the surf~ of ellipsoid
Fig. 5.3 Free lurface &lid body surface paoeliution
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5.9.& Top view
5.9.b Side view
Fig. 5.9 Paneliution of Wigley hull
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5.10.& Top view
5.l0.b Side view
Fig. 5.10 Paneliution of Series 60 ship hull
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6 ITERATIVE METHOD FOR SOLVING
THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM
6.1 A Nonlinear Numerical Towing Tank
In the previous chapter the algorithm a.nd applications of a linur numerical
towing tank have been discussed. Although the present linear model gives better
predictions in wave resistance: ud wave elentioll in comparison with the linea.r
models found in the literature, the noalinunty of ship waves still un not be
simulated by the liour model. The computed bow waves an: still lower a.nd
the wave re.ist&nte is still slightly higher in compuisoll with the c:om::spollding
experimental dat.. It is the PUTpO$C of this chapter to develop &n algorithm of a
1I0Dlillur numerical towing tank based on the nonlineu ship wave problem given
by .ystem of equations (3.7) obtained by tta.nsfonning the free surface condition
of the cxact ship wave problem from being satisfied at the ACtual free surface
to the undisturbed fluid free surface. As has been discussed in Section (5.2),
to .imulate ,. towing tank the boundary condition at infinity in boundary mue
problem (3.7) has to be repl&Ced by the boundary conditions on the side walls iiDd
on the bottom of the tUL The llonlinea.r towing tw bounduy value problem
i., thert:forc, written as:
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(O.l}
on boundcry # 5;
in the fluid domcin;
on bounuClry # L;
on boundary # 2;
on bowndcry # 3;
on hovndcry # 4;
V29=O,
0=0,
n-V9 z 0,
n·V~=-U,
n.V~=O,
{(~)~+2~~~­
(l!)'~+gl!}
{9+~~-~ftt}­~{(st}2~ +2~(£I.)2_2~~U + 2~(~)2_
(It)';$f; - ,$I}{(~)' + (l!)' - U'} • 0,
The Tcdiction condition.
In the above boundary value problem ~, as usual, represents the total velocity
potential of 6uid motion, U represents the speed of the ship, ii denotes the ullit
normal to the boundaries directed out of the fluid, and the coordinate system and
the numbering system for the boundaries of the tank are the u.~ u explained
in Section (5.2.2).
The fundament:Jl idea of the ite.'"'ative method for solving the above nonlinear
boundary value problem, and the linarUed free surface condition to be solved at
ea.cb iteration haVl: been discussed and derived in Section (3.2). In this chapter the
itentive mechanism and the algorithm are detailed to«ether with applications.
Both the direct and the indirect boundary intqral methods discussed in Chapter
5 an be used to solve the line&rized boundary value problem which needs to be
solved in cad iteration. However only the direct boundary integral algorithm
developed in Section (5.2) is applied in the present study to develop a nonlinear
towing tank which will be used to model surface ship to.... ing tank experiments.
ReplaciDg the boundary condition a.t inli.oity in bouadary value problem (3.21)
by the conditions 011 the boundaries of the tank, the linear towing t&nk boundary
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v.aJue problem which needs to be solved in tbe iterations is written u:
"'.=0,
.= 0,
ii· V~ =O.
ii·V~=-U,
ii· V~ =0,
A~ +B~ +C~ =R,
The TGdi(ltion condition.
irl the fluid domcirl;
on 6mmd4ry # 1;
on bounlkry # 2;
on bouncl(lry # 3;
on boundo.ry # 4;
on boundary # 5;
('.2)
The coefficienb A, B, C, and the right hand side R in the free surface coudi·
tion are given ..gait. u:
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Com~ the above linear boundary value problem with the linar boundary
value problem (5.99) solved in Section (5.2) it can be seen that the dilferenecs
between them are in the expressions of the codIioetlh A, B, C, and tbe right
hand sin",: R. Therefore the a1&orithm of the linear towing taJ:lk developed in
Section (5.2) can directly be uscd in each iteration to solve the linear boundary
wue problem (6.2). The cha.nges needed in the iterations a.re the computations
of A, B, C and R. In the linea.r towing tank algorithm these coefficients were
computed by Uling equations (5.100), (5.101), (5.102) respectively, and the right
hand side (H W&l used to represents the right side in the linea.r towing tank
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problem} wu computed by (5.103). In the itera.tion discussed in the present
section the coefficients A, B, C, ~d the light hand side R are calculated by
usinl equations (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) respectively.
In each iteration the n.me boundary value problem is solved with A, B, C,
and R upgraded by w;ing the results of the previous iteration. The procedure
c~ be explained as follows:
Step 1:
In the fint iteration (step I), the tota.! velocity potential ~ is set to be
(6.7)
where ~l repte5eDli the tot&1 velocity potential to be solved in the present step,
!Po is the initial value which ca.n be chosen ubitrarily,ll.nd ~~ denotes the potenti&1
increment of the present iteration.
Then the bounduy value problem to be solved in this step is written a.s:
(6.8)
in the fluid domain;
on boundAry # 1;
= 6o=oI4ry # 2;
on boundary # 3;
on boundary # 4;
on boundary # 5;
VJ~I =0,
~1 =0,
n'V~ =0,
n,V~1 = -U,
n'V",=O,
A~+B'It+C~=R,
The radi4ticn ecmJitilm.
Thecocfficicnts A, S, C, &tid the right hand side Ruecomputed byreplacinl
• by ~ in equ&tions (6.3), (6.4), (6.5), &tid (6.6), which gives:
A = 3g[(~)'-(~)'I-gU'
+2(~)'~;' -8(~)'~~;
-6~(~)':;;: H~~U'; (6.9)
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(6.12)
Havillg calculated the coefficients A, B, C, and the right band side R, the
boundary value problem C&ll then be solved by applying the direct bounda.ry
integr&! algorithm (the linear towing ta.nk) developed in Section (5.2). It is noted
tha.t in this process the tot&! velocity potential. is directly solved for instea.d
of the potential i&cremeIlt ~, which mUes the iteration &lid the computAtion
simpler ud easier.
Step 2:
In the second iW&tion (step 2), the total velocity potenti..I is set to be
(6.13)
where ~ is the tot&1 velocity potential to be solved in the present step, fll is the
velocity potential ohtaiued in the previous step, (step 1), and ~ is the increment
to the velocity potc.tiaI in the present iteration.
Then the linear bounda.ry value problem to be solved in this step u written
V2~=O,
.. =0,
n,V4>J=O,
ii.V~ = -U,
ii·V~=O,
A~+B~+C!f-=R,
Tke radiation condition.
in the fluid domain;
on botmdctry # 1;
on lou"""'" # 2;
on boundevy # 3;
on. bournlcry # 4;
on boundcry # 5;
(6.14)
TJ.. ,:cefficients A, B, C, and the right h&l1d .ideRin the frec surface (bound.
&ry #5) condition an: defined by the following equation.;
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A = 3g[(~)Z _(~}21_gU2
+2{~»)=:: _8(~)2~~;1
_6~C~!!.}202tPl +4~~~IU2. (6.15)at 0:: ala, oz atJ '
B ~ 2[3g(~)~~1 +39~=::
_2(~)2:;~~ +3(~)2~~~1
+3(~)2a;t ::: _4~~(~;1)2
+2~~(=~)2+~:;'~IZU'
+(~)1~;1 _3(~)2~;1=:: _~~~U2J; (6.16)
C = 2~'+(~)'~; -~~~'U'
+(~;)'U'-2(~)'(~;)'
+(~)'(:'~)' +3g~:~;
-3'~~; +3~(~)'~;
-6~~~~:~ +2(~)2:;~Z
_3{~)J(:~)1_~:;~%U2+(=~)2U2J; (6.17)
R = 6g(~)2~1+69~~=::
_6g(~}2~~ _3(~)4:;'~~
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Step 3:
In the third itera.tion (third step), the tota.! veiocity potentia.! is set to be
(6.19)
where ~ is the tota.l velocity potential to be solved in the present .tep, 92 is
the velocity potential obtained in the previous step (it is the sum of first and
second iterations), and t/Ii is the increment to the velocity potentia.! in the present
iteration.
Repeating the same procedure as explained in step 2 until the differences be-
tween the velocity potenti&1s of two consecutive iterations becomes .m&l1 enough,
i.e
(6.21)
where tP; and ~+1 denote the velocity potentials of ith and (i + l)th iter&tions
resp«tively, and 6; is the error toleranu: which is determined by the accuracy
requirement of the comput&tion.
Once e(j.u.ation (6.20) is u.tisfied, ;;+1 is the solution of the nonlinear boundary
value problem (6.1).
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6.2 A Discussion on the Convergence of the Method
There ue two cOllvergence problems that neecl to be discus5ed in the present
iten.tive approach. They ue the convergence of the iterations and the cOllver-
gence of the Taylor's series expansion of the free surface condition. As has been
discussed in Section (3.2), there is no theoretical foundation for the present itera-
tive scheme to be convergent for any kind of nonlinear boundary value problems,
but it has been proved that if the iteration is convergent, the converged solution
will be the solution of the original nonlinear boundary value pwblem. Numerical
experiments show that the present iterative scheme is stable and efficient in solv-
ing the non.linea.r ship wave pwblem. All the computations in the present study
have converged without any difficu.lty.
It is the major purpose of this section to discuss the convergence of the Taylor's
series expansion of the free surface condition which has been presented in Section
(3.1). As it is noted only the terms up to the tint order in 1/ in the Taylor' series
arc kept in the free surface condition of the nonlinear ship wave problem solved
in the present study. Theoretically there is no limitation for the number of orden
to be kept in the Taylor's series expansion of the free surface condition. However,
prKtieally it is very difficu.lt to keep higher order terms, bcause of not only the
complexity of the problem, but .Iso bcausc of the hi&her order dcrintives in the
Taylor's series which UJu&1ly create difficulties in their numcric:.aJ treatments. It
is difficult directly to analyse the convergence speed of Taylor's series expansion
of the free surface condition in the nonlinear ship wave problem. The nonlinear
perturbation theory cevelopcd by Pawlowski (1992b) is, therefore, ulCd here to
discuu the convergence of the Taylor's series of the free surl~ COl:lditioll.
1«
As h~ been reviewed in SectKln (2.5), the one-to-one domain transformation
tbeory developed by PAwlowski (1992&) considers not only the nonlieeuity of
the free surface condition bout &!so the slope of the ship hull. Therefore not only
the free surf&ce condition is tr~sforI"1ed but also the impermeability condition
on the bull surface. However, if the theory is applied to the c~es considered
in the present study, i.e. tbe ship hull at the dcsign load WAterline is assumed
to be wall-sided, the impennubility condition in PawloW'Ski's tbeory reduces
to the same conditioD used in the present study. Therefore, the free surface
in the computational domain obtaiDed through the domain transformation can
be directly used to compare with the prcsent nonlinear free surface condition
obtained through the T&ylor's series expansion.
Through the domain tru.sformation {Pawlowski 1992&}, the non.linea.r slUp
wave problem with UI unknown free surface is trUlSformed into the computa-
tional domain with a knOW'll Sat sur£&.ce. The llonlineu bounduy nlue problem
in the computational domain is solved by & nonlinear perturbation approa.ch
(P&wlowslci 1992b). The debils of the dOaWn trUlsf011I1&tion theory &.I1d the
IlOnlineu perturbation &PPrOa.Ch have presented in Section (2.5) of this thesis.
Up to the first order 1l0nlinur perturbation, the tot&l velocity potential is the
sum of zero order solution U1d the tint order solution, which is given by equation
(2.51).
Through the nonlinear perturbation procedure developed. by Pawlowski (1992..
1992b) not only a perturbed nonlineu solution of a. ship wave problem can be
obtained hut also the convergence of the perturbation procedure can be deter-
mined. The purpose of the present section is to apply this theory to discuss the
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convergence of the Tal-lor's M:ries expansion of the free surface condition uM:d in
the present study.
By substituting equations (2.49) &lid (2.51) into the first order nonlinur free
surface condition (2.48) &Dd comparing with the nonlineu free surface condition
in the nonlinar ship wave problem solved in the present study given by system
of equations (G.t), it an be found that they are the nme. This means that
the present study solves the same problem a.s the nonlineu perturbation theory
developed by Pawlows!ci(t992&, t992b) up to the first order perturbation for the
wall-sided ships. Therefore the convergence of Taylor's M:ries of the free surface
condition used in the present study can be determined through the nonlinear
perturbation theory.
The convergence of the nonlinear perturbation un be approximately deter-
mined by studying the relation between +(0) &Dd +(1). IT +(0) is the major contri-
bution to the total velocity potential + a.nd +(1) represents only a small portion of
+, then it an be conduded that the perturbation up to the first order is accurate
enough for solving the problem, otherwise hi&her order terms have to be consid-
ered in the perturbation. For this purpose the relation between +(0) and t(l) an
be expressed by the wave resistances to the ship produced by these two poten-
tials which represent the overall effect, &Dd by the velocity components .lollg the
waterline &Iso produced by these two velocity potentials which represent the low
off",.
The wave resistance coefficient C. computed by the zero order solution +(0)
and the total velocity potential up to the first order +=+(0) ++(1) are plotted iD
Fig. G.1. The C. computed through solving Dawson's linear ship wave problem
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-.nd the expcrimenal d...t ......re i1lso plotted in this figure. It an be seen tha.t the
zero order C. of the nonlinur pcrturb...tion tbeory predict, the major p... rt of the
wave resistance. It i. hi&ber th-.n the experimental d...ta, but it i, .till .lightly
better than the one predicted by Dawson', linear model. The total wa.ve resistance
coefficient predicted by including the eontribution of the first order perturba.tion
matches vuy well with the experimental dat.... The difference between the total
wave resist-.nce computed by + = +(oJ + .(lJ &nd zero order wave resish.,nce
computed by .(oJ is the contribution of t(lJ. From this figure it c.a.n be seen tha.t
the cOl1tributioJl of +(1) is much sma.llcr than the contribution of +(0).
In Fil. 5.2 the nODdimensional vertical fluid velocity components u/.°)/U and
uJ.1)/U produced respectively by .(oJ and +(IJ alOD& the wa.terline are plotted. In
thi. figure the solid line represents the vertical velocity COrrespoDding to .(0) and
the duhed line represent. the vertical velocity correspoDding to +(1). From this
figure it can be ,een that the first order perturbation contributes only a. ,ma.ll
portion in terms of venial fluid velocity.
In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 the nOlldimen,iona1 horizontal fluid velocity compo-
nenti '/J.(O)/U and '/J.II)/U produced respectively by .(0) and +(lJ alotllO the Wilter-
line are plotted for two Fttlude numben. In these fi&ures the solid lines represent
the horizontal velocity component conespondina: to +(0) and the duhed. lines
represent the horizootlJ velocity compolleJ:lt comsponding to .(1). From these
Spn:s it can i1lso he seen that the tint order perturbation contributes only a
,mall portion in terms of horizontal fluid velocity.
From the above ana.lyses and the compa.rUon, with the experimental results,
I. conclution c.a.n be made tha.t by COMidering up to the tint order nonlinea::r per-
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turb.tion in the nonline.r perturb.tion theory developed by P......lowski (1992b),
good comput.tiond results c.n be obtained .nd it is .ccur.te enough for practi·
c.J. applic.tionl. Since the Taylor's series used in the present study is equivalent
to considering up to the first order nonlinear perturbdion, the present .pproach
bued on the free surf.ce condition obtained by keeping the terms up to the
first order in '1 io the T.ylor'. series exp~sion should be .ccur.te enough in the
.ppliation•.
6.3 Applications and Comparisons
The present noulinear .~umeriC&! towing t~k hued on the iter.tive method
bas been. used to compute the wave elevation Uld the wave resistance for the
Willey hull and Series 60, block 0.6, ship huD which have been. used in the
application. of the linear numeriC&! towing tank in Section (5.3.2). The same
range of Froude numbers have been computed. AU the: con.idered cues COl1verge
without any difficulty. In these computations the: initi&l values of ~ are: chosen
to be the corresponding double-body potel1tial .. on the undi.turbed Buid free
surface which makes the lint iteration exactly the: linear solution presented in
Section (5.2). In Table 6.1. the wave resi.tance coefficients of WiSley huD for
6 iterations are listed. The dift'c:reoces between the linear and the nOl1linc:ar
solutions are also listed. in this table which .how that the differences are relatively
smalI for the Wigley hull In Table 6.2 the results of 10 iterations for Series 60
.hip bull arc: listed, which shows the diffc:rc:nce: are large for lOme Froude numbers.
From Table 6.1 a.nd Table 6.2 it an be seen tut the convergence of the
iteration is stable and wt for both ship buIlt and ill of the: Froude numbcn. The
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wa.ve rl:Sista.ncc codflcicnts versus Froude nurr.bers for the Wigley hull a.nd Series
6(l .hip hull listed in T.ble 6.1 a.nd Table 6.2 &re plotted in Fig. 6.,j a.nd Fig. 6.6
respectively. In these figures the solid lines represent the nonlinear results and
the duhed lines rcpl'e$Cnt the Iinur results. Expc:rimc:nta.! data &re a.lso plotted
in these two fi&UreI which ue represented by different muks. Fig. 6.5 shows
for Wigley hull the Iice.ar predict:ons are a.ccura~e enough since the hull is thin.
Ho~oever, for Series 60 .hip hull the nonlinear result. are improved in comparison
with the linear ones which &te shown in Fig. 6.6.
It should be mentioned tha.t the wave resista.nce in the nonlinear algorithm i.
calculated by integra.ting the pressure over the ship surface under the a.ctual fluid
free surfa.ce, which is written as:
R.. = - fws PN",dS
wbere W S is the a.ctua.! wetted ship surf;u:e.
In Fig. 6.7 to Fig. 6.12 the 'lQ"oe profiles aJoc.g the waterline of Series 60
ship hull for Fl'Qude number 0.22, 0.25, 0.28, 0.30, 0.32, and 0.35 a..."'C presented.
In these fisures the solid lines represt:J:lt the computational results of the presetl.t
nonlinur model, the duhed lines represent the expc:rimenta.i da.ta. which ha....e
been used in the compaiison.t presented; S«tion (5.3.2) . From these figuru it
can be seen tha~ the computed bow waves arc closer to the experimental measure-
ments than those lineu predictions. Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 are the comparison
of wa.ve pl'Qfiles between linca.r &tid nonlinear computa.tions.
A comparison between the present itera.tive method a.nd the nonlinear theory
developed by Pawlowski (1992b) was also carried out in the prescnt study. Fig.
6.15 shows the comparison of the wave resistance coeffici~ts. In this figure
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the solid line represents the present nonlinear results of C... for Series 60 ship
hull and the dashed line represents the nonlinear results obtained by applying
Pawlowski's nonlinear theory. This comparison shows good all:reement belween
the two nonlinear predictions. Small differences of order otero are found in high
Froude number cases.
In Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.18 the comparisons of wave profiles alonr; the ship
waterline are prc:sc:ntc:d. Again the solid lines ~epresent the wave profile obtll..inc:d
by the present nonlinear numerical towing t&rlk ~nd the dashed lines represent
the wave profile predicted by Pawlowski's nonlinear ~hcory (Pawlowski 1992b).
Good agreemc:lts are found ia these cases with Froude number Fn '" 0.25, &rid
Fn = 0.35. AJ it happens, for the wave resistance, small differences a.rc: found in
n:.~ Froude number cases, which is also of order 4%.
In Fig. 6.16 a co%:1panson of the present nonlinea.r computations with other
nonlinear predictions found in the literature is presented. In this fir;ure, the
solid line represents the present nonlinear results, the dash-dotted line reprC$>;ots
the nonlinear results obtained by Pawlowski's nonlinear perturba.tion theory, the
dashed line represents the results by Y.H. Kim (1990) through the iterative: panel
method, the dash-two-dottc:d and dash-thrcc:-dotted lines represent the n,;:nlinear
results by KJ. Kim (1989), the short-long.ci,Hbed line represents the no.~linear
results by Jensen (1989). The results obta..incd by Jensen, Y.H. Kim and K.J.
Kim were based on the S&me iterative approach, but as it can be seen from
this figure they are divc:ne. Jenscn's predictions on the wa.ve resistances ue
too high. They are even higher than the solutions bued on Dawson's linear
model. The two computa.tions liven by K.J. Kim do not follow the trend of the
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experimental data. The results by Y.H. Kim match the experimel:ltal data. The
present nonlineu predictions and the ones using Pawlowslti's nonlineu theory
are in good agreement and they agree with the experimental meuurements very
well.
One more remuk should be mentioned. The pandizatioc in the computation
is one of the essential factors for the accuracy of the results. Numerical exper·
iments have sbown that a minimum of 16 panels per wave-length a.re required
in applying the Iinea.r element algorithm in o:der to achieve reasonable accurate
computations. In the present study abollt 20 panels per wave length a.re Ilsed
in the computations. Also the panels on the free sllrface are arranged such that
their dimensions in the transverse direction a.re smaller in the area closed to the
ship.
Iteratioll FIl=0.230 FIl-O..2S0 Fll=0.267 r;:~o~: I~llw ~O~number Cwl0-1 Cw 10-1 Cwl0-1
I Iilleu 0.651670 0.928677 0.902482 1.397664 1.675338
2 0.596459 0.884951 0.861314 1.353375 l.639415
3 0_594294 0.884493 0.861500 1.357514 1.645500
4 0.594056 0.884245 0.861351 1.35672ti 1.543971
5 0.5!M048 0..884243 0.861350 1.356801 1.644115
6(llolllillear) 0.594048 0..884242 0.861350 1.356808 1.544131
Diff.('" '.7 5~ 4.' 3.0 13
Iteratioll Fn=0.316 Fn=O.330 Fn=O.350 Fn=O.400
number CwlO-1 CwlO-) Cw 10-1 Cw 10-)
1 (lilleu 1.809747 1.705-172 1.522358 2.3591£3
2 1.760m 1.647&41 1.469928 2.397T'4
3 1.762377 1.645854 1.467664 2.3449"4
4 1.760332 1.643083 1.4611b~ 2.3196-18
5 1.760590 1.643293 1.460916 2.313~2S
6 nonlinear 1.760593 1.643273 1.460969 2.31~252
Diff.~ 2.' ,. '.2 I.'
Table 6.1 Cw for Wlpey hull 0(6 Iterations
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lterOl.tion FD:O.22 F, '.23 FlI:O.24 Fn::O.25 Fn.,:0.26 Fo 0.27
nucber C.I0-) C.IO-) C.I0-J C... 10-) C... I0-J CwIO-)
llinea:r 0.264291 0.226254 0.212484 I,·",m 0.374085 0.6928932 0.2S8048 0.21U40 0.189040 0.267175 0..(80963
3 0.250831 0.206806 0.182218 0.275875 0.528240
, 0.250315 0.205810 0.180369 0.210882 0.521501
5 0.25026S 0.205614 0.180190 0.210494 0.520910
• 0.250261 0.205660 0.180166 0.178760 0.210422 0.5210767 0.250259 0.205657 0.180163 0.178758 0.210422 0.521022
8 0.250259 Ci.205657 0.180162 0.178756 0.210421 0.521018
• 0.2502551 0.205657 0.180162 0.118756 0.270421 0.521027
1 noc.liDea:r 0.2502551 0.205657 0.180162 0.178756 0.210421 0.521024
DiK. % 5.' 10.0 19.9 30.0 38.4 1.,
Iteration Fn=0.28 Fn=0.30 F, 0.31 Fn_O.33 F, 0.34 F, 0.35
Dumber Cw 10-3 CW 10-J CW 10-3 Cw 10-3 Cw 10-3 COl' 10-3
llillnr 1.l09442 1.626606 1.621662 1.411120 1.563397 1.857368
2 0.826920 1.555022 1.790382 1.781315 1.811362 2.016514
3 0.935733 1.$4:3085 1.542183 1.334934 1.378793 1.577141
4 0.928234 1.551340 1.582203 1.'165533 1.536093 l.n5833
5 0.925373 1.557606 1.631392 l.52n8li 1.579928 1.8006"
• 0.927293 1.555797 1.597951 1.45214fi 1....'" 1.7192187 O.925nl 1.55499< 1.602484 1..('.6632 1.532691 1.746204
8 0.m107 1.5S535I 1.607080 1.4&5681 1.543801 1.77fi300
• 0.926788 1.55555' 1.604815 1.47'6S0 1.530684 1.744211
1 Down: 0.926753 1.55534< 1.604363 1.411077 1.533179 1.754451
Diff. % 19.7 4.' 1.1 ·0.4 2.' 5.'
l'U1le 6.2 C. for Sena 60 hull of 10 ItenboDi
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7 VISUALIZATION AND ANIMATION
In order to enhance the illterprel~tionof the results obtained from the compu-
tations, a. vUu&lization r.nd animation system is allO implemented in the prC$ellt
numerical toWing tUlk. Through this system not only the physiu.1 motions of a
towing tank experiment, such iiU the ship motion and wave propagation, can be
produced hut &!so lOme properties which eM not be ea.i!y seen in ... towing tank
experiment, such as the velocity field in the ftuid a.nd the pressure distribution
on the ship hull CQuid be visualized.
The principle of computer visualiza.tion or animation is simple. Techniques
of applying the hardware, software and the development of application software
based on c:xisting software to produce the best effect arc the major tasks of thi,
!rind of work. Today, there is 110 need to cevelop the buic visualization and
animation tools, such as a ~der or a color mapper I since softwa.re is aVJ.il~ble
for this purpose However, ~pplica.tlon interfues or PfOU&ms are usu~ly need
to be developed to usc the existing sofhl'are to produce ~ specific visuaJiutKln
or animation. In the present numeriul towing wk visu&l.iution &tid ~nimatioD
system, ~ soft~ p~ckage called Advanced Visu&l Sy.tem (AVS) i. used &Ild
run on a. mini.supercomputer ..t the Comput~tional Hydrodyn~miCi L~bor~wry
of NRC. AVS i. an ..pplica.tion visualization software which was built bued on
the software called Dynamic Object Rendering Environment (DORE). Some ap·
plica.tion modules were developed in the present study to meet the needs of the
numerical tank vi.uWation and animation.
Fig. 7.1 &J1d Fig. 7.2 show the rendering surface of Wigley hull &J1d Series 60
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ship hull respectively.
In Fig. 7.3 to Fig. 7.8 the pressure distribution on the Wigley hull and Series
60 ship hull viewing from 3-D and front are presented. In these ligures the pressure
is represented by colors. The red color represents the high pressure and the blue
C010I· represents the low pressure on the surface of the hull. A color legend is
placed in each figure which can be used to determine the pressure for a particular
poiot on the hull surface. Two Froude numbers, F.. = 0.25 and F.. = 0.35, are
presented in these ligures which show different pressure distributions on the hull.
In Fig. 7.9 to Fig. 7.12 the velocity fields on the mean water surface are
presented. Fig. 7.9 a.cd Fig. 7.10 sbow tbe fluid velocity pattern generated by
the motion of the Series 60 ship hull at Froude numbers F.. =0.25 &no. F.. =0.35.
Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12 show the fluid velocity pattern generated by the Wigley
hull for the same two Froude numbers as show in Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10.
An animation of the surface waves generation by the constant motion of a
Series 60 ship is also developed in the present work. Fig. 7.13 shows two frames
taken from the a.cimation Series viewed from top a.cd 3-D. The surface wave
pattern and the wake are shown clearly in this figure.
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Fig. 7.1 The Wigley hull
Fig. 7.2 Series 60 ship hull (C~=O.60)
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Fig. 7.3 Pressure distribution on Smes 60 ship hull (Fn=0.25)
Fig. 7.4 Pressure distribution on Series 60 ship bull (Fn=0.35)
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Fig. 7.5 Pressure distribution on Wigley hull (Fn=O.25)
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Fig. 7.7 Pressure distribution on Series 60 ship hull (Fn=O.35)
Fig. 7.8 Pressure distribution on Wigley hull (Fn=O.35)
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Fig. 7.10 Fluid velocity field of Series 60 ship (Fn=0.35)
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Fig. 7.12 Fluid velocity field of Wigley bull (Fn=O.35)
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Fig. 7.13 Surface waves generated by Series 60 ship (Fn::O.35)
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
In the present study & Donlinei\!' boundary value: problem for ship waves was
obtained by transforming, through a Taylor's series expansion, the free surface
coodition of the: exact ship wave problem from being satisfied on the actual free
.urfac.e to being satisfied on the undisturbed fluid free surface. An iterative
method based on the direct boundary integral theory and the: linear element tech-
niques was developed to solve the lramformed nonlinear boundary value problem.
A numerical towing tank has been developed using the nonlinear ship wave prob.
lem and the iterative scheme developed in the present study. Good agreement has
heeD obtained betwecn the: present computational results and the results based
on Pawlowski's nonlinear theory and they all match the experimental data of
wave resistance measured in towing tanks.
The free surf&ee condition in the present transformed nonlinear ship wave
problem is satisfied at the undisturbed fluid free surface. Therefore, the flat free
surface mesh stays in the pla.ne of z = a in the iteration. This brings many
advantages for the numerical processing and abo benefits the computations in
terms of accuracy in comparison with the iterative panel method found in the
literature, in which the surf&ee mesh is renewed on the computed wave surface in
each iteration.
In order to compare the present method with the existing ones and to study
the linear models found in the literature, a new linearized ship wave problem,
as a special use of the present nonlinear ship wave problem, W&5 also derived
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and solvcd in thc present investigation. Algorithms bued on both thc indirn:t
and thc direct bounda.ry intcgral theories (linear numerical towing tank) weTC
dcvcloped to solvc thc prescnt Iincarized ship wavc prohlcm.
The thcoreticaJ developments in the present study are mainly: the transfor·
mation of the free surface condition, the derivation of a new lincuizcd ship wave
problem, and the development of an itcra.tive scheme for solving nonlinear bound·
a.ry ....uue problems. Beside these theoretical achievements, the developmtnt of
numerical techniques and softwarc design is also an importaot part of the present
study. This includes the development of the a1lorithm for applyinr; the direct
bounda.ry integnltheory, the development of the linear e1e;nent tedlniques, and
the implementation of visual.iution and animation systems. Vectorization iUld
parallelization were also col1Jidcred in the computcr programinr; for the algo-
rithms developed in this study.
As a result of this investir;ation the following conclusions are drawn:
1. The Neumann·Kelvin Iinur ship 'l't"ave problem can only be used as &II.
approximation for sit;nificantly thin ships, for example a Willey hull. The
result.! obtained by the Neuma.nn·Kelvin Iineu model are better thatl those
obtained by the thin ship theory but they arc still too much different from
the experimental data. It is, therefofC, not recommendeci to apply the
Neumann-Kelvin linear model to realistic ships.
2. Dawson's free surface condition C "ltains oaly thc linearized terms of zero
order in '1 in the Taylor's series expansion of the exact free surface: con-
dition. Therefore it is still applicable to relatively thin ship.. Although
Dawson's lillur model is better th&n the Neumann-Kelvin linear model.
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errors produeed by applying Dawson's linear model for realistic ships ue
still too high.
3. The present linea.r free surface condition is obtained by a Taylor's series
expansion. It is more accurate than the free surface condition found in
Dawson's linear model. The results obtained by solving the present linear
ship wave problem are close to experimental data.
4. Tbe free '.urface condition of the present nonlinear ship wave problem is
satisfied. at the undisturbed. free ,~!face, which brings many advantages for
oumerical processing, especially for iterative algorithms. Numerical exper-
iments show that the present nonlinear ship wave bounduy value prob-
lem accurately models the physical problem. The usc: of the conditioo can
also be justified by a perturbation formulation of the problem (Pawlowski
1992b).
5. The itc:ra.tive scheme developed in the present study is based OD the dired
integral theory and linear element techniques. It is stable, accurate, and
efficient in solving the nonlinear ship wave problem. It can also be used to
solve c.onlinear bounduy value problems other than the ship wave problem.
6. The numerical towing tank developed in the present investigation gives ac·
curate results for simulating towing tank experiments. With the visualiza-
tion and animation systems, the present numerical towing tank can produce
the effects analogous to the physic:aJ. effeds observed in a laboratory.
From the experience of this investigation the following recommendations are
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also presented:
1. Both the direct and the indirect boundary integra! formulations un be
used to solve the ship wave problem. Although they are used to solve tho:
same problem. the numerical algorithm of the formul&tlons ue different.
Different numerical consideratious ate needed in tne development of the
two al3orithms.
2. The numeria! algorithm &pplyin3 the linCl.f dement techniques lore more
complicated than the one using the constant dement techniques. Spedal
treatments have to he &pplicd at the nodes of the surface mesh in the line&!
element algorithm, since they Me all sin3lJlarity points. The linear dement
techniques pve better accuracy than the constant clement tedlniques.
3. It is convenient to usc the direct. boundary integral fonnul&tion to simulue
a towing tank. Sino: the unlcnO'l"ns distributed on the boundary of the
computational domain are the velocity potentials and their normal deriva-
tivcs, which are the direct nlues of the solution to the problem, the direct
formuution is easier in the development of the computer programs than.
workin3 trith source distribution concept.
4. In many studies of solving the ship ""love problem, a radi&tion condition
th&t no ""&VCS are ptOpa3ated upstrum from the body i. imposed by using
a. downstream one-sided finite difference formuution, whic:h is &Iso used in
the present study. This i:l beca.use the radiation condition is not dltirdy
mathema.tiea.lly defined. Further studies on a. m&.thema.tia! definition of
the radiation condition are needed in future research.
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5. The sinble &.Cd the trim .....ere Dot considered in the &.ll0rithm develo?ed
in the present study. Further developments are needed to include the effect
of the sinbKe &lid trim.
6. The ship h~U wu &$sumed to be ~ll·sided at the design waterline in the
present method. Further studies ue needed to cOllsider the slope or this
part. oftbe ship hull.
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APPENDICES
A. Integration of [xli) - x(q)]T(j)f"(i.q)
In the application oflinclLT element techniques in the boundary integral method,
the following integrals have to be computed.
a.,.(i,j} = h(j) -(~;:~i~'l)(q)IT(j)dS(q); (A.I)
••(i.i) = ]"" -['~\i~,)('IIT(j)dS(,); (A.2)
",d
a...,(i,j) =h(i} -[z~~i~q~(q)IT(j)dS(q); (A.3)
where a,,(1,j), a...(i,i), and a...(i,j) arc the e!emenU of the velocity coefficient
matrices used in both the dired and indirect bouudary integral formulations. In
the above equations i is it field point on tbe mesh; j represents the colloation
point; SCi) represent the area of all the panels surrounding j (they all have onc
vertex at j, see Fig. A.I)j and T is the dist&ntt between i and the integral
element area. dS(fl, which is
'Ii,,) = Vlr(i) r(,)I' +W(i) ,(,)1' + [r(i) .(,)1'. (".4)
It is noted that 1:(q),y(q),z(q)1 represents the integration poict on the de-
ments surrounding i. z(q), y(q), and :(q) are variables of integration.
The integration is performed by considering two cues, which are the cue of
field point i being not on the collocation point i, i.e. i i- j, and the case of i
being 00 i, i.e. i = i. It is the object of the present appendix to discuSi both the
numerical integration algorithm for case 1 and the analytical fonnula.. for cue 2.
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Since all the integrab given by equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3) are computed
in the .ame way, (A.1) is used as an example for the diseussion in this appendix.
The integratiol: of equation (A.l) goes through a.11 the panels surrounding
node point j. Let ne(j) represents the number of panels surrounding j, equation
(A.l) ca.n berewritter: as:
... '..til r {:z:(i)-:z:(q)j .
Cl..(l,]) =- :; )S(,) ~~T(J,q)dS(q), (A.5)
where Seq) represents the area of element qj T(j,q) represents put of the tent
T(j), which covers only panel q, (see Fig. A.l). By introducing a local numbering
system TU, q) can be explained more clearly. Giving three numbers q(l), q(2),and
q(3) to the three vertices ofpa.nel q with numbering q(l) at i, and q(2), g(3) anti-
clockwi1e numbering the rest of the two vertices of q, T(j, q) takes the values
T(;,,(I)] 1;
T(;,,(2)1 0;
T(;,,(3)j = o.
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
No..... , the computation of the integra.l (A.l) becomes the computa.tions of ne(j)
number of integral: given in equation (A.S). We have
I.(i,j) = j,(l(?(~:i')JT(j,')dS('). (A.9)
In tbe present procedure a. mapping technique is used instead of using the
global coordinate system. Through the mapping, a. triangular element q defined
by it. ",ti",.t ,(I) = [.(I),y(I),,(II1, ,(2) = [.(2),y(2),,(2)], ""d ,(3) =
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[z(3),y(3),.::(3)j is mapped into a right. angle triangle in the plan.. (~,() with ilS
three vertices at (~l'(l) '" (1,0), (~2,(2) = (0,1), (6,(J) lU.O). H .. linear
mapping is in the form:
%(q) = [%(1) - %(3)1( + 1%(2) - %(3)]( , %(3) ; (A.lIlj
,(q): [,(1) - ,(3)1( + [,(2) - ,(3)[( + ,(3); (A.ll)
%(q) = [,(1) - ,(3)]( + [,(2) - ,(3)1( + ,(3). ('\.12)
The linear mapping maps q(l), the numher I vertex of q, on to I«I),«(I)]~.
(1,0); q(2), the number 2 Vl:rtex of q, on to 1{(2),«(2)j = (O,l)i and q(3), the
number 3 vertex of q, on to [{(3), «(3)] '" (0,0). The linear mapping also maps
the tent function TU,q) into
T((,()=(.
Applying the linear mapping to expression (A.9) gives
(A.13)
where, r(ii(,() is given as:
*(,() = {[%(i) - (%(1) - %(3))( - (%(2) - %(3))( - %(3)1'
+1,(') - (,(1) - ,(3))( - (,(2) - ,(3))( - ,(3)1'
+[%(i) - (,(1) - ,(3))( - (,(2) - ,(3))( - ,(3)1'},'m.
(A.15)
The integration in expression (A.14) is perlormed numerically by using the
Gauss·Kronrod integration formula..
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The:'! 1..(i,j) is obtained by remapping 1..(lj{,() back to tbe original coordj·
..ale system, wbich is
/.(i,i) = IJI/.[';«( = 1,( =0)1·
where IJI is tbe Jacobian transformation, .....hich is ghoen as:
IJ1=JJ?+Jl+Jl,
with
(A.l6)
(A.l7)
J, = :,(11 - ,(3111,(2) - ,(3)1-[,(2) - ,(3111,(1) - ,(3)1; (A.18)
J, = [.(2) - .(3111,(1) - ,(3)1-{.(1) - .(3111,(2) - ,(3)1; (A.l9)
J, =[.(1) - .(3)11,(2) - ,(3)1-1.(2) - .(3)1~(1) - ,(3)J. (A.20)
It is note that in the mapping proced.ure from equation (A.9) to equa.tion
(A.14), z(i), y(i) and :(i) were Dot changed. This is because they are treated as
COllStaots in the intesrals.
Case 2. i 00 i
Whe:o the field pobt i is on the coUoation point j, the integration of equations
(A.l), (A.2), (A.3j becomes special cues, since rl.i,j) = O. The integrands in
these integrals are infinity at node point j. The numerical integration scheme for
Cue 1 C.llD oot be sued to computed the integrals.
It is known that the total velocity induced by a unit source at j is
v= ~f. ~[n(j). n(S)JdS,
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(A.2l)
....here S i, the unlO.·etted. part of the ,urface a.rea of a ,phcre of diameter 2r and
centered. at j. Consider a ,phere with ils diar.leter of 2r centered at j, which is
called here the covering sphere, this sphere is cut into two parts by the panded
surface. S is the area of one of these two parts which is inside the body or the
unwetted part. The reuon of define S to be the area. of the unwetted part of the
sphere is beause of the def•.c.ition ofr(i,j). When r(i,j) is defined as:
.(i,j) =J[%(i) - %(i)I' + [,(i) - ,(i)I' + [*) - ,(j)I', (A.22)
S should he chosen the unwetted part, while r(i,j) is defined as:
.(i,j) ~ J[%(i) - %(i)I' + [,(i) - ,(ill' + [,(j) - ,(i)I' , (A.23)
S should then be chosen the wetted part. Phy,ically, S i, determined by the
direction of the source. When the SOurce goes into the body S should be defined
by the unwetted part, otherwise the wetted put. And the definition of r(i,j)
determines the direction of the source.
Also in Equation (A.21), nU) is the inside unit normal vector to the paneled
body surface at j, and n(S) represents the ouuide unit surface norma.! vedor
to the covering sphere; The velocity component in z direction induced by a unit
source at point j which is equal to a",U,j) can then be given as:
a",(j,j) =Vn" = n,,(j) ~!!AL ~dS, (A.24)
where n,,(j) is the component of nU) in the % direction.
Now the problem of calculating a",(j,j) beeomes calculating the limit integra-
tion which is the solid angle
(A.25)
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aod
..(j,j)=n.(j)~. (A.26)
fj reprC$Cnt the solid angle at node point j subtended by the panels surrQund-
ing j which is the surfa.ce area of the unwetted put of a. unit covering sphere.
To compute the solid angle, '" local coordinate system (:",y",z·) is a.dopted
with ZH in the direction of it(j), where nU) rcpresenh the inside normal at point
j of the paneled surface. The relation between the local coordinate system and
the global coordinate system is found to be
where
And
""
1lv.:' -n.z'j (A.27)
," Y'j (A.28)
""
n",+n".z'j (A.29)
"'
= % -:(j); (A.30)
"
-'-[n.(, - ,(i)) - n,(" - ,(iJ)j; (A.31)
n,.
"
= -'-[n,(, - ,(i)) - n.(" - "(i))j. (A.32)
n,.
n".=~. (A.33)
Bz, n" and n. arc the components of nU) in the directions of:t. y, and z, rapec-
tively.
By elCprelling coordinates of all the panels surrounding j in the local coordi-
Date aystem, the intersecting point. of the panels and the unit covering sphere
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can be found in terms of lotal coordinate system. Each panel has two intersect.
ing points with the unite covering sphere. These two points plus the intersecting
point q" of the normal n with the unit sphere, three points on the unit covering
sphere are determined for each panel. The sphere area between these three points
is calculated from spherical trigonometry we have
where a =(al + a2 +a'J)/2, and a.- is the plane angle at q" subtended by side i
of the triangular pa.c.d q, i = 1,2,3.
The unwetted solid angle is then calculated by
~lil
P= LP{q).
,.,
(A.3S)
where ne(q) is the total number of panels surrounding the colll>Cation point j.
S(jJ
Fig. A.I The tent function and it supporting dements
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B. Integration ofT(j)/r(i,q)
In applyi.lll the direct boUDUrj intct;r&1 tbeory by using the lincar dement
techniques, the foUe,;ns i.lltcgn.l is onc the mOlt important integrals ned to be
computed.
!(i,j) =I.", r(i ,{(i)dS(,), (B.I)
where b(i,j) &rIC the clements of the influence coefficient matrix B. Equa.tion
(B.1) is further written as the summary of panels surrounding j as;
.. ~)I 1 .
b(\,}) = {;i lS<.J r(i,q)T(j,q)dS(q),
Now the problem becomes wculaticI the intqral of
l(i,;) =is{,) r(i:q)TU,!)4S(q).
(B.2)
(B.3)
The computation of this iotegnl for the cue of i :f: i is the same as the
computa.tion of equation (A.I) discussed in Appdldix A. The same routines of
computing intqral (A.I) were used to compute this integral by simply ch.&n&i.nI
the in~d. In this appendix the theoretial intqration for the case of i =;
is delailed.
By introduc:inl & loc&1 polar coordinate system with its original at i, (see Fig.
8.1), the tent function TU,q) can be written as:
T(j,q) =T(r,/l) =1- r~:9 - [S13~inQ - S:;i:a}rsin9. (B.4)
Equation (B.3) can then be written u;
J(i,i=i)= J: r('}{l- ~;~9 -ISu~a - S:;:a1rsin9};tlS, (B.S)
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where
dS =rdrdB,
S13 sino ,
b :::: SU-S13COSO,
S\2S13 sina ,
(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)
and S\2' Sn a.nd Su ue the length of the three .ides of panel q, (.ee Fig. 8.1),
which can be c:a.l.eulated directly through the coordinate of the three verticn of
panel q.
Substituting equation (8.6) into equation (B.5) gi~
l(i,j:::: i):::: [ ['{'l[l_ r~:8-(Sl)~ina - S:i:a)rsin8jdrd8. (B.ll)
Perfonnins the i:1tqration with resped to dr gives
J(i,j=i)=-2~Jll-~(Su~Da - S::i:a)I,,+cJm, (B.12)
where /r, 1" and 1111 ate three intqrals with respect to 48, they are
I, I (GCOS8::.in8),48; (B.13)
I" fa- (GCOS:~~JiI18),d8: (B.14)
hIt [ (GCOS8~bSin8)d8· (B.15)
Performing the integratioD for the above three inteuaJ.s gives
-"'sina -a.O cos a 0 a.
h = d'(d'.in'a a.J)+d'(d'COIJa_b')+;P;+U;V'" (8.16)
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In the above equatiODJ
(B.18)
Fig. B.l Loa! polu coordinate system
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C. Free Surface Panelization
In applying the iuci:rect algorithm developed in thc present study to wive iL
submerged body generated wave problem, the fluid frcc surface is discrcti7.ed into
triangulu pUlels which arc bounded by the streamlines. Prior to the generation
of the streamlines. the size of the surface mesh and the size of the panels have to be
determined. The size of the surface mesh and the size of the panels are determined
as the function of the size and the vdocity of the body under coDsideratw,n. The
len&th of the surface mesh is determined by the waV1!: kngth generated by tbe
moving body. The wave len&th is a fUD(\ton of the Froude number F. which
is defined as: F.. = U1../iI. with L the characteristic length of the body. The
ICllIth of the surf~e mesh is ealculateci by the following equation:
L... =oL•• (C.l)
where L.... is the length of the surface mesh; a is a coefficient representing the
number of waves modelled by the mesh on the free surf~; and L. i. the length
of the IQ,ve which is determined by the Froude F... in the fonn :
L... =2rF..L. (C.2)
The de:meot size S. in the % direction. is con,id~ uniformly thro\1&h the
mesh. The size of an dement in this direction is proportional to the waV1!: length.
From ~he numerical tests it is found that S. between L./20 to L./12 would be
suitable for submerged object cases.
The dement size in the y direction determina the location of the streamlines.
The element size in tl1&t direction, at the leftmost edge of the swf&e:C mesh must
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be determined before generating the streamlines. In the present computations,
to save computational resources and increase the accur~y> the element size in y
direction is arra.nged in a wa.y so that doser to the body the size of elements is
relatively smaller than the size of those elements awa.y from the body. On the
leftmost edge of the surface mesh the element size in y direction is calculated by
y, = (. - 1)(Ay +PAy(' - 1)1, (C.3)
where 6y = 1.5L../{n. -1) and n. i.s the number of streamlines; {3 is a constant
controlling the size increment along y.
The location of the surface mesh relative to the body, which is defined by the
distance between the leftmost edge of the mesh and the front of the body Df>
is also neecied to be determir.ed. Numerical tests show that Dr ~ L.. would be
.uitable for the submerged object cases. In the present computations the relation
Dr = L.. is used. Numerital experiments also show that the location of the front
of the wa.ve generated by the body does not depend on the location of the mesh
as long as Dr is chosen large enough, (see Baddour, Pawlowski and Song 1991).
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D. Finite Difference Operators
0.1 Three-point centered finite difference operator
The finite difference operators used in the present study are obtained through
a general finite differencr. approxima.tion formulation which is ~pressed in terrm
of Lagrange coefficient polynomial. The formula is given as:
I ..+1 , IC..+I){!(z.)) ... 1
1 (z.):: ?; 1(%,)L,(2:.) +~ ,:H.,}2:. - 2:J ), (0.1)
where Lj(:r.) denotes the first order derivative of the (k - l)th Lagra.nge inter-
pol&tillg polynomia.l for function 1(%) a.t %1t:r~I ... :J:..+I' The (k - l)th Lagrange
interpolating polynomial is given as:
Lj (%.) :: (%;% ~;)1(~: -:~~L.(~.-::~ll)i~: %~.~~i·.~~~ ~":~+I) ,
lorea.ch k:: 1,2, ... (11+ 1). (D.2)
Equation (0.1) is c&lled an (n+l).point formula to approximate 1'(:.), since
aline&!" combination of the (11 + 1) values 1'(%;) is used for j :: 1,2, ... ,{1I + 1).
tn general, using more evaluation points in equation (D.l) produces greater
accuracy, although the number of fundiona.l evaluations and growth of rounding
error discourages this somewhat. The most common formulas are those involving
three and five evaluation points. In the present study, both the three a.nd five
points formulas are used in the &lgorithm.
To obtain a three-point formula the three-point Lagrange c:oeflicient polyno-
mial and its first order derivatives at the three poillts are need to be derived,
which is given as:
(: - %~)(2: - %3) .
(:l:l-:l:2}(%1-:l:3) ,
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(D~)
Hence, from equation (D.l)
(z - ZI)(: - :l:J)
(:l:J-zd(:l:J-zJ) ;
(:I:-ztl(:I:-:l:J) .
(:Z:J-:l:d(:l:J :l:J)'
(:I: -:J) + (:I: -:::)
(:1:1 -Za)(:l:1 :Z:J);
(:::-:z:d+{:Z:-:Z:J)
(=a-:::d(:l:2-:Z:3) ;
(:::-:Z:1)+{:I:-:Z:2)
(:Z:3 :1:1)(:1:3 :1:2)'
(D.')
(D.5)
(D.6)
(D.7)
(D.8)
1'(';) =
(D.')
To obtain a centen:d three-point operator i is set to be equal to 2 and write
I'(:z:) in a general form with respect to the center point i
1'(';) = F3Dl{;)f(';_') +F3D2(i)f(';) +F3D3(i)f(.;,,). (D.10)
where z; =(:;,y;,zo). and
F3Dl(i) 5;.(.+1)/[5(;-1),;5(;-1).(;+1»); (D.ll)
F3D2(i) 1/5;,(;_1) + 1/5;.(;+1); (D.12)
F3D3(i) 5'.(0_1)/15(;+1).(;_1)5(.+1),;1 i (D.13)
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5('_I).(i+:\
5•.(._1)
5 •.(.+\1
-~~_~(;'~1-':':'+1)1;
J(%. - %.-IF + (Y. - y.-IF + (:. - =.-IP;
-';(%. - %;+1)2 + (y. - y.+d~ + (=, - =.+1)1;
';(%,+1 - %._1)2 + (Y'+1 - y._IP + (=.+1 - =._1)2;
';(%,+1 - %.)2 + (Y'+I - Y.)~ + (;';+1 - =.p.
In the above equations (%._1,1/;_1,%._1), (%i,1/,,;';) and (%0+1,1/,+1,=0+1) arc: the
coordinatc:s of the three points.
0.2 Five-point centered finite difference operator
Followir.g the way as explained in the three-point operator, the: five-point
centered finite difference operator is obtained u;
where
1'(i.) = FSDl(i)f(i;_2) + F5D2(i)f(i••d + FSD3(i)f(i;)
+FSD4(i)f(i;+I) + FSD5(i)f(i'+2), (0.14)
F5Dl(i) S;.(._IIS.,(;+ llS ••(.+2l/lS{;_2).(i.ljS(i_2)•• S(,_21,(.+1)5(.-2),(iHll i
FSD2(i) Sq;_2)S"('+ljS"('+2)/(S('_IW_2lS(i_l) .•S(;_I).{i+lj5(•• I).{iHII;
F5D3(i) 1/5i.{i_2) + l/S;,(i_l) +1/5••(;+ll + l/S.,(.+2) j
FSD4(i) S;,(;.2l5;.(i_ljS.,('+2)IlS(i+ll.('_2)5(i+I),(i_l)S('+I),.S(.+ll.(.+211 i
FSD5(i) S;.ti_2)Si.(;_1)Si.fi+ll/[S(,+2).{i_2lS(,H).{i.I)SCi+2).iSCi+2).(i+ll]·
And
S{i_2),(i_l)
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5(,-3)" - J(X'-3 - x,? + (Y'--3 - y.? + (Z._3 - Z.)3;
5(,-3),(.+1) -J(X._3 - X,+I? + (y.-3 - Y'+I)3 + (Z'_3 - z,.d3 ;
5(.-3),(.+2) -J[X.-3 X.+3)3 + (y._3 Y;.3)2 + (:.-3 :i+3?;
5(._1)'('_3) J(X;-I - X'_3)3 + (Y'_1 - Y,-3)3 + (:;_1 - Z._3)3;
5(i_I),' -J(X,-I - Xi? + (Y,_I - :;,,)3 + (Z'_1 -:;)2 i
5(;_1).(,+1) -J(~'-1 - ~.+d3 + (Yi_1 - 1/i+l)3 + (Z,-1 - :;+1)3;
5(,_1),(,+3) _~)3 + (Yi_l - 1/i+3)3 + (Z,_I - '::,+3)3;
5i,(;_3) J(Z. - X,_2)3 + (y, - Yi_3)2 + (z; - '::;_3)2;
5'.(i_l) J(~, - ~,_tl2 + (Yi - Yi_l)2 + (z, - Z'_,)2;
5',(i+l) -J(~i ~i+d2 + (Yi - Y.+I)2 + (.t; - Z;+1)2;
5;,(.+3) -J(%; - =.+2)3 +(Yi - 1/;+3)3 + (Zi - :;H}3;
5(.+1).li-2) ..j(:r:;+1 - :i-3)2 + (Y,+I - 1/._2)2 + (:;+1 - %;_3)3;
5(i+l).('_I) ,;c;:..: -%;_,,2 + (Yi+1 - 1/,_d3 + (:;"1 - ZO_1)2;
51.+1).. V(~'+1 - %i)3 + (Y.+1 - y,)3 + (ZO+1 - :;)2 i
5(.+1),(;+2) -V(%1+1 - ~i+2)2 + (Y'+I - Y.+2)3 + (:;+1 - :;+3)2;
5('+3),(i_2) V(%i+2 - %1_2)2 + (Yi+2 - Y,_2)3 + (z.-+3 - ZO_2)3;
5{i+2).('_1) V(%i+3 - %._1)2 + (Y;+2 _1/;_1)3 + (:;+2 - ZO_1)2 i
5(.+3)'; V(:'+2 - %;)2 + (1/;+2 - 1/,)2 + (:;+3 - z,J2;
5('+2),Hl) -J(%1+2 - %,+1)2 +(Yi+3 - Yi+,,2 + (%;+2 - %,;+d2 ,
In the above equation (:,-3, Yi_2, %,;_2), (%._1, Y'_I, ::;-1), (~i,Y., Z.:), (%.+1, Yi'tl, Z;+I),
and (%i+2,Y.+2, :;+2) are the coordina.tes of the five points.
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D.3 Four·point centered finite difference opcrator
The toeffitients of the rour-point finite differente formula arc given a.s:
F4D4(i) [5t'_I),.12IS(._2),;j2S(._2I,(._q[5("'2l,' + 5(._1),.1/0.; (D.15)
F4D3(i) [5(._I),.]2i5(._3)..125(._3),('_I}[5(._3),. + 5(._1),.1/ D,; (D.16)
F4D2(i) [S('_2),.12\S(._3)..125(i_3),(._2)[5('_3),. + 5(._2).,11 D.; (D.I7)
F4Dl(i) -(F4D'(i); F4D3(i} + F4D3(i))!D.; (D.18)
D,
-[5('_IJ,.5(._2),.S(._3).;S('_3j.('_1}5(;_2),(._1)5(._3).(._2)
(5c._3)" + S(i_2),' + SC._I},.)] , (D.19)
where
5C;-I}.; J(Zi-h _Z;)2 + (Y;_I - y.)2 + (:'-1 - .:;)2 j
5C;-2W-1) J(Z;_2, -Z'_I)2 + (Y._2 - Y;-I)2 + (:'-2 - Y._d2 ;
5(._3),(i_2) J(Z;-31 -Zi_2)2 + (Y;_3 - Y;_2)2 + (:'_3 :'-2)2 j
5('_2)~ S('_I),' + S(;_2),(i_l} j
S(;_3),i S(._3},(._2) +S{;_2),('_I) + S('_I),' j
$(;_3),(;_1) $j.-3),(;_2)+ S(i-21,C;-I)'
And (Z(_31Y;_3,%;_3), (Zi_2,Yi_2,Z,_2), (Z;_101l;_hZi_I), and (Z"Yi,2:.) a.rc the
tOOrdinates of the four points.
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